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Abstract 
'vVe study the classification problem of Polish metric spaces up to isometry and 
the isometry groups of Polish metric spaces. In the framework of the descriptive 
set theory of definable equivalence relations, we determine the exact complexity of 
various classification problems concerning Polish metric spaces. We start with the 
class of all Polish metric spaces and prove that it is Borel bireducible to the universal 
orbit equivalence relation induced by Borel actions of Polish groups. We then turn 
to special classes of Polish metric spaces, including locally compact, ultrametric, 
zero-dimensional, homogeneous, and ultrahomogeneous spaces. In the investigation 
of the classification problems we also obtain characterizations for isometry groups 
of various classes of Polish metric spaces. 
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Introduction 
(A) A Polish metric space is a complete separable metric space (X, d) . Our 
first goal in this paper is to determine the exact complexity of the classification 
problem of Polish metric spaces up to isometry. Our work was motivated by a 
recent paper of Vershik [1998], where the author remarks (in the beginning of 
Section 2): "The classification of Polish spaces up to isometry is an enormous task. 
More precisely, this classification is not 'smooth' in the modern terminology." The 
first main theorem (Theorem 1 below) quantifies precisely the enormity of this task. 
We will first summarize the basic ideas of a theory of complexity of classification 
problems, which will help to put our results in perspective. Detailed expositions 
can be found, e.g., in Hjorth [2000a], Kechris [1999], [2002]. 
In mathematics one frequently deals with problems of classification of various 
objects up to some notion of equivalence by invariants. Quite often these objects 
can be viewed as forming a definable (Borel, analytic, etc.) subset X of a standard 
Borel space X (i.e., a Polish space with its associated a-algebra of Borel sets), and 
the equivalence relation as a definable (Borel, analytic, etc.) equivalence relation 
E on X . A complete classification of X up to E consists then of finding a set of 
invariants I and a map c: X -t I such that xEy {:::} c(x) = c(y). For this to be of 
interest both I and c must be as simple and concrete as possible. 
For our purposes, the simplest case is when the invariants are concrete enough 
so that they can be represented as elements of a standard Borel space (and the 
map c is fairly explicitly definable). More precisely let us call E (and the classi-
fication problem it represents) concretely classifiable (or smooth or tame) if there 
is a standard Borel space Y and a Borel (measurable) map c : X -t Y such that 
xEy {:::} c(x) = c(y) . 
To apply these ideas to the problem of isometry of Polish metric spaces, we 
first indicate how we view any such space as an element of a standard Borel space, 
in other words we describe a standard Borel space of Polish metric spaces. One 
natural way to do that is the following. Fix a universal Polish metric space, like the 
Urysohn space 1lJ (which we will discuss extensively in §2 below). Then every Polish 
metric space is, up to isometry, a closed subspace of 1l.J, and we can view F(1U), the 
standard Borel space of closed subsets of 1l.J with the Effros Borel structure (see §1 
below), as the space of Polish metric spaces. Denote then by s:!i the equivalence 
relation of isometry between metric spaces. Our problem is to understand the 
complexity of 9:!i on Polish metric spaces, or, equivalently, closed subsets of 1l.J. 
First let us note that if we restrict s:!i to the space K(1U) of compact subsets of 
1l.J, in other words if we consider the isometry problem for compact metric spaces, 
then already Gromov (see, e.g., Gromov [1999, 3.11~+ or 3.27]) has shown that it 
is concretely classifiable. However, as Vershik [1998] points out, the classification 
of general Polish metric spaces up to isometry, is not concretely classifiable, thus 
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quite complicated, in some sense. But can we make this more precise and calculate 
how complicated it really is? This is the problem that we address in this paper. 
To arrive at an answer, one first has to define in what sense a classification 
problem is at most as complicated as another. This is made precise by means of 
the concept of reducibility between equivalence relations. If E , F are equivalence 
relations on subsets X , Y resp. , of standard Borel spaces, we say that E is Borel 
reducible to F, in symbols, 
E S:a F 
if there is a Borel map f : X --+ Y such that 
xEy <=> f(x)Ff(y). 
Intuitively, this means that any complete invariants for F work as well for E (after 
composing with f) and therefore, in some sense, the classification problem repre-
sented by E is at most as complicated as that of F. Also E is Borel bireducible 
with F , in symbols 
E rva F <=> E S:a F & F S:a E, 
means that the classification problems represented by E , F have the same complex-
ity. Finally, 
E <a F <=> E S:a F & F 'La E , 
signifies that the classification problem of E is strictly simpler than that of F. 
The (partial pre-)order S:a imposes a hierarchy of complexity on classification 
problems and our goal here is to find the place of isometry of Polish metric spaces 
in this hierarchy. In the study of this subject several important benchmarks have 
been discovered, which can be used to calibrate the difficulty of specific classification 
problems that come up in various fields of mathematics. We will review the ones 
that are relevant to us here. See Becker-Kechris [1996] for more details. 
For any Polish group G and Borel action (g, x) H g · x of G on a standard 
Borel space X (a Borel G-space for short) we denote by E8 the corresponding 
orbit equivalence relation 
xEay {:} 3g(g · x = y). 
(This is an analytic but not always Borel equivalence relation.) It turns out that 
among all Ea , with G fixed, there is a most complex, i.e., universal, one. In other 
words, there is a Borel G-space X such that for all Borel G-spaces Y we have 
E~ S:a EJ. It is unique up to rv a and we denote it by E'G. Furthermore, letting 
now G vary over all Polish groups, there is a universal relation of the form E'G. 
This is again unique up to rv 8 and we call it the universal equivalence relation 
induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. One realization of it is E'G, where G is 
either the homeomorphism group of the Hilbert cube or the isometry group of the 
Urysohn space (this follows from the results of Uspenskil' [1986], [1990] that these 
groups are universal Polish groups, i.e., contain every Polish group as a closed 
subgroup.) In many ways, that the theory of Borel reducibility makes precise, 
this is an enormously complex equivalence relation (it is certainly not concretely 
classifiable and not Borel but these are rather mild indications of its complexity). 
Our first result now computes the complexity of the isometry classification of Polish 
metric spaces as being precisely that of the universal equivalence relation induced 
by a Borel action of a Polish group. More precisely: 
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Theorem 1. The equivalence relation of isometry of Polish metric spaces, ~i, 
is Borel bireducible with the universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel action 
of a Polish group. 
This settles the question concerning isometry for general Polish metric spaces. 
It is however of further interest to understand the complexity of the isometry prob-
lem for special classes of Polish metric spaces. For example, we have seen that for 
compact metric spaces it is concretely classifiable. The next step along these lines 
would be to calculate the complexity of isometry on locally compact Polish metric 
spaces. 
Recall that E'S"" is the universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel ac-
tion of the infinite symmetric group Soo of all permutations of N. This is much 
smaller, in terms of the ordering <B, than the universal equivalence relation in-
duced by a Borel action of a Polish group. A concrete realization of ES:,., (see 
Becker-Kechris [1996]) is graph isomorphism, i.e. , the isomorphism relation be-
tween countable graphs. Then it is not hard to see that isometry of discrete Polish 
metric spaces has exactly the same complexity as graph isomorphism and therefore 
isometry of locally compact Polish metric spaces is at least as complex as graph 
isomorphism. 
Our results on the isometry groups of such spaces, which we will discuss shortly, 
led us to the conjecture that in fact isometry of locally compact Polish metric spaces 
is Borel reducible to graph isomorphism, and therefore it has exactly the same 
complexity as graph isomorphism. Hjorth has recently shown that a weaker form 
of this conjecture is in fact true, namely that isometry of locally compact Polish 
spaces is reducible by a provably a~ function to graph isomorphism. This provides 
strong evidence for the truth of the conjecture. 
One can look further at important subclasses of locally compact spaces. Recall 
that a space is 0-dimensional if it has a clopen basis. We now have: 
Theorem 2. The equivalence relation of isometry on 0-dimensional locally 
compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with graph isomorphism. 
At the other extreme are the connected locally compact spaces. Let us denote 
by E00 the universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a countable 
group. Equivalently, this is the universal countable Borel equivalence relation, 
where a Borel equivalence relation is countable if all of its equivalence classes are 
countable (see, e.g. , Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [1994]). Again E00 is much smaller, 
in terms of <B, than graph isomorphism. It is not hard to see that Eoo is Borel 
reducible to the isometry of connected locally compact Polish metric spaces. Again 
results on their isometry groups motivated our conjecture that the isometry of 
connected locally compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with E00 . In 
fact, we conjectured this for an even wider class of locally compact spaces, which 
we called pseudo-connected (see Chapter 5 for the precise definition). This class 
contains not only the connected spaces but also the Heine-Borel spaces. (A metric 
space (X, d) is Heine-Borel if its closed bounded subsets are compact.) Thus there 
are many 0-dimensional spaces (like the p-adics) which are pseudo-connected. This 
conjecture has now been confirmed by Hjorth. 
Theorem 3. (Hjorth) The equivalence relation of isometry of connected locally 
compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with the universal countable Borel 
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equivalence relation. The same is also true for pseudo-connected or for Heine-Borel 
locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
In another direction, we can compute exactly the complexity of isometry of 
another subclass, namely Polish ultrametric spaces (Recall that (X , d) is ultrametric 
if d(x , y)::; max{d(x,z),d(z,y)}.) Every ultrametric space is 0-dimensional. 
Theorem 4. The equivalence relation of isometry of Polish ultrametric spaces 
is Borel bireducible with graph isomorphism. 
We do not know the exact complexity of isometry of 0-dimensional Polish metric 
spaces but John Clemens has shown that it is strictly bigger than graph isomor-
phism. 
John Clemens has also found another proof of the result that the universal 
equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group is Borel reducible 
to the isometry of Polish metric spaces. His method is quite different from ours 
and produces also very interesting lower bounds for the complexity of isometry on 
other classes of Polish metric spaces. These will appear in his U.C. Berkeley Ph.D. 
Thesis, Clemens [2001J . 
(B) It turns out that our work also gives some interesting applications to the 
study of isometries of various metric spaces. Our first result here characterizes the 
isometry groups of Polish metric spaces. The topology on isometry groups is always 
the pointwise convergence topology. 
Theorem 5. Up to (topological group) isomorphism the isometry groups of 
Polish metric spaces are exactly the Polish groups. 
We then consider the case of locally compact separable metric spaces (X, d), 
where d is not necessarily complete. For any such space it still turns out that its 
isometry group is Polish. We look first at the subclass of such spaces, which we 
called pseudo-connected. For such spaces, we show the following: 
Theorem 6. Let X be a pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric 
space. Then its isometry group is locally compact. 
This generalizes a result of van Dantzig-van der Waerden [1928j (see also 
Strantzalos [1974j, [1989j and Manoussos-Strantzalos [2000J) for the connected case. 
Using this, and some further constructions, we can characterize completely the 
isometry groups of locally compact separable metric spaces. 
Theorem 7. Up to (topological group) isomorphism, the isometry groups of 
locally compact separable metric spaces are exactly the closed subgroups of products 
n 
where (en) is a sequence of locally compact Polish groups and S00 1>< e N is the 
semi-direct product of Soo and eN, where Soo acts on eN by g. x(i) = x(g-1(i)). 
Moreover, this class of groups is also, up to isomorphism, the same as the class of 
groups of isometries of locally compact Polish metric spaces, and also the same as 
the class of groups of isometries of u-compact Polish metric spaces. 
We use this characterization to get also information about actions of such isom-
etry groups. 
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Theorem 8. Let H be the isometry group of a locally compact separable metric 
space. Let Y be a Borel H -space with associated orbit equivalence relationE};. Then 
E}; is Borel reducible to graph isomorphism. 
This extends a result of Hjort h [2000a] who proved such a theorem for countable 
products of locally compact Polish groups. 
It is not difficult to see that, up to isomorphism, the isometry groups of 0-
dimensional locally compact Polish metric spaces are exactly the closed subgroups 
of S00 • We do not know an exact characterization of the isometry groups of pseudo-
connected (or for that matter connected or Heine-Bore!) locally compact metric 
spaces. Concerning Polish ultrametric spaces it is not hard to see that these isom-
etry groups are, up to isomorphism, closed subgroups of Soo but we do not know 
how to characterize them. 
(C) The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we discuss various preliminaries. In 
§2 we give the proof of Theorem 1 (see Theorem 2.1). A crucial tool here is the use 
of the Urysohn space l!.J. In §3 we characterize the isometry groups of Polish metric 
spaces and prove Theorem 5 (see Theorem 3.1). In §4 we discuss some special cases 
of Polish metric spaces and prove Theorems 2 and 4 (see Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). 
In §5 we study isometries of pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric 
spaces and prove Theorem 6 (see 5.6, i)), and in §6 we characterize the isometries 
of general locally compact separable metric spaces and prove Theorems 7 and 8 
(see 6.3 and 6.9, resp.). In §7 we give the proof of Hjorth's Theorem 3 (see 7.1) and 
discuss its implications for the isometry problem of locally compact Polish metric 
spaces. In §8, we study the special case of locally compact ultrametric spaces. In §9 
we discuss certain aspects of the proof of Theorem 1, which lead to some interesting 
analogies with model theory. Finally, in §10 we discuss various open problems. 
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank G. Hjorth for allowing us to include 
the proof of his results in Chapter 7 below. We also thank V. Kanovei and S. Solecki 
for many useful comments concerning the results in this paper. 
CHAPTER 1 
Preliminaries 
We will review here some basic background in descriptive set theory needed 
below. 
lA. A Polish metric space (X, d) is a complete separable metric space. We 
often write it simply as X. A Polish space is a topological space homeomorphic to 
a Polish metric space. A standard Borel space is a measurable space (X, :E), where 
X is a Polish space and :E is its a-algebra of Borel sets. Members of :E are called 
the Borel sets of X and a function f : X --+ Y , where X, Y are standard Borel 
spaces is Borel {measurable} if the inverse image of a Borel set in Y is a Borel set in 
X. Similarly a function g : Xo--+ Yo. where X 0 <;:;;X, Yo<;:;; Y , is Borel if the inverse 
image of a relatively Borel subset of Yo is relatively Borel in Xo. This is equivalent 
(see Kechris [1995, 12.2]) to saying that g admits an extension f : X --+ Y which is 
Borel. A subset A <;:;; X is analytic if there is a standard Borel space Y and a Borel 
map f : Y --+ X with f(Y) = A. It is co-analytic if its complement is analytic. 
For each Polish space X, F (X) is the standard Borel space of all closed subsets 
of X with the Effros Borel structure, i.e., the a-algebra generated by the sets of the 
form {FE F(X): F nU =/: 0}, where U varies over the open subsets of X. 
lB. A Polish group G is a topological group whose underlying topology is 
Polish. A subgroup H of a Polish group G is Polish in the topology inherited from 
G if and only if H is closed in G (see Becker-Kechris [1996, 1.2.1]). An action 
(g,x) E G x X f--7 g · x E X of G on X , where X is a standard Borel space, is 
Borel if the function a(g, x) = g · x is Borel. In this case, we also say that X is a 
(standard} Borel G-space. We denote by E§ the corresponding orbit equivalence 
relation on X 
xE§y {:::} 3g(g · x = y) . 
Clearly E§ is an analytic (as a subset of X x X) equivalence relation. 
lC. Given equivalence relations E, F on subsets X , Y, resp., of standard Borel 
spaces, we say that E is Borel reducible to Y , in symbols 
E~nF, 
if there is a Borel map f: X--+ Y with 
xEy {:::} f(x)Ff(y). 
We say that E , Fare Borel bireducible, in symbols 
E "'B F, 
if E ~B F and F ~B E. Finally, put 
E <n F {:::} E ~B F & F 'f:n E. 
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A Borel equivalence relation E on a subset X of a standard Borel space is 
called concretely classifiable (or smooth or tame) if it is Borel reducible to equality 
on some standard Borel space, i.e. , there is a standard Borel space Y and a Borel 
map f : X -+ Y with 
xEy ¢:> f(x) = f(y). 
lD. In general given a class of equivalence relations £ we say that E E £ is 
universal for this class if for any F E £ , F ~B E (see Becker-Kechris 11996, §3]). 
For each Polish group G there is an equivalence relation of the form E8 which is 
universal among all such equivalence relations. More precisely, given G we can find 
a Borel G-space X such that for every Borel G-space Y, we have 
E~ ~B Ea. 
This is uniquely determined, up to "'B, and we denote it by E'G. If G ~ H (i.e., 
G is a closed subgroup of H) , then E'G ~B Elf. Also if G x :£: is, as a topological 
group, isomorphic to a closed subgroup of G, then E'G "'B E~(G), where G acts on 
F( G) by t ranslation: 
g·F =gF, 
(see Becker-Kechris 11996, pp. 42-43]). 
There is a universal Polish group, i.e. , a Polish group G so that every Polish 
group is, as a topological group, isomorphic to a closed subgroup of G (Uspenski1 
11986], 11990]). One realization of G, discovered by Uspenski1, is the isometry group 
of the Urysohn space, Iso(l!J), which will be discussed in §2 below. (By the way, this 
seems to answer the question in p. 922 of Vershik 11998].) If G is a universal Polish 
group, then E'G is, by the above remarks, universal for all E~, H a Polish group 
and X a Borel H-space. Thus there is a (unique up to rv8 ) universal equivalence 
relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. 
lE. In the case of the infinite symmetric group Soo of all permutations of N, 
with the pointwise convergence topology, there is a way to look at ES,., which ties 
it up with concepts of model theory (see Becker-Kechris 11996, 2.7]). 
For each nonempty countable relational language L = {R.thEI, where I is a 
countable set and R; is an ni-ary relation symbol, denote by XL the space 
XL = II 2(Nn•) > 
i 
which is homeomorphic to the Cantor space 2N. We view XL as the space of 
countable infinite £-structures (normalized so that their universe is N), identifying 
x = (xi)iEI E XL with the structure 
(N, R.;)iE/, 
where 
R;(s) ¢:> xi(s) = 1. 
The group Soo acts on XL in the obvious way: g · x = y means that g is an 
isomorphism of the structure associated to x to that associated with y. This is 
called the logic action (of Soo on XL)· Thus E'ff::, is simply the isomorphism relation 
x9!y 
on £-structures (with universe N). 
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If a E Lw,w is an Lw,w-sentence, denote by Mod(a) the set of all x E XL which 
are models of a, and by 9!cr the restriction of the isomorphism relation to Mod(a). 
It turns out that ES:., can be realized (up to "'B) in the form 9!cr , for appropriate 
a. For example, if 1 =the theory of (undirected) graphs, in the language L = {R}, 
where R is a binary relation symbol, then 
(9!,) "'B E'f.,. 
So the relation of graph isomorphism, 9!1 , is universal among equivalence relations 
induced by Borel actions of S00 . For further reference, we should point out that if 
'Yc = the theory of connected graphs, 
then also 
(9!,J "'B (9!,) . 
The direction (9!1J $.B (9!1 ) is obvious. For the other direction, Friedman-Stanley 
[1989] showed that if To = the theory of rooted trees (i.e., connected acyclic graphs 
with a distinguished vertex) , then (9!1 ) $.B (9!T0), and one can easily modify their 
construction to prove the same for the theory T 1 of rooted trees in which every 
vertex has at least two neighbors (see the proof of 4.3 below). Now it is not hard 
to see that (9!T,) $.'8 (9!1J: Given such a rooted tree (V, E, v), let V' = V U {x }, 
where x is a new vertex (not in V) and let the edges E' of V' consist of the edges 
E of V plus the edge connecting v to x. Then (V', E') is a tree, and (Vt. E 1 , v1) 9! 
(V2,E2,v2) <=> (V{ , ED 9! (V:2 , E~ ). 
Finally it should be pointed out that graph isomorphism is <B the universal 
equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. In fact , in some 
sense, it is "much smaller", in the order <B, than this universal equivalence relation 
(see Hjorth [2000a]). 
lF. A countable Borel equivalence relation is a Borel equivalence relation on 
a standard Borel space all of whose equivalence classes are countable. There is a 
universal countable Borel equivalence relation, denoted by E00• This is the same 
(up to "'B) as EF'oo' where F00 is the free group with No generators (see, e.g., 
Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [1994]). Again it turns out that E00 is much smaller, 
in the order <B, than graph isomorphism (see, e.g., Kechris [1999, 2002]) . 
CHAPTER 2 
Isometric Classification of Polish Metric Spaces 
2A. V./e will start by reviewing the definition and some basic properties of the 
Urysohn space, which will play a crucial role in our arguments below. V..Te refer 
the reader to Gromov [1999, 3.11 LJ, Katetov [1988], Urysohn [1927], Uspenskil 
[1990], and Vershik [1998], for further information and proofs of results about this 
space that we will use below. 
A separable metric space M is called Urysohn if for any finite metric space X 
and any subspace Y ~ X every isometric embedding f : Y -+ JVI can be extended to 
an isometric embedding g: X-+ M. Urysohn [1927] showed that there is a unique, 
up to isometry, Polish metric space which is Urysohn. We will simply call it the 
Urysohn space, and denote it by iiJ. It is also characterized as the unique Polish 
metric space which is universal (i.e. , every Polish metric space can be isometrically 
embedded into it) and ultrahomogeneous (i.e. , any isometry between finite subsets 
of it can be extended to an isometry of the whole space). Finally, if M is a Urysohn 
space, so is its completion M, and so M is isometric to 1U. 
So, up to isometry, any Polish metric space can be viewed as a closed subset 
of V with the induced metric. It is then natural to view the space F(U), of all 
closed subsets of QJ with the Effros Borel structure, as the space of all Polish metric 
spaces. It is of course a standard Borel space (see Kechris [1995, 12.C]) . On F(1U) 
we then consider the following equivalence relation 
C ~i D {:} C is isometric to D. 
It is clear that ~i is analytic. Our goal in this chapter is to compute the precise 
complexity of ~i in the hierarchy of analytic equivalence relations under Borel 
reducibility. 
2B. Recall from §1 that there is a universal (under ::;B) equivalence relation 
induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. It is of course unique up to "'B· 
Theorem 2.1. Isometry of Polish metric spaces, ~i, is Borel bireducible with 
the universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. 
In particular, this shows that ~i is not Borel, a fact which also follows, in a 
much simpler way, from the results we prove in §3. 
We will devote the rest of this chapter to the proof of 2.1. As in Uspenskil' 
[1990], our main tool will be Katetov's construction of the Urysohn space, see 
Katetov [1988]. It will be therefore important to review this construction and 
establish some notation. For technical reasons, we will actually use a slight variant 
of this construction. 
2C. Fix a P olish metric space (X, d) , with X=!= 0. Denote by E(X,w) the set 
of all f : X -+ R such that 
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(i) lf(x)- f(y )l ~ d(x, y) ~ f(x) + J(y) , for x, y EX, 
(ii) for some finite Y ~X, called a support of j , we have 
f(x ) = inf{d(x, y) + f(y): y E Y}, 
for all x E X. Note that if Y is a support of f. so is any Z 2 Y. We identify x E X 
with the function f x E E(X ,w) given by fx (Y) = d(x,y) (a support for fx is for 
example Y = {x}). On E (X ,w) we define the sup metric 
dE(!, g)= sup{jj(x)- g(x) l : x EX}. 
Since d(x , y) = dEUx , jy) , it is legitimate to view, via the identification x >--+ fx , 
the space (X,d) as a subspace of (E(X,w),dE)· Note here that for f E E(X,w) 
and x E X we have that 
f(x) = dE(J,x)(= dE(J, fx)). 
Finally, denote, for each n 2: 1, by E(X, n) the subspace of all f E E(X,w) 
which have support of cardinality ~ n. Thus X ~ E(X, 1) ~ E (X , 2) ~ ... and 
Un~l E(X, n) = E(X.w). Let also 
(E(X,w) , dE ) = the completion of (E(X,w) , dE )· 
ow define inductively, 
Xo=X, 
X n+l = E(Xn ,w), 
so that Xo ~ X 1 ~ X2 ~ ... , and let 
n 
Then X oo is a Urysohn space, and so its completion x· = Xoo is isometric to llJ. 
The main point to check here is that Xoo is separable, and this follows from the 
fact that E (X ,w) is separable. To see this, note that the f E E(X,w) that have 
finite support in some fixed countable dense subset of X , and take rational values 
on their support, form a countable dense subset of E(X, w ). 
For definiteness, in the following we will identify 1U with JR*: 
1U = IR*. 
ow consider two Polish spaces X, Y and an isometric embedding <p: X~ Y. 
Then <p extends to an isometric embedding E (<p,w) : E (X,w) ~ E (Y,w), given by 
E(<p,w)(J)(y) = inf{d(y,z) + f (<p-1 (z)) : z E <p(X)} , 
for y E Y , and thus to an isometric embedding E(<p,w) : E (X ,w) ~ E(Y,w). 
Define inductively, 
so that <po ~ <p1 ~ .... and let 
<po = <p 
<pn+l = E (<pn,w), 
<poo = U <pn. 
n 
Then <p00 is an isometric embedding of X oo into Y00 , and so extends to an isometric 
embedding 
<p.: x· ~ Y*. 
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It is easy to check that if 'P : X -+ Y. 'lj; : Y -+ Z are isometric embeddings, then 
E('lj; o t.p,w) = E (7J;,w) o E (<p,w) and so 
(7J; 0 <p)* = 'lj;* 0 <p*. 
For each separable metric space X denote by Iso(X ) its group of isometries 
with the pointwise convergence topology. If X is Polish, then Iso(X ) is a Polish 
group (see Kechris [1995, p . 60]) . The map 'P E Iso(X) ~---+ <p* E Iso(X*) is a 
topological group isomorphism and Iso(X)* = { <p* : 'P E Iso(X)} is therefore a 
closed subgroup of Iso(X*). The main point to check here is that 'P ~---+ E (t.p,w) 
from Iso(X) to Iso(E(X,w)) is continuous, which follows from the fact that each 
f E E (X , w) has finite support, and E (t.p, w)(f) = f o t.p- 1 . 
2D. We will prove here the first half of 2.1, i.e. , we will show that there is a 
Polish group G and a Borel G-space W such that (~i) ScB E;f . 
If X, Y are two Polish metric spaces and 'P : X -+ Y an isometry, then <p* : 
x· -+ Y* is an isometry extending <p, so <p*(X) = Y. 
Now take G = Iso(lU) and W = F (lU). The group G acts in a Borel way on 
F (lU) in the obvious fashion: 
g · F = g(F). 
We will use the above observation to show that 
(~i) Sc B E;f. 
We will need first the following technical lemma. Its proof is a routine, although 
somewhat cumbersome, calculation, based on the proof that any two Polish Urysohn 
spaces are isometric, see, e.g., Gromov [1999, p. 79]. 
Lemma 2.2. There is a Borel function f : F (lU) -+ F (lU) such that f (0) = 0, 
and for C -:10, C E F(lU), there is an isometry 'PC: C* -+ lU with 'Pc(C ) = f (C ). 
Using this lemma, we verify that for C, DE F(lU) , 
C ~i D {:} f(C )E;f f (D), 
which shows that (~i) ScB E;f. This is clear if one of C, D is empty. So assume 
that C, D =10. If C ~i D, let 'P : C-+ D be an isometry. Then <p* : C* -+ D* is an 
isometry with <p*(C) =D. Now g = 'PD o <p* o <fJ(/ E Iso(lU) and g · f (C) = f (D) , 
so f(C)E;f f(D ). Conversely, if f(C)E;f f(D ), then f (C) , f (D) are isometric, so 
as Cis isometric to f (C) and D to f (D), C, Dare isometric. 
2E. We will now embark on the longer argument that, for every Polish group 
G and Borel G-space X , we have that E8 ScB (~i) -
For each Polish group G consider its action on F (G) by left-translation. 
g · C = gC. 
Denote by E(G) = E2C) the corresponding equivalence relation. By Theorem 
3.5.3 of Becker-Kechris [1996] and the remarks following it (notice that the Polish 
group G is a closed subgroup of H = G x z<w and H x Z ~ H ), we see that it is 
enough to show that for each Polish group G, E (G) ScB (~;) . 
So fix G and a left-invariant compatible metric de on G. Let (G, de) be the 
completion of (G,de). For each g E G and x = limnhn E G, where (hn) is a 
Cauchy sequence in G, let 
g(x) = !img(hn) · 
n 
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It is easy to see that this is well-defined and g is an isometry of ( G, de). Moreover 
g H g is topological group isomorphism of G and G = {g : g E G} ~ Iso( G), so in 
particular G is a closed subgroup of Iso(G). 
Consider the action of G on F( G) given by 
g ·C= g(C). 
Then the Borel map 
CHC, 
where Cis the closure of C in G, from F(G) to F(G), shows that E(G) S:a E~(G), 
so it is enough to show that E2G) S:a (~;). 
More generally, it is enough to show that if X is a Polish space, H a closed 
subgroup of Iso(X) and H acts on F (X ) by 
f · C = f(C), 
then E~(X) 5: 8 (~i). 
Consider x· and H* = {h· : h E H}. so that H * is a closed subgroup of 
Iso(X•). We will first need the following lemma characterizing closed subgroups of 
isometry groups of Polish metric spaces. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Y be a Polish metric space, K ~ Iso(Y) a closed subgroup 
of its group of isometries. Then there is a sequence of closed sets Rn ~ yn, n ~ 2, 
such that 
K = {r,o E Iso(Y): r,o(Rn) = R,,'</n ~ 2}, 
where r,o(Rn) = { ( r,o(yl), . .. , r,o(yn)) : (Yl, ... , Yn) E Rn}. 
Proof. Fix a dense sequence { qi} in Y. Let 
Rn = { ( r,o( ql), . . . , r,o( Qn)) : r,o E K} , 
which is a closed subset of yn. We claim that this works. Clearly, for r,o E K , 
r,o(Rn) = Rn, for each n. Let r,o E Iso(Y) be such that for each n, r,o(Rn) = Rn. 
To show that r,o E K , it is enough to show that for each f > 0, and each n ~ 2, 
there is 1/J E K with d('f/J(qi),r,o(qi)) <~:, for i= 1, ... ,n. Since r,o(Rn) = Rn, and 
(q1, ... , Qn) E Rn, (r,o(q1), ... , r,o(qn)) E Rn, so, by the definition of Rn, there is 
1/J E K with d(rp(qi), 1/J(q;)) < ~:, fori= 1, ... , n. --l 
Consider now the action of Iso(U) on f1n~l F(11.Jn) given by 
r,o. (Rn) = (r,o(Rn)). 
Call E 00 (U) the corresponding equivalence relation. 
Lemma 2.4. E~(X) 5: 8 E 00 (1!.J). 
Proof. We can of course replace here 1!.J by x•. Consider the closed subgroup 
H• of Iso(X*) and let Rn E F((X•)n) be such that 
H* = { r,o E lso(X*) : r,o(Rn) = Rn , '<In~ 2}. 
Viewing X as a closed subset of x• , consider now the Borel map 
C E F (X) H (C, R2, R3, ... ) E IT F((X*)n). 
n~l 
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We claim that this is a reduction of E~(X) to E=(u). First if h E H is such 
that h(C1 ) = C2 (Ci E F (X) ), then clearly h*(CI) = C2 and h*(Rn.) = R.n. for 
n 2: 2, so h* · (Ct, R2, ... ) = (C2, R2, ... ) . Conversely let r.p E Iso(X"') be such 
that tp· (C1: R2,R3,··· ) = (C2, R2,R3,·· · )· Then rp(CI) = C2 and r.p(Rn.) = Rn 
for n 2: 2. so r.p E H*. Say rp = h*, with hE H. Then clearly h(C1 ) = C2. -l 
2F. It is therefore enough to show that E 00 (l!J) :::;B (~i)· 
For any Polish metric space X , consider the action of Iso(X) on F(X)N given 
by 
r.p · (Ct, C2 .... ) = (r.p(Ct), r.p(C2), ... ), 
and let E 1 (X) be the corresponding equivalence relation. We will break-up the 
proof that E 00(U) :::;B (~i) in two steps. 
Step 1. For any Polish metric space X, E 1(X) :::;8 (~i)· 
Step 2. For some Polish metric space X , E00 (li.J) :::; 8 E 1 (X). 
We will first deal with Step 1. 
2G. We prove here 
Lemma 2.5. For any Polish metric space X , E 1 (X) :::; 8 (~i)-
Proof. Let d be the metric of X , and assume without loss of generality that 
X has at least 2 elements. Consider then the equivalent metric 
0= _ d _ _ 
l+d 
Then (X, o) is a Polish metric space and o(x, y) < 1 for all x, y E X. Given 
6 = (Co,C1 , ... ) E F (X )N consider the Polish metric space (Xc;,dc;) defined as 
follows: For each n for which Cn =F 0. choose a point x~ not in X and assume that 
all these points are distinct. Let X c = X U { x~}. Define the metric de; as follows: 
de; agrees with o on X. The distance between any two distinct x~. x~ is equal to 
In - ml + 1. Finally, if u E X we define 
dc;(x~, u) = (n + 2) + o(u, Cn), 
where o(u, Cn) is the 8-distance of u from Cn . 
We claim that 
CE 1(X)i5 ¢:> Xc; , X D are isometric. 
The direction =? is obvious. Conversely, assume tp : Xc; ~ X D is an isometry. Then 
it is easy to check that r.p(X) = X and '1j; = r.piX is an isometry of X. f\Ioreover 
Cn =F 0 ¢'> Dn =/= 0, and cp(x~) = x~ . Since for any n for which Cn =F 0. we have 
that Cn = {u EX: dc;(x~ , u) = n+ 2} and Dn = {u EX: d0(x~,u) = n+ 2}, it 
follows that 'lj;(Cn) = Dn, so CE1(X)D. 
Finally observe that one can easily construct a Borel function f : F(X)N ~ 
F(li.J) such that f (C) is isometric to Xc;. Thus 
CE1(X)i5 ¢:} f(C) ~i J(D). 
2H. It now remains to show that for an appropriately chosen Polish metric 
space X , 
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First, and for technical reasons that will be apparent in a moment, we will 
replace E 00 (UJ) by a slight variant, E00 (UJ). Consider the action of Iso(UJ) on 
ITn~l F(UJ<3n)) given as usual by 
1P · (C1, C2, ... ) = (IP(CI) , IP(C2), ... ), 
and let E00 (UJ) be the corresponding equivalence relation. The map 
(C1, C2, ... ) f--1 (C\, 62, ... ) 
from ITn~l F(U.Jn) into fln~l F(UJ(3n>), given by 
Cn = {(xi,X2,··· ,Xn,Xl,xl,·· · ,x1): (xi,··· ,xn) E Cn}, 
is clearly a Borel reduction of E 00 (UJ) into E00 (UJ) , so it is enough to show that for 
some Polish metric space X, 
_Eoo(UJ) ~B El(X). 
Endow each UJN, N ;::: 1 with the metric 
1 N 
dN(x, if) = N L d(xi , Yi), 
i= l 
so it becomes a Polish metric space. We can also identify any x E UJ(3n) with 
(x, x, x) E UJ(3n+') (allowing also here the case n = 0). This is consistent with the 
definition of the metric, as 
d3n+l ( (x, x, x), (y, y, if)) = d3n (x, if), 
so we have 
as metric spaces. Put 
n 
and 
X = the completion of '[]00 • 
We will show that 
_Eoo(UJ) ~ El(X). 
For each isometry ip E Iso(UJ), let lPN be the isometry on UJN given by 
I{JN(x1, ... ,xN) = (IP(xi), ... ,ip(XN)). 
We clearly have that 
so 
n 
is an isometry of U00 and therefore extends to an isometry <p= on X. Put 
IP+ = (<p=) E lso(X), 
and let 
Iso(UJ) + = { IP.,.. : IP E Iso(UJ)}. 
The main lemma here is now the following: 
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Lemma 2.6 . In the preceding notation, there is a sequence (Dn) of closed 
subsets of X such that 
Iso(lJ..J)+ = {4> E Iso(X): Vn(4>(Dn) = Dn)}· 
Granting this, we can easily complete the proof that E00 (1U) ~B E 1(X). Con-
sider the Borel map 
(C1, c2, c3, ... ) H (C1, D1, c2, D2, ... ) 
from Tin>l F(lU<3n)) into F(X)N. It is clearly a Borel reduction of E00 (1U) into 
E 1 (X). -
So it only remains to give the 
Proof of Le mma 2.6. For each N 2: 1, view liJ as a subset of UN identifying 
x E 1U with (x, ... ,x) E UN . For each <p E lso(lU), let cpN E lso(UN) be defined 
by cpN (x1 , ... , Xn) = ( cp(x1 ), ... , cp(xn) ). Let also Iso(U)N = { cpN : cp E Iso(U)} ~ 
Iso(UN). The proof of 2.6 will follow easily from the following: 
Sublemma 2.7. For each N 2: 3, there is a sequence of closed sets (Ki) 
contained in lUN such that 
Granting this, we can complete the proof of 2.6 as follows: For each n 2: 1, 
fix a sequence (Ki,n)iEN which satisfies 2. 7 for 1[](3n) . Let (Dn) be an enumeration 
of {UW): n 2: 0} U {Ki,n: i E N,n 2: 1}. We claim that this satisfies 2.6. It is 
clear that if 4> = <p+, where cp E Iso(lU), then 4>(Dn) = Dn, for all n. Conversely, 
let 4> E Iso(X) be such that 4>(Dn) = Dn for all n. First 4>(U<3nl) = V(3n) for all 
n 2: 0. In particular, 4>(1U) = 1U. Let <p = 4> IU. By 2.7, 4> IUWl = cp<3 nl for all 
n 2: 1, so 4>I1U00 = cp00 and thus 4> = ~ = cp+. 
So it only remains to give the 
Proof of Sublemma 2. 7. For each tuple p = (pi,ih5oi,i5oN of positive rationals, 
let 
K:p = {(x1, ... ,xN) E UN: d(xi ,Xj) ~ Pi,j, 'V1 ~ i , j ~ N}. 
We will show that 
lso(U)N = {4> E lso(lUN) : Vp(4>(K:p) = K:p)}. 
Call the right hand side of this equation G. Then it is clear that 
G = { 4> E lso(lUN) : \f(x1, ... XN) E VN, if 
4>(x1 , ··· ,xN) = (y1, ... ,yN), then 
d(xi,Xj) = d(yi,Yi).\1'1 ~ i,j ~ N}. 
It is also clear that Iso(U)N ~ G. Assume now that 4> E G. It follows that 
4>(1U) = 1U (recall that U is identified with {(x, ... ,x): x E U}). Put cp = 4>I1U. We 
will show that ~ = cpN. First notice that 4> o (<pN)-1 IU = id, so we may as well 
assume that cp = id, and show that 4> = id. It is clearly enough to find a dense 
subset of UN on which 4> is the identity. 
Claim 1. The set of (xl' ... 'XN) E uN for which the Xi are distinct and the 
distances d(xi,Xj), 1 ~ i < j ~ N, are all distinct, is dense in uN. 
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Proof of Claim 1. It is clearly enough to approximate any (y1 , ... , YN) E 1IJN 
in which ally; are distinct by such a (x1 , ... , XN ). Using the definition of lU, it is 
then enough to prove the following: 
For each finite metric space M = {p1 , ... ,pm} and E > 0 there is a metric 
space M' = {p1 , ... , Pm, q1 , ... , Qm} extending M such that dM' (p;, q;) < E, for all 
i, and all the distances d.w ( Qi, qi ), 1 :S i < j :S m. are distinct. 
vVe prove this by induction on m 2: 1. For m = 1, this is obviously true. 
So assume it is true for m - 1 and consider M = {p1 , ... :Pm}· By the induc-
tion hypothesis, find q1 , ... , Qm-1 that work for {p1 , ... , Pm- 1} and put M 1 = 
{Pl, ... , Pm-1, Q1, . .. , Qm-1}. We can of course assume that Pm i- q;, V1 :S i :S 
m- 1. Let j'v/2 = {PI: ... ,Pm-l>Pm, Ql: ... , Qm-d and define a metric on it by 
extending the metric on M1 , and defining for x E M1 : 
dM2 (Pm, x) = min{dM(Pm ,Pi) + d1v11 (p;,x) : 1 :S i :S m- 1}. 
This also extends M. Enumerate the points in M2 in a sequence M 2 = {ri : 1 :S 
·i :S 2m- 1} in such a way that the numbers o:; = d1112 (Pm, r;) are in non-decreasing 
order: 
0:1 :S 0:2 :S · · · :S 0:2m-1· 
In particular r 1 = Pm and o:1 = 0 < 02. We also have for 1 :S i < j :S 2m- 1: 
Oj- o:; = lo; - ail :S d(r; ,rj)::; o:; +o:j. 
Choose now numbers c1 > c2 > ... > E2m- 1 > 0 such that 
(i) E1 < E1 
(ii) c1 < min{d(r;,r1) : 1 :S i < j :S 2m -1}, 
(iii) c1 < min{o.j- o:;: 1 :S i < j :S 2m- 1, o:1 > o:;}, 
and, if we put 
we also have 
(iv) all the o:j are distinct from each other and from any of d1112 (q;,qj), 1 :S i < 
j:Sm-1. 
Then for 1 :S i < j :S 2m - 1, we have 
lo:~- o:jl :S d(r;, rj) :So:~+ o:j. 
Define then the metric space AI'= {p1, ... ·Pm,q1 .... qm}, so that Qm is a point 
not in M 2 . by extending the distance of M 2 and letting 
Clearly all dw ( q;, q1 ) are distinct, if 1 ::; i < j :S m, and 
dllf'(Qm·Pm) = d!ll'(Qm,ri) = 0:~ = 0 + €1 <E. 
This concludes the proof of Claim 1. 
So it is enough to show that if (x1 , ... , XN) E i[]N is such that the x; are distinct 
and all the distances d(x;,Xj) . l :S i < j :SNare distinct, then ci>(x1 , ... xN) 
(x1·· .. ,XN). Put 
ci> (x1 , ... ,XN) = (yl,· .. ,yN)· 
We have that for 1 :S i < j :S N, 
d(x;.Xj) = d(y;,yj), 
so that in particular all the y; are also distinct. 
\Ve now claim the following 
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Claim 2. {x1·· .. ,xN} = {Y1·· ... y.v}. 
Granting this, it is easy to conclude that Yi = x;, Vl ::; i ::; N. Otherwise there 
is i =!= j such that y; = Xj· Since N 2: 3, choose k rf. {i.j} . Then d(xi.xk) 
d(yi,Yk) = d(xj.xe), where Yk = xe, which is absurd, as {xi,xd =I= {xj,xt}. 
i.e., 
So it only remains to give the 
Proof of Claim 2. Fix an arbitrary u E IU. Then we have 
dN((xl,··· ,XN).(u, ... ,u)) = dN((y1,· · ·Yl,i).(u, ... ,u)), 
!\" N 
2::: d(xi, u) = L d(Yi· u). 
i=1 i=1 
Assuming, towards a contradiction, that {x1···· ,xN} =I= {y1,··· ·YN}.let 
A= {x1, · ··x!'l·}n{y1,··· ,yN}, 
{x~ .... x~} = {x1 .... ,xi\· } \ A , 
{y~ , · · .ya = {y1, · · · ,yN} \ A, 
for some t 2: 1. Then for all u E U, 
t t 2::: d(x~, u) = 2::: d(y; , u). 
i=1 i=1 
We will contradict this by finding a u E IU that fails to satisfy this equation. 
First notice that for any finite metric space 1\! = {p1, ... , pe} we can find a 
sequence a 1, .... ae of reals such that 
(i) Ia;- ajl < d(p;,pj), Vl::; i =I= j::; e. 
(ii) d(pi,Pj) <a;+ ai. Vl::; i,j::; e. 
(Start for example with a~ = d(p1 , p,) and apply an argument similar to that 
of the proof of Claim 2, to increase a~ slightly so that (i), (ii) hold.) 
Kow let 
I I I I 
z1 = x 1, ... , Zt = xt, Zt-1 = y1, .... Z2t = Yt 
and consider the set W ~ (0. oo) 2t consisting of all (n~: . ... n 2t) such that 
(a) ln-i- n-jl < d(zi, Zj), Vl::; i =I= j::; 2t , 
(b) d(zi. Zj) < ni + O:j, Vl::; i,j::; 2t. 
This is clearly open and non-empty by the preceding remarks. Now consider 
the set 
t t 
2::: Qj = 2::: Qt+d. 
i=1 i=1 
This is clearly closed and has no interior, so lV q, C. Fix (n,)t:-:;;:-=;2t En· \ C. By 
the definition of llJ. there is u E U such that d(u. z;) = n-;, so that 
t t 
2: d(x~.u) =I= 2: d(y~,u). 
i=1 t=1 
which is the desired contradiction. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is thus complete. The following corollary follows 
immediately from this proof. 
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Corollary 2 .8. The equivalence relation induced by the action of the isometry 
group, Iso(li.J), of the Urysohn space, on the set F(li.J) of its closed subsets is universal 
for equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of Polish groups. 
CHAPTER 3 
Characterizing the Isometry Groups of Polish 
Metric Spaces 
As an application of the ideas used in §2, we will characterize here the isometry 
groups of Polish metric spaces. The following notation will be convenient: 
Given a Polish metric space X and a sequence of closed sets R,. <;;;; XP(n), where 
p( n) 2:: 1, denote by 
Iso(X, (Rn)nEN) 
the closed subgroup of Iso(X) defined by 
lso(X, (R,.)nEN) = {cp E lso(X) : Vn(cp(R,.) = Rn)}. 
Then we have: 
Theorem 3.1. i} Up to (topological group) isomorphism, the isometry groups 
of Polish metric spaces are exactly the Polish groups. 
ii} Every Polish group is isomorphic to a group of the form 
Iso(ll.J, (Cn)nEN), 
where (Cn) is a sequence of closed subsets ofll.J. 
Proof. i) Let G be a Polish group. We will find a Polish metric space X, so 
that G is isomorphic to Iso(X). By Uspenskil [1990] we can assume that G is a 
closed subgroup of Iso(ll.J). By Lemma 2.3 {and making the simple modifications as 
in the beginning of 2H), we can find a sequence of closed sets Cn <;;;; ll.J(3")), n 2:: 0, 
such that 
G = Iso{ll.J, {Cn)nEN)· 
Now consider, as in 2H, the space X= the completion of ll.J00 , where ll.J00 = 
Un ll.J(Jn). Let also for each cp Elso(ll.J), cp+ be its canonical extension to X. Then 
cp H cp+ is a topological group isomorphism, so it is enough to check that 
c+ = {cp+ : cp E G} 
is of the required form. By Lemma 2.6, we see that for some sequence (Dn) of 
closed subsets of X , 
Iso(ll.J)+ = lso(X , (Dn)nEN), 
and therefore 
c+ = lso(X, (En)nEN), 
where (En) enumerates {Cn} U {Dn} (we view of course here Cn as a closed subset 
of X). ow, going back to the proof of 2.5, let X E be the Polish metric space 
defined there from X and E = (En)nEN· Then every isometry cp E c+ extends to a 
unique isometry cp' of X E' by defining it to be the identity on the additional points, 
and conversely every isometry of X E is of that form for some cp E c+. Thus the 
map cp H cp' is an isomorphism of c+ with Iso(X E), and the proof is complete. 
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ii) It is enough to prove the following, where we recall from 2C that t.p t---7 t.p"' is 
a topological group isomorphism of Iso(X) with Iso(Xt = {cp* : cp E Iso(X)}, for 
any Polish metric space X , and X* is isometric to lU. 
Lemma 3 .2. Let X be a Polish metric space. Then there is a sequence (Cn) 
of closed subsets of x· such that 
Iso(X)* = lso(X*, (Cn)nE~). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the following two sublemmas: 
Sublemma 3.3. (Katetov [1988], 1.6) Given cp E Iso(X), E(cp, w) is the 
unique isometry <I> of E(X,w) such that <I>(X) = X and <PIX = cp. Moreover 
E(cp,w)(E(X, n)) = E(X, n), for each n ~ 1. 
Sublemma 3.4. (E(X, n), de ) is complete, for each n ~ 1. 
Proof of 3.3. Let <I> E Iso(E(X,w)) be such that <P(X) = X and <P IX = cp. 
We have to show that <I> = E(cp,w) . Recall that E(cp.w)(f) = f o cp- 1 , for 
f E E(X,w). So we have to show that <P(f) = f o cp-1 . Put <P(f) = gin 
order to show that f = g o t.p. We compute, using the fact that g E E(X. w) 
and the observation that for hE E(X,w) and x EX we have h(x) = de(h.x) 
(= de(h,fx)): 
g(cp(x)) = de(g, cp(x)) 
=de( <I>(!) , <I>(x)) 
=de(f,x) 
= f(x ). 
The second part of 3.3 is obvious. 
Proof of 3.4. We will prove by induction on N ~ 1 that (E( X, N), de) is 
complete. First consider the case N = 1. 
Let Cfn) be a Cauchy sequence in (E(X , 1), de). Clearly Cfn(x)) is Cauchy for 
each x E X, so let f(x) = limn fn(x). It is clear that sup{lfn(x) - f(x)l : X E 
X} -4 0 as welL It remains to show that f E E(X, 1). Fix Yn EX so that 
(*) 
Then for any m, n, 
so 
fn(x) = fn(Yn) + d(x, Yn), Vx EX. 
fn(Ym) = fn(Yn) + d(ym, Yn), 
fm(Yn) = fm(Ym) + d(ym, Yn), 
Cfn(Ym)- fm(Ym)) + Cfm(Yn)- fn(Yn)) = 2d(ym, Yn)-
Thus d(ym,Yn) -4 0 as m,n -4 oo, i.e., (Yn) is Cauchy. Say Yn -4 y EX. By letting 
n -4 oo in (*), we get 
f(x) = f(y) + d(x , y) Vx E X. 
and therefore f E E(X, 1). 
Now assume that the result is true for all integers < N and fix a Cauchy 
sequence Cfn) in E(X, N). Let Yn ~ X be a support for fn of cardinality ::; N. By 
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induction hypothesis and by going to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume 
that card(Yn) = N for all n. Say 
l 2 N Yn = {pn,Pn> · · · >Pn }. 
Fix a pair m < n. For each 1 :::; i:::; N, pick 1 :::; j(i) :::; N such that 
fn(p~) = fn(p!.(i )) + d(p~,IJ!.(i)). 
Similarly, for each 1 :::; j :S N pick 1 :::; i(j) S N such that 
fm(IJ!.) = fm(P~)) + d(IJ!. , p~>). 
This defines a directed bipartite graph on (Ym, Yn) , where there is an edge from p~ 
to ~(i) and an edge from pt. top~). 
Notation. (i) For I~ {1, . . . , }. let Yn ii = {p~: i E I}. 
(ii) dH denotes the Hausdorff distance on nonempty bounded subsets of X: 
dH(A. B)= max{p(A, B) , p(B, A)}, 
where 
p(A, B)= sup{d(x, B): x E A}. 
Claim. For each fixed m < n, there are I , J ~ {1, ... , N} with 
card(!)= card(J) > 0, 
such that 
(i) dH(Ymll, Yn iJ) S 2NdE(fm. fn); 
(ii) For each p E Ym, the oriented path starting from preaches, in at most 2N 
steps, the set (Ymll) U (YniJ) and similarly for any q E Yn . 
We will assume this temporarily and proceed to complete the proof. 
By Ramsey's Theorem, we can find an infinite subset A ~ N and a pair I0 . J0 ~ 
{1, . . . , N}, with card(J0 ) = card(J0 ) > 0, such that if m < n, and m, n E A, then 
the (I, J) corresponding tom< n in the claim is equal to (10 , J0 ) . 
Fix f > 0. We will find n(€) such that if n(€) < m < n, and m, n E A, then 
(**) dH(Ymi(Io U Jo), Yni(Io U Jo)) < € . 
Indeed, let n(€) E A be such that if n(€) S m < n, then 4NdE(fm , fn) < €. Now 
take any n(€) < m < n with m,n E A and fix mo,no E A with n(€):::; mo < m < 
n <no. 
If P~ E Ymllo, clearly d(p~, Yn i(Io U Jo)) S 2NdE(fm, fn) < € by part (i) 
of the claim. If p~ E Ym iJo , then, as dH(Ymollo, YmiJo) S 2NdE(fm0 , fm) < 
€/2. we have some p~0 E Ym0 llo with d(p~0 , p~) < f / 2. But also dH(Ym0 llo, 
YniJo) S 2NdE(fm0 , fn) < €/2, so there is p{.. E YniJo with d(p~0 ,p{..) < f/2, 
therefore d(p~,p{..) < f , so d(p~. Yni(Io U Jo)) < €. Similarly we deal with each 
pt. E Yni(Io U Jo), using no now. This completes the proof of(**). 
It follows that (Ymi(Io U Jo))mEA is Cauchy in the Hausdorff metric dH, so 
it converges in this metric to some Y ~ X with cardinality :::; N. Let as usual 
f : X ~ R be defined by 
f(x) =lim fn(x) , 
n 
so that also sup{lfn(x)- f(x) l : x E X} ~ 0. We will show that f E E(X, N) by 
checking that Y is a support for f, i.e. 
f(x) = rnin{f(y) + d(x , y) : y E Y}. Vx EX. 
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So fix any x EX. Choose p~m) E Ym with 
fm(x) = fm(p~m}) + d(x,p~m> ). 
Also fixE> 0, and choose m(t) so that m{t) < m < n =} dE{fm, fn) <E. 
Finally, fix m E A, m( E) < m, let n be the least element of A bigger than m. 
In the bipartite graph for m < n, fix a path of length :::; 2N starting from p~m) 
and ending in Ymi(Io U Jo) U Yni(Io U Jo). For definiteness assume that it ends in 
Yn i(Io U Jo) and its end is the point p(m) , the other case being similar. Denote this 
path by p~m) , q1,q2, ... ,qe_1,p(m). Then we have 
fm(x) = fm(P~m)) + d(x,p~m}) 
fn(P~m) ) = fn(qi) + d(p~m>,qi) 
fm(ql) = fm(q2) + d(ql, Q2) 
fn(Qe-1) = fn(p(m)) + d(qe-I,p(m)) 
fn(p(m)) = fm(p(m)) + Un(p(m)) - fm(p(m))). 
Adding these up we get 
fm(x)- fm(p(m)) ~ d(x , p(m)) - 2Nt. 
Since Ymi(Io U J0 ) --+ Y in the Hausdorff metric, there is a subsequence of 
(p(m))mEA , which converges to some p E Y. Letting m--+ oo on this subsequence 
we obtain 
f(x)- f(p) ~ d(x,p)- 2Nt. 
Since fm(x)- fm(p):::; d(x,p) for all m , we also have f(x)- f(p):::; d(x,p), thus 
d(x,p) ~ f(x)- f(p) ~ d(x,p)- 2Nt, 
so letting E --+ 0 we have 
f(x) = f(p) + d(x, p), 
so that 
f(x) = min{f(y) + d(x, y) : y E Y}, 
and the proof is complete. 
It then only remains to give the 
Proof of the Claim. Call a pair I , ] of subsets of {1 , .... N} good if card(I ) = 
card(J) = r , for some 1 :::; r :::; N, and there is an oriented path 
P1, Q1, P2, Q2, · · · , Pn Qr, P1 
in the graph, where {PI , .. . , Pr} = Y mii and { Ql, ... , Qr} = Yn !]. It is not hard to 
see that there is a sequence 
(h, JI) , ... ' (h, Jk) 
of good pairs with Ia n h = 0, Ja n Jb = 0, if a =I b, and such that if I = 
h U ... U h, J = J 1 U ... U Jk, then (ii) of the claim holds. So it is enough to prove 
{i) for these I , J. For this it suffices to show that {i) holds for each good pair I ,]. 
We have 
fn(PI) = fn(qi) + d(p1, qi) 
fm(qi) = fm(P2) + d(ql,P2) 
fn(P2) = fn(q2) + d(p2 , Q2) 
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J n {pr) = J n ( Qr) + d{pr, Qr) 
fm(Qr) = fm{pl) + d(qr ,PI), 
and adding these up we have 
d(pl , Ql) + d(q1 ,P2) + d(p2 , Q2) + · · · + d{pr, Qr) + d(qr,pl) 
= Un{pl)- fm{pl)) + Um(qi)- fn(ql)) + Un{p2)- fm{p2)) + 
· · · + Um(Qr)- fn(Qr)), 
so for any p E YmJI, q E Yn J], 
d(p, q) ::; 2rdE(/mJn) ::; 2N dE(/m, fn) , 
thus 
dH(Ym JI, Yn J])::; 2NdE(/m,/n) , 
which completes the proof. 
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The following is an open problem: Can every Polish group be represented, up 
to isomorphism, by a group of the form Iso(l!J, F), for a single closed subset F ~ l!J? 
CHAPTER 4 
Some Special Cases 
We will now look at the complexity of the isometric classification of some special 
classes of Polish metric spaces. 
The following result is contained in Gromov [1999, 3.11~+ or 3.27]. 
Theorem 4 .1. (Gromov) Isometry of compact metric spaces is concretely 
classifiable. 
More explicitly, this means that there is a Borel function f : F (1U) -+ X , where 
X is some Polish space, such that for compact K, L <;;; 1U, 
K ~i L <=> f(K) = f(L). 
The next interesting case along these lines is that of locally compact Polish 
metric spaces. Here we do not know the precise answer, although it is easy to 
derive a lower bound. Indeed considering a connected graph as a metric space 
in the usual way, we see that isomorphism of connected graphs (on N) can be 
Borel reduced to isometry of discrete Polish metric spaces. Conversely any discrete 
Polish space can be viewed as a countable structure in such a way that isometries 
correspond to isomorphisms. So we have 
Proposition 4 .2. Isometry of discrete Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible 
with graph isomorphism. In particular, graph isomorphism is Borel reducible to 
isometry of locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
We can obtain an exact classification if we restrict attention to the class of 
0-dimensional locally compact spaces. (A space is 0-dimensional if it has a clopen 
basis.) 
Theore m 4.3. Isometry of 0-dimensionallocally compact Polish metric spaces 
is Borel bireducible with graph isomorphism. 
Proof. Given a 0-dimensionallocally compact Polish metric space X, consider 
the countable structure 
with 
Bx = (Bx ,Rx ,Sx ,Tx }nEN, 
Bx = {K <;;;X: K is compact open} , 
Rx(Kt, Kz) <=> K1 <;;; Kz, 
Sx (Kt, Kz) <=> Kt n Kz = 0, 
TX:(K) <=> diam(K) < Qn , 
where { Qn} enumerates the positive rationals. It is enough to check that 
X , Y are isometric <=> B x ~ By. 
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The direction => is trivial. For the other direction, assume <p: Bx ----? By is an 
isomorphism. Then for any x EX, n{.p(K) : K E Bx & x E K} is a singleton, 
say {1/l(x)}. It is easy to check that 1/1: X----? Y is 1-1 and onto. To see that it is an 
isometry, fix x, y EX and say dx(x, y) <a. Then there is compact open K 2 {x , y} 
with diam(K) < a. Since {1/J(x),'!j!(y)} ~ <p(K) and diam(.p(K)) = diam(K), it 
follows that dy('!j!(x). '1/J(y)) <a. -l 
In a different direction, we can compute exactly the complexity of the isometric 
classification of Polish ultrametric spaces. Recall that (X, d) is ultrametric if 
d(x,y) ~ max{d(x,z) ,d(y,z)}. 
T heorem 4.4. Isometry of Polish ultrametric spaces is Borel bireducible with 
graph isomorphism. 
Proof. (A) We will first show that graph isomorphism is Borel reducible to 
isometry of Polish ultrametric spaces. We will find a Borel map f : XL ----? F(ll.J), 
where L = {R}, R a binary relation symbol, such that for each x E XL, J(x) is 
ultrametric and 
x ~ y # f(x) ~i f(y). 
We will do this in two steps: first we will find a Borel map h : XL ----? /, where 
I is the space of all nonempty trees on N (see Kechris 11995]), such that 
x ~ y # ft(x) ~ ft(y), 
where two trees T1 , T2 on N are isomorphic, in symbols T1 ~ T2, iff there is a 
bijection <p : T1 ----? T2 with .p(0) = 0 and s ~ t # <p(s) ~ .p(t). This is already 
done in Friedman-Stanley 11989] but we will present below a simpler construction. 
Denote by Ti the set of all pruned trees on N (i.e., the trees with no terminal nodes) . 
We will actually have that h : XL ----? Ti. In the second step, we will find a Borel 
map h : Ti ----? F(V) such that 
T ~ S # h(T) ~i h(S). 
Finally, we put f = h o h . 
We now give the details. 
Step 1. There is a Borel function h :XL ----? Ti such that x ~ y # f(x) ~ f(y). 
Every x E XL represents a structure of the form (N, R), where R ~ N2 . For 
each (a I, ... , an) E Nn denote by 
tpR(al, ... , an) 
the atomic type of (a1 , ... , an) in (N, R). There are only countably many atomic 
types, so let T H (7) be an injection of the set of such types into N \ {0}. Now 
associate to each (N, R) a tree TR defined as follows: TR consists of all the initial 
segments of the sequences of the form 
that have the following property: 
no < (tpR( ao)) 
n1 < (tpR(ao, at)) 
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(Thus tpR(a0 , ... , ai) is coded in the number of immediate successors of the se-
quence (a0, n0 • a 1, n 1, a2, ... , a;).) Note that every s E TR has at least two imme-
diate extensions, since (r } ~ 1 for every atomic type r. So TR E 7i. 
Now an easy back-and-forth argument shows that 
(N, R} ~ (N, R'} <=> TR ~ TR' · 
So we let T1 (x) = TR , if x represents (N, R). 
Step 2. There is a Borel map h : Ti -+ F(UJ) such that h(T) is ultrametric, 
and T s=! S <=> h(T) s=!i h (S). 
On the Baire space NN consider the usual ultrametric 
d(x,y) = Tn, 
where for x =I= y , n is the least number such that Xn =I= Yn· For a tree Ton N let 
[T] ={X E NN: 'v'n(xln E T)} 
be the body ofT. This is a closed subset of NN and we view it as an ultrametric 
space restricting d to [T]. Clearly there is a Borel map /2 : T -+ F (V) such that 
[S] is isometric to f2 (S). We take h = f2 [Ti. It remains therefore to show that for 
S ,T E Ti: 
S £=! T <=> [S], [T] are isometric. 
It is clear that if S £=! T , then [S], [T ] are isometric. Now assume that [S], [T] 
are isometric, in order to show that S £=! T. Fix an isometry t.p : [S] -+ [T]. 
For each u E N<N, let Nu = {x E NN: x[length(u) = u} and put [Su] = [S]nNu, 
[Tul = [T inNu. Notice that if v E S has at least tv;o immediate extensions inS, then 
diam([Sv]) = 2-length(v), so diam(cp([Sv]) = 2-length(v), from which it follows that 
for any u E S, all cp(x), x E [CuJ, agree in their first length(u) many coordinates. 
Let '!f;(u) = cp(x) llength(u) E T, for any x E [Sui · Thus 
cp([Su]) ~ [T~(u)] · 
If y E [T.p(u)l and we choose any x E Su , we see that d(y, cp(x)) ::=; 2-length(u), 
so d(cp- 1(y), x) ::=; 2-length(u), thus t.p- 1(y),x agree in their first length{u) many 
coordinates, so cp- 1(y) E [Sui· Thus 
cp{[Su]) = [TV1(uj] · 
It is now easy to check that 'If; : S -+ T is an isomorphism. 
(B) Finally. we will show that isometry of Polish ultrametric spaces is Borel 
reducible to isomorphism of (countable) structures in some appropriate language. 
Let (X, d) be a Polish ultrametric space. Consider the set of all open balls 
Br(x) = {y EX: d(y,x) < r}, 
with rational r > 0. Since d is ultrametric 
Y E Br(x) =? Br(x) = Br(y). 
so {Br(x) : x E X ,r > 0 rational} = {Br(d) :dE D,r > 0 rational}, for each 
countable dense subset D of X. Thus this set of balls is countable. Moreover, each 
such ball is actually clopen (see Kechris [1995, 7.1]) . Consider now the countable 
structure 
where 
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Ax= {B(x, r): x EX, r > 0 rational}. 
Rx (Bt,B2) ¢::> Bt ~ B2, 
Sx(B) ¢::> diam(B) < Qn, 
with {qn} enumerating the positive rationals. We claim that 
X, Yare isometric¢::> Ax~ Ay. 
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The direction => is obvious. Conversely assullJ.e Ax ~ Ay and fix an isomor-
phism cp: Ax--+ Ay. We will use this to define an isometry between X andY. Fix 
x E X and consider the balls B 1;n(x). If cp(Bt;n(x)) = Bn, then B1 2 B2 2 .... 
and the diameters of Bn -t 0, so nn Bn is a singleton, say { 1/J(x)}. 
We claim that 7/J : X --+ Y is an isometry. That 1/J is 1-1 follows from the fact 
that for B1,B2 E Ax , Bt nB2 f= 0 ¢::> Bt ~ B2 or B2 ~ Bt. 
Reversing the roles of X, Y in the above, we see that 7/J is onto. Finally, if 
dx(x,y) < Qn, then y E Bqn(x), so BqJy) = Bqn(x) . Now cp(BqJy)) = cp(Bq" (x)) 
has diameter Qn and contains both cp(x) , cp(y), so dy(cp(x),cp(y)) ~ Qn· It follows 
that dy(cp(x), cp(y)) = dx(x, y) . -1 
Next we consider homogeneous and ultrahomogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces. 
(Recall that a metric space is homogenous if its isometry group acts transitively on 
the space. and ultrahomogeneous if every isometry between finite subsets can be 
extended to an isometry of the whole space.) We will prove that their classifica-
tion problems are Borel bireducible to the identity relation of countable sets of real 
numbers. More precisely, let Ectble be the following equivalence relation on JRN: 
(xn)Ectb!e(Yn) ¢::> {xn: n EN}= {Yn: n EN}. 
Then clearly IRN / Ectble is the same on the collection of countable (non-0) subsets 
of IR. The equivalence relation Ectble is , in the sense of Borel reducibility, strictly 
below graph isomorphism, and strictly above E00 • 
Theorem 4.5. Isometry of homogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces is Borel 
bireducible with Ectble· The same is true for isometry of ultrahomogeneous discrete 
Polish ultrametric spaces. 
Proof. For any countable non-empty A~ JR+ = {x E lR: x > 0}, let 
QA = {x E NA: for all but finitely many r E A,x(r) = 0}. 
For x , y E QA, x f= y , we define the metric 
dA(x, y) = the largest rEA such that x(r) f= y(r). 
Then it is not difficult to check that QA is a countable, ultrametric space with the 
following property: for any finite ultrametric space Y such that d(x, y) E AU {0} 
for all x, y E Y, for any subspace X ~ Y and isometric embedding cp : X --+ Q A. 
there is an extension of cp to Y, i.e., an isometric embedding cp* : Y --+ QA such 
that cp* ix = cp. It follows immediately that Q A is ultrahomogeneous and that Q A 
is universal among all countable ultrametric spaces whose distances are in AU { 0}. 
Now let 
UA = the completion of QA with respect to dA· 
Then U A is a Polish ultrametric space which is ultrahomogeneous and universal 
among all Polish ultrametric spaces whose distances are in A U {0}. The spaces 
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QA are well-known; see for example Delon [1984J, who studied them in the model 
theoretic context, and Poizat [2000]. What we are interested in here is that they 
provide a class of ultrahomogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces indexed by countable 
sets of real numbers. 
ote, in particular, that if A has the property that it is bounded away from 0, 
then Q A = u A is actually discrete. Thus we have that the map A f--7 Q f (A ) = uf(A) , 
where f : R -7 [1, 2] is a Borel bijection, gives a Borel reduction from E ctble to the 
isometry of ultrahomogeneous discrete Polish ultrametric spaces. 
Now we turn to the other direction. To produce the strongest possible result, we 
will consider homogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces. We will show that isometry 
of homogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces can be Borel reduced to E ctble · The 
argument is similar to the one used in Feinberg [1973]. 
Consider any homogeneous Polish ultrametric space X with set of distances 
AU {0}. Let xo EX. We define the function fx :A -7 {2, 3, . .. No} by 
fx(r) = the cardinality of {Br(x): d(x,x0 ) ~ r}. 
By homogeneity of X, the function fx does not depend on the choice of x 0 . We 
show that for homogeneous Polish ultrametric X , Y, with distance set AU {0}, 
X ~i Y <=? f x = fy , 
from which it follows easily that isometry on homogeneous Polish ultrametric spaces 
is Borel reducible to Ectble· 
One direction is obvious. We show the nontrivial direction. For this let X' , Y' 
be countable dense subsets of X and Y, respectively. Then, by a standard argument, 
the distance set of X' andY' is again AU{O}. We assume fx = jy. Then one can 
define fx •, fy• similarly and check that they are the same as fx and jy. 
Now use a back-and-forth argument to construct an isometry from X' onto Y'. 
This will be enough since the isometry then can be extended to all of X and Y. A 
typical step is when 
xl , ... ,Xn EX', Yl > ... ,yn E Y' , Xn+l EX' 
and our partial isometry sends x 1 , ... , Xn to y 1 , ... , Yn in this order. 
Without loss of generality we may assume 
d(xl,Xn+l) ~ d(x2,Xn+d ~ · · · ~ d(xn , Xn.l.l)· 
In particular, we assume that 
r = d(xl,Xn+d = d(x2 , Xn+l) = · · · = d(xk , Xn+l) < d(xk+l ,Xn+l) 
for r > 0 and k ~ n. It follows that for all 1 ~ i , j::; k , d(xi,Xj) ~ r. We must 
then have that 
fx(r) ~ !{Br(xi): i = 1, ... , k , n + 1}1 
= !{Br(Xi): i = 1, . ·. , k} l + 1 
It follows that jy(r) ~ !{Br(Yi )li = 1, .. . , k}l + 1. Thus there is Yn+l E Y such 
that 
It follows that 
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Clemens [2001] has shown that ultrahomogeneous discrete Polish spaces have 
isomorphism relation Borel bireducible to E ctble· Our result provides another proof 
of this fact. 
Every Polish ultrametric space is 0-dimensional. However, we do not know 
the exact complexity of the isometric classification of 0-dirnensional Polish metric 
spaces. Clemens [2001] shows that it is not Borel reducible to graph isomorphism. 
\Ve can finally obtain some information about isometry groups. 
Theorem 4.6. Up to isomorphism, the isometry groups of 0-dimensional lo-
cally compact Polish metric spaces are exactly the closed subgroups of Boo . 
Proof. Let X be such a space and let I = {K ~ X : K is compact open}, 
so that I is a countable set. Every element <p E Iso(X) induces a permutation 
<p* of I and it is easy to see that <p H <p* is an isomorphism of Iso(X) with a 
closed subgroup of the group of permutations of I (with the pointwise convergence 
topology) , so Iso(X) is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of S00 • 
Conversely, let G be a closed subgroup of S00 • Then (see, e.g., Becker-Kechris 
[1996]) there is a sequence of relations R,.. ~ Nn such that G = Aut( (N, Rn.)nEN) 
(the automorphism group of the structure (N, Rn.)nEN)- Now it is well-known that 
for any countable structure A in a countable language there is a countable graph 
Q such that Aut(A) is isomorphic to Aut(Q). We can assign now to Q a discrete 
metric space Xg, whose points are the vertices of Q and whose metric is defined 
by: d(x, y) = n~l, if n is the length of the shortest path between x, y, if such 
exists; d(x, y) = 1, otherwise. Clearly Aut(Q) = Iso(Xg), so this shows that G is 
isomorphic to the isometry group of a a-dimensional locally compact Polish metric 
space (in fact a discrete one). 
For the convenience of the reader, we sketch the construction of Q from A. 
Assume without loss of generality that A = (A, R; )iEI, when R; is an ni-any 
relation symbol. First we will replace A by a countable structure B which has only 
unary and binary relations and Aut(A) is isomorphic to Aut(B). We simply take 
the universe of B to be the disjoint union AU A 2 U A 3 u . . . and define the relations 
of B to be those of A (which now become unary) together with the following: 
Tn(x) {::} X E An (1 ~ n) 
Pi,n(x,y) {::} xEA,yEAn, sayy=(yl,···,Yn ), 
and x = Yi (1 ~ i ~ n). 
Next we replace B by a countable structure C which has only finitely many relation 
symbols and Aut(B) is isomorphic to Aut(C). Here we enumerate as {Tn} , resp. 
{Pn} the unary, resp., binary relations of B, define the universe of C to be the 
disjoint union BUN, and define the relations of C as follows: 
U1(x) {::} xEB 
Uz(x) {::} xEN 
V1(x , y) {::} x, y E N and x < y 
Vz(x, y) {::} x E N and y E B and Tx(Y) 
V3(x,y,z) {::} x E .Nand y, z E B and Px(Y, z). 
Finally, there is a standard procedure which replaces C by a countable graph Q, 
with Aut(C) isomorphic to Aut(Q), see, e.g. , Hodges [1993], pp. 228- 229. -j 
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By a similar argument, it can be seen that the isometry group of a Polish 
ultrametric space is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Soc» but we do not know 
how to characterize exactly these isometry groups. 
We note here that the following fact shows that not all closed subgroups of Soo 
are isomorphic to isometry groups of Polish ultrametric spaces. 
Proposition 4 . 7. The isometry group of an ultrametric space contains an 
involution. 
Proof. This is clear if the identity is the only isometry of the given ultrametric 
space (X, d). Otherwise, let t.p E Iso (X) be such that for some xo E X , t.p(xo) =f. xo. 
Let a= d(xo,t.p(xo)), and put Bo = {x EX: d(xo,x) < a},B1 = {x EX 
d(t.p(X0 ),x) <a}. Define 'lj; E Iso (X) by 
{ 
t.p(x), if x E Bo, 
'lj;(x) = t.p- 1(x), if x E B1 , 
x, if x ~ Bo U B1. 
The 'lj; E Iso(X) and 'lj;2 = identity. 
CHAPTER 5 
Isometries of Locally Compact Spaces, I: The 
Pseudo-Connected Case 
We will analyze in this and the next chapter the isometry groups of locally 
compact Polish metric spaces and their actions on the underlying space. 
It turns out that this analysis does not require the completeness of the given 
metric. So from now on we will assume that (X, d) is just locally compact separable 
(with d not necessarily complete). 
For each x EX, we define its radius of compactness, p(x) , by 
p(x) = sup{r > 0: B~(x) is compact}, 
where 
B~(x) = {y EX : d(x,y):::; r} 
(recall that Br(x) = {y EX: d(x,y) < r}). So 0 < p(x):::; oo. 
Note that if p(x) = oo for some x EX, then p(x) = oo for all x EX. If this 
happens, then d is called a Heine-Borel metric, and (X, d) a Heine-Borel space. 
The standard example is of course IRn. 
We first record the following simple fact , where in the formula below we agree 
that oo- oo = 0. 
Proposition 5.1. p(x) is a Lipschitz function, i.e., lp(x)- p(y) l :::; d(x, y) . 
Proof. We check that p(x) :::; p(y) + d(x , y). If p(x) :::; d(x, y) , we are done. 
Else choose any r such that d(x, y) < r < p(x). Then B;t(x) is compact. But 
B~d(x,y)(y) ~ B;£(x), so B~d(x,y)(y) is compact, thus r- d(x , y) :::; p(y), or 
r :::; p(y) + d(x, y), and, since r was arbitrary, p(x) :::; p(y) + d(x, y). -1 
It follows that p is continuous and if K ~ X is compact, there is p > 0 such 
that p(x) ;::: p for all x E K. 
We will first note that, with the pointwise convergence topology, the group 
Iso(X, d) of a locally compact separable metric space is Polish. The main point of 
course is that we do not assume that the metric d is complete. 
P roposition 5.2. Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable metric space. Then 
Iso(X), equipped with the pointwise convergence topology, is Polish. 
Proof. Fix a dense sequence (xn) in X. Then put on Iso(X) the metric 
8( 1/J) = "' 2_ [ d(cp(xn), 1/J(xn)) + d(cp- 1(xn), 1/J-1 (xn)) ] 
cp, L.., 2n 1 + d(cp(xn), 1/J(xn)) 1 + d(cp-1 (xn), w-1(xn)) . 
n 
This is compatible with the topology of Iso(X), so it is enough to show that 8 is 
complete. 
Let (cpi) be 8-Cauchy. Then it is clear that for each fixed n, (cpi(xn)) is d-
Cauchy. Moreover, p(cpi(xn)) = p(xn), i E N, from which it follows that for some 
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large enough N and positive E > 0, d(<pi(xn), <pN(xn)) ::; E < p(<pN(Xn)), for all 
i 2: N, thus (<pi(xn))iEN has a convergent subsequence and, since it is d-Cauchy, 
(<pi(xn))iEN converges, say 
<pi(Xn) ~ Yn, as i ~ 00. 
It follows that for each x EX, (<pi(x))iEN converges. Indeed, for any n, 
d(<pi(x), <pj(x)) ::; d(<pi(x), <pi(Xn)) + d(<pi(Xn), <pj(Xn)) + d(<pj(Xn), <pj(x)) 
= 2d(x, Xn) + d(<pi(Xn), <pj(Xn)), 
which shows that (<pi(x)) is d-Cauchy, so exactly as before it converges. Let 
<p(x) = _lim <pi(x) . 
• -.oo 
Similarly (<pi 1 (x)) converges and let 
1/J(x) = _lim <pi1(x) . 
• -.oo 
It is enough to show that <p E Iso( X). 
Clearly, d(<p(x),<p(y)) = d(x,y). Also note that 
d(<p('f/J(x)), x) = lim d(<pi('I/J(x)); x) 
t-.oc 
= lim d('!f;(x), <pi1 (x)) 
.-.oo 
= 0 = d('!f;(<p(x)), x), 
so <p = 1/;-1 and this completes the proof. 
vVe will now introduce the concept of a pseudo-connected locally compact sep-
arable metric space, which plays a crucial role in our analysis. 
Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable metric space. Define a directed graph 
Ron X by 
xRy ¢:? x =/:. y and d(x, y) < p(x). 
Let R* be the transitive closure of R, i.e. , 
xR*y ¢:?for some uo = x, u 1 , ... , Un = y 
we have Vi< n(uiRui+I) · 
Finally, define the following equivalence relation E on X 
xEy ¢:? x = y or (xR*y and yR*x). 
We call the E-equivalence class of x the pseudo-component of x, and denote it by 
C(x). We call X pseudo-connected if it has only one pseudo-component. We have 
Proposition 5 .3. i) Each pseudo-component is clopen, so there are only count-
ably many pseudo-components. 
ii) If X is either connected or the metric d is Heine-Borel, then X is pseudo-
connected. 
Proof. It is of course enough to show that each pseudo-component is open. 
So fix x E X and y E C(x). Fix 0 < ro < p(y). Then B~(y) is compact, so there 
is ro > Po > 0 with p(z) > Po, for all z E B~(y) . Then it is easy to check that 
B p0 (y) ~ C(x). 
ii) The first statement follows from i). The second is obvious from the definition 
of pseudo-components. ---1 
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'vVe will first analyze the isometry groups of pseudo-connected spaces. 
The main facts below generalize results of van Dantzig-van der Waerden [1928] 
(see also Strantzalos [1974], [1989j and Manoussos-Strantzalos [20001), who dealt 
with the case where X is connected. 
Recall that an action (g, x) H g · x of a topological group G on a topological 
space X is proper if for every x, y E X there are open nbhds Ux , Uy of x, y , resp. , 
such that {g E G : g · Ux n Uy =/: 0} is precompact (i.e., has compact closure). 
'V.le now have 
Theorem 5-4. Let (X, d) be a pseudo-connected locally compact separable 
metric space. Then the action of Iso(X) (by evaluation) on X is proper. 
Proof. We will make use of the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.5. Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable metric space. Sup-
pose that d is not Heine-Borel, N > 0, 0 < eo, ... , EN-1 < 1 and for each i E 
N, (xb, xi, ... , x~) E XN+l are such that d(xi, x~+l) ::; EkP(xi) for each k::; N -1 , 
and (xb)iEN has a convergent subsequence. Then (x~ )iEN has a convergent sub-
sequence. Similarly, if dis Heine-Borel and d(x~,xi+ 1 ) ::; Mk, for some given 
Mo, ... ,MN-1 > 0. 
P roof. Consider the case where d is not Reine-Borel, the other case being 
similar. We show by induction on k ::; N that (xi)iEN has a convergent subsequence. 
This is given for k = 0. By induction hypothesis , assume then, without loss of 
generality, that (xi)iEN converges to some Xk, where k < N. We will then find 
a convergent subsequence of (x~+l). We have that d(xi, 4+1) ::; Ekp(x1) and 
p(xi) -7 p(xk), so if 8k > 0 is such that Ek + 28k < 1, then fori large enough 
d(xk,x~+1 )::; d(x~,xk) + d(x~ , xi+ 1 ) 
::; 8kp(xk) + Ekp(xk) + 8kp(xk) 
= (Ek + 28k)p(xk) < p(xk), 
so (xi+l) has a convergent subsequence. -1 
Now fix x, y E X and let 0 < r < ~ min{p(x), p(y)}, Ux = B r(x), Uy = Br(y). 
Then for g E Iso(X), 
g(Ux) n Uy =/: 0 =} d(g(x) , y) < 2r. 
So it is enough to show that the closed set 
K = {g E Iso(X ) : d(g(x),y)::; 2r} 
is compact. We could use here the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem (see Dugundji [1966j, 
6.4) but we prefer to employ a direct elementary argument. 
It is enough to show that if {gi} ~ K , then (gi) has a convergent (in Iso(X)) 
subsequence. For that it is enough, by the argument in the proof of 5.2, to show that 
there is a subsequence (gnJ such that (gn.(z)), (g;;-,1 (z)) converge, for every z EX. 
Fix a dense set {xn} in X. Again as in the proof of 5.2, it is enough to find (gn.) 
so that (gn,(xn))iEN, (g;;-,I(xn))iEN converge for each n, and, by the usual diagonal 
argument, it is enough to show that for each fixed n, we can find (gn.) so that 
(gn, (xn))iEN, (g;;-/ (xn))iEN converge. So finally we reduced our problem to showing 
that, for each fixed z E X , there is (gnJ so that (9n, (z)), (g;;-,1 (z)) converge, and, 
noticing that forgE K we also have that d(g- 1(y),x)::; 2r < p(x), it is enough to 
. 
. 
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show that we can find (gnJ such that (gn, (z)) converges, the argument for (g~,1 (z)) 
being similar. We will also assume that dis not Heine-Bore!, the proof in the other 
case being analogous. 
Fix a finite sequence z0 = x , z1, ... , ZN = z such that d(zk , zk+l ) < p(zk)· 
Let 0 < Ek < 1 be such that d(zk, Zk+l) s; Ekp(zk )· Put Yt = gi(zk ), for k s; N. 
Then Yb = gi(x) E B~(y), so it has a convergent subsequence, and d(yt , y~+l) = 
d(gi(zk),g,(zk+I)) = d(zk ,zk+I) s; Ekp(zk) = Ekp(y~) forks; N- 1. So, by 5.5, 
(ykr) = (gi ( z)) has a convergent subsequence. -1 
The properness of the action has the following standard implications (see, e.g., 
Strantzalos !1989]), whose straightforward arguments we include for the reader's 
convenience. 
Corollary 5 .6. Let X be a pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric 
space and G ~ Iso(X) a closed subgroup. Then we have: 
(i} Iso(X) is locally compact. 
(ii} The action of G on X is proper, each stabilizer Gx = {g E G : g(x) = x} 
is compact, and the orbit equivalence relation 
xE§ y <=? 3g E G(g(x) = y) 
is closed (as a subset of X 2 }, so, in particular, each orbit G(x) = {g(x) : g E G} is 
closed. Moreover, the map g H g(x) from G onto G(x) is open . 
(iii} The statements in part (ii} hold as well for the action of G on xn, n 2: 1, 
by coordinatewise evaluation: g · ( x 1 , ... , Xn) = (g( x 1), ... , g( Xn)). 
Proof. (i) By the definition of properness, for some open nbhd Ux of x , {g E 
Iso(X) : g(Ux) nUx -=/= 0} is a precompact open nbhd of the identity of Iso(X), so 
Iso(X) is locally compact. 
(ii) The first assertion is obvious. For the second, notice that for some open 
nbhd Ux of x, the set {g E G : g(Ux)nUx -=/= 0} is precompact and the closed set Gx is 
contained in it, so Gx is compact. Finally, assume that XnE§ Yn, Xn ~ x, Yn ~ y. 
Fix gn E G with gn(Xn) = Yn· Let also Ux, Uy be open nbhds of x , y, resp., 
with K = {g E G : g(Ux) n Uy -=/= 0} precompact. Then, for large enough n, 
Xn E Ux , Yn = gn(Xn) E Uy , so gn E K, thus we can find a convergent subsequence 
gn, ~g. Then g(x) = limgn,(xnJ = limyn, = y, so xE§y. 
Finally we check that g H g(x) is open from G onto G(x). Let U be open 
in G , in order to show that {g(x) : g E U} is open in G(x) , or, equivalently, 
G(x) \ {g(x) : g E U} is closed. Let gn(x) E G(x) \ {g(x) : g E U}, and gn(x) ~ 
y E {g(x) : g E U}, towards a contradiction. Then y = g(x) for some g E U but 
gn f_ UGx for each n . Also, by properness, some subsequence (gn,) converges, say 
to h. Clearly, as UGx is open, h f_ UGx. But gn, (x) ~ h(x) = y = g(x), so 
g- 1h E Gx and hE gGx ~ UGx, a contradiction. 
(iii) The action of G on xn is proper by (ii). -1 
Remarks. As we will see in the next chapter, Iso(X) is still locally compact 
if X has only finitely many pseudo-components. This of course fails for arbitrary 
locally compact X, as Soo is the isometry group of a countable discrete space. The 
compactness of the stabilizers though can fail even if X has two pseudo-components. 
For example, let G be a connected non-compact second countable locally compact 
group and d a left-invariant compatible metric on G. We can assume that d < 1. 
Let xo f_ G and define d(xo , g) = 1, Vg E G. Then if X= G U {xo} , (X, d) has two 
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pseudo-components, namely G and {xo}, but the stabilizer of xo is not compact, 
since it contains an isomorphic copy of G. (This example is essentially the same as 
4.1 in Strantzalos [1989].) 
This shows that the action of Iso(X) on X may fail to be proper even if X 
has two pseudo-components. Finally, we do not know if the orbits of the isometry 
group acting on X are closed, when X has only finitely many pseudo-components. 
This should fail if X is arbitrary, but we do not actually know a counterexample. 
In the sequel, if X. Y are metric spaces, x E xn, y E y n, n ~ 0, then (X, x) ~i 
(Y, if) means that there is an isometry cp : X -+ Y with cp(xi) = Yi, Vi ~ n . 
We note here an application of the preceding analysis to the isometry prob-
lem for pointed pseudo-connected locally compact Polish metric spaces (X, d), 
i.e. , where d is now complete. This can be viewed as the equivalence relation 
(F, x) ~i (H, y) on the following co-analytic (probably not Borel) subset of the 
standard Borel space F(ll.J) x liJ: 
F61c(1U) = {(F ,x): FE F(ll.J),F is pseudo-connected locally compact, x E F}. 
From this we also obtain the complexity of the isometry equivalence relation of 
homogeneous pseudo-connected locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
Theorem 5.7. The isometry equivalence relation of pointed pseudo-connected 
locally compact Polish metric spaces is concretely classifiable. 
Proof. Fix a pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric space (X, d), 
and a point x EX. Assume first that we are dealing with non-Heine-Borel spaces. 
For n ~ 1, let 
. n 
Kn(X, x) = {y: 3xo = x, xr, ... , Xn = y, Vt < n(d(xi, xi+I) ~ n + 1 p(xi))}. 
Then, by 5.5, we see that Kn(X,x) is compact. Moreover Kn(X,x) ~ Kn+1 (X ,x) 
and Un Kn(X, x) =X. 
For each n ~ 1, m ~ 1, define now the following compact subset Kn ,m(X, x) of 
~m2+m 
Finally, let 
Kn,m(X ,x) = {(d(xi,Xj))O$i,j$m-l1P(Xi))o$i$m-1: 
X1, ... ,Xm-l E Kn(X,x),xo = x}. 
L(X,x) = (Kn,m(X,x))n~l,m~l E IT K(~m2+m), 
n~l,m~l 
where K(~n) is the Polish space of compact subsets of R.n with the Hausdorff 
metric. Now we claim that 
(X ,x) ~i (Y ,y) ¢o> L(X,x) = L(Y,y), 
which completes the proof in this case, as it is easy to check that the function L 
restricted to F61c(ll.J) is BoreL The Reine-Borel case is similar, replacing in the 
definition of Kn(X,x) above n~ 1 p(xi) by nand omitting the p(xi) in Kn,m(X ,x). 
Direction => is obvious. For {:::: note that by an argument similar to that in Gro-
mov [1999, 3.27], for each n ~ 1, there is an isometry '-Pn : Kn(X, x) -+ Kn (Y , y), 
with '-Pn(x) = y and p(u) = p(cpn(u)), for each u E Kn(X,x), so that in particular 
'-PniKm(X, x) is an isometry from Km(X, x) onto Km(Y, y), for all m ~ n. Consider 
then '-Pni K 1(X,x) ,n = 1,2, ... These are isometries from K 1(X,x) onto K 1 (Y,y), 
... 
... 
.. 
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so there is a subsequence (ni) such that (<pn,IK1(X, x)) converges (pointwise). Sim-
ilarly there is a subsequence of (ni), say (niJ, such that (<pn,, IK2(X, x)) converges. 
etc. By a standard diagonal argument, we can finally find a subsequence (<pin) of 
(<pn) such that for each n, (<pi, IK n(X , x)k~:n converges. Let <p(u) = limn-->oo <pin (u). 
Then <pis an isometry between X andY with <p(x) = y. -1 
Corollary 5.8. The equivalence relation of isometry of homogeneous pseudo-
connected locally compact Polish metric spaces is concretely classifiable. 
(Recall that a metric space is homogenous if its isometry group acts transitively 
on the space.) 
Proof. There is a Borel function S assigning to each F E F(ll.J), F =f. 0 an 
element S(F) E F. Then note that for F, H E F(ll.J) pseudo-connected locally 
compact and homogeneous: 
F ~i H <* (F, S(F)) ~i (H, S(H)) 
<* L(F, S(F)) = L(H, S (H )). 
Since the function F H L(F, S(F)) is Borel, we are done. 
We remark that 5. 7 fails for arbitrary locally compact spaces as we can easily 
Borel reduce isomorphism of trees on N (see the proof of 4.3) to isometry of pointed 
locally compact Polish metric spaces. Clemens [2001] has proved that 5.7 also fails 
in the case of locally compact spaces with only finitely many pseudo-components, 
and so does 5.8 in this case. However, it is not known what is the exact complexity 
here. 
V.le finally give an analysis of the isometry types of n-tuples in pseudo-connected 
locally compact separable metric spaces, reminiscent of the Scott analysis in model 
theory (or equivalently Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games). 
Suppose (X, dx ), (Y, dy) are locally compact separable metric spaces and x E 
xn , ii E yn, n 2: 1. For each ordinal a, we define the notion of a-equivalence, =a, 
by induction, as follows: 
If >. is limit: 
(X,x) :=0 (Y,Y) <* Vi,j :S n(dx(xi,Xj) = dy(yi,Yi)) & 
Vi:::; n(px(xi) = py(yi)). 
(X, x) =" (Y, Y) <* Va <>.((X, x) =a (Y, Y)). 
Finally, we let 
(X,x) =a+l (Y,Y) <* (X,x) =a (Y,Y) & Vr E Q+Vxn+l E X [dx(xn.Xn+l) < r 
< Px(xn) =} :lyn+l E Y(dy(yn, Yn+d :S r & 
(X,xxn+l) =a (Y,:fyn.._l)J 
& vice versa. 
Sometimes we will simply write x =a y, instead of (X, x) :=0 (Y, Y). 
We now have, letting for each ordinal a and n 2: 1, 
<I>~(X, Y) =<I>~= {(x,Y) E X n x yn: (X,x) =a (Y,Y)}. 
P roposit ion 5.9. For any locally compact sepamble metric spaces (X, dx), 
(Y , dy ), any ordinal a, and any n 2: 1, the set <I>~(X, Y) is closed in xn x yn . 
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P roof. We will omit explicitly indicating X , Y , when they are understood. 
We prove this proposition by induction on a. Note that for a= 0. 
(x.YJ E 4>~ ~Vr E Q+[Vi,j:::; n(d(x;.xi) > r =* d(y;,yi) ~ r) 
& vice versa & Vi(p(xi) > r =} p(y;) ~ r) & vice versa ], 
so clearly 4>~ is closed. 
The limit case is obvious, as <I>~ = n:t<A <I>~. So assume that <I>~ is closed, for 
each m, in order to show that <I>~+l is closed. 
Notice that 1 < 8 =*<I>~ 2 <I>~ , so if (x, Y) E <I>~, we also have (x, Y) E <I>~ , thus 
p(xn) = P(Yn)· Now 
(x, YJ E <I>~+l ~ (x, YJ E <I>~ & Vr E Q-Vxn+dd(xn, Xn-1) < r < p(xn) =* 
3yn·d (d(yn, Yn·rl) :::; T & (xxx+1, YYn+I) E <I>~+l) J 
& vice versa. 
So assume that X' -t x, if -t y and (X', fl) E <I>~+ 1 , in order to show that (x, YJ E 
<I>~+ 1 . Since (X' , if) E <I>~, by induction hypothesis it follows that (x, YJ E <I>~. 
Since (X', if) E 4>~, we have in particular that p(x~) = p(y~) . 
Now fix r E Q+, Xn ... 1 with d(xn , Xn+I) < r < p(xn) · We will find Yn+1 with 
d(yn,Yn+l):::; rand (XXn+1,Y.Yn+1) E <I>~+ 1 . For some € E Q+ and i large 
enough we have that d(x~ , Xn+I) < r - € < r < r + E < p(x~), so there is y~+l 
with d(y~,y~+l) :::; r- € and (X' ·xn+I,fl Y~ ... 1) E <I>~+1 . Now d(y~+1 , Yn) :::; 
d(y~ ... 1 , y~) + d(y~, Yn) :::; r - € + d(y~, Yn) , so, if i is large enough d(y~+I · Yn) :::; 
r. Also p(yn) = limi p(y~) = lim; p(x~) ~ r -r- € > r, thus, for i large enough, 
d(y~+I,Yn):::; r < p(yn), so (y~+1 ) has a convergent subsequence Y~"-t 1 -tk Yn+I · 
Then d(yn , Yn+I) :::; r and, as <I>~+l is closed, (x"xn+1, YYn+I) E <I>~+ 1 . -1 
We will now reformulate the definition of <I>~(X, Y) in terms of a game of the 
Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse type. 
F ix locally compact separable metric spaces (X, dx ), (Y, dy) and n ~ 1, x E 
xn, y E y n. We define the game co (x, X ; y, Y) = co as follows: 
Let ao = Xn, bo = Yn, ao = a. In the ith round of the game, i ~ 1, player I 
chooses Z; = X or Y and plays some a; E Z;, and an ordinal a; < ai-l· Then, 
player II responds by playing b; E ZL where Z~ = X, if Z; = Y , and ZI = Y , 
if Z; = X . The game ends when a round m is reached, where am = 0. Let 
i = (z1, Z2, ... ) Zm) E x m) w = (w1, ... ) Wm) E ym be the elements played by both 
players in this run of the game, in the order played. The players must observe the 
following rules: 
For 1 :::; i :::; m, dx(z;-1, z;) < Px(z;_l) , dy(Wi-1, w;) < py(w;_l), where 
zo = Xn and Wo = Yn· 
Finally I I wins this run of the game iff 
(X -·;"1 _o (Y -·-) .xz1 = ,yw . 
Proposition 5.10. Player II has a winning strategy in C0 (x, X; y, Y) iff 
(X,x) =:0 (Y,YJ. 
Proof. Again we do not indicate explicitly X, Y, when they are understood. 
The proof is by induction on a. The case a= 0 is vacuously true, as there are no 
moves in the game. 
... 
I 
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Now assume a is limit. If I I wins co, I I wins each C f3, {3 < a, so, by induction 
hypothesis, x ={3 iJ, for all {3 < a, so x = 0 iJ. Conversely, if x = 0 fl. then. reversing 
this, we have that I I wins each Cf3 , {3 < a. Then it follows that I I wins co : When 
I starts by playing a 1 < a, I I follows his winning strategy for C 01 - 1. 
Next consider the successor case. Assume first I I wins co+l. Then notice that 
I I also wins co, so, by induction hypothesis, x =o iJ. Vve have to show that x =o..-1 
iJ. Fix r E Q+, Xn+l such that d( Xn, Xn-1) < r < p( Xn). Let Yn+l be the first move 
in I I's winning strategy in co+l' when I plays Xn+l, a in his first move. Then 
clearly II wins C0 (x-xn+l; iJYn+l), so, by induction hypothesis, x"xn+l =a iJ"Yn+l· 
In particular d(yn, Yn-rd = d(xn. Xn+d :S r. Next fix r E Q+, r < p(xn) = p(yn), 
and let Yn+l be such that d(yn, Yn-1) < r. By a similar argument as above. we can 
find Xn+l with d(xn, Xn+l)::::; rand X-Xn-rl =Q il-Yn+l· 
Finally, assume that x =o+l iJ. We need to find a winning strategy for II in 
co+l. Suppose I starts with al ::::; a, al = Xn+l E X. Then let r E Q+ be such that 
d(xn, Xn-d < r < p(xn) = P(Yn)· Then there is Yn+l with d(yn, Yn+d :S r < p(yn) 
and x-Xn-rl =o iJYn+l· Thus, by induction hypothesis, II has a winning strategy 
in the game C 0 (X-Xn+l; il"Yn-rd· II then simply follows this strategy in the rest 
of the game co-l. This is a winning strategy for II in C 0 +1. The argument is 
similar if I starts with a1 ::::; a and a 1 = Yn-rl E Y. -l 
The next result is the main fact concerning the notion of a-equivalence . 
Theorem 5.11. For any pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric 
spaces X , Y, x E xn, iJ E yn, n 2:: 1, the following are equivalent: 
(i) (X,x) =w (Y,Y); 
{ii} (X,x) ~i (Y,Y). 
In particular, (X, x) =w (Y, Y) ¢:? [ (X, x) =a (Y, Y), for any a 2:: w ]. 
Proof. Clearly (X, x) ~i (Y, Y) => (X, x) =o (Y, Y), for any ordinal a. 
Assume now that (X, x) =w (Y, Y), in order to show that (X, x) ~i (Y, Y). 
For notational simplicity we will take n = 1, i.e., we assume that x E X , y E 
Y, (X, x) =w (Y, y), and we will show that there is an isometry cp : X --* Y with 
cp(x) = y. By 5.10, player II has a winning strategy in the game cw(x; y) and we 
fix such a strategy S from now on. 
To find our isometry we will make use of the following general lemma: 
Lemma 5.12. Let (X , dx ). (Y, dy) be locally compact separable metric spaces, 
Dx ~X, Dy ~ Y dense subsets of X , Y resp. and 1/J: Dx --* Dy an isometry such 
that moreover p x ( x) = py ( 1/J ( x)) for every x E X. Then 'ljJ extends (uniquely) to 
an isometry cp : X --* Y. 
Proof. Fix x E X and let Xn E Dx be such that Xn --* x . Then (xn) is dx-
Cauchy, so if Yn = 'l,b(xn), (Yn) is dy-Cauchy. We will find a convergent subsequence 
(Yn,) of (Yn)· This implies that (Yn) converges, say toy. We put cp(x) = y. This 
clearly defines the desired extension. 
To find the desired subsequence, notice that px(xn)--* px(x) > 0, so there is 
Po > 0 such that px(xn) 2:: Po, for all n. So py(yn) 2:: po, for all n. Choose then No 
large enough, so that form 2:: n 2:: No,dy(ym,Yn) :S Po· Then dy(YN0 ,Yn) :S Po< 
PY(YN0 ), '1:/n 2:: No. Since B~ (YN0 ) is compact, this gives a convergent subsequence 
(Yn, ). -l 
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We fix from now on a dense sequence Pt, P2,. . . in X and a dense sequence 
rt, r2, . . . in Y. Our goal will be to find a sequence qt, q2 , . . . in X and a sequence 
s1,s2, ... in Y such that the map x H y,pi H Si,qi H ri is an isometry and 
moreover p(x) = p(y),p(pi) = p(si),p(qi) = p(ri)· By 5.12, this will complete the 
proof. 
Before we start out construction, we want to record the following obvious fact: 
If in cw(x; y), (kt, at). bt, (k2, a2), ... '(kn , an), bn is a sequence of moves alterna-
tively played by I , II, with II followings and (zb Z2, ... 'Zn) E xn, (wt, ... 'Wn) E 
yn are the elements played by both players in this sequence, in the order played, 
then x H y,zi H wi is an isometry and p(x) = p(y),p(z.;) = p(wi)· 
Below we will only consider runs of cw(x; y) in which I starts with (k, at), 
for some k E N, k > 0, and then in his subsequent moves {k2, a2), (k3, a3), ... he 
simply plays k2 = k- 1, k3 = k- 2, ... , 0. Since the moves k2, k3, ... are completely 
determined by k, we will simply ignore them and pretend that I only plays (k, at) 
to start with and the plays a2, a3, .... 
We now start our construction: Our plan is to construct by induction the 
following: 
(i) A sequence At 2 A2 2 ... of infinite subsets of N, 
(ii) A sequence ko , eo, kt, el> k2, e2, ... of positive integers, 
(iii) A sequence qt, q2 , ... of elements of X and a sequence St , s2, ... of elements 
ofY, 
(iv) Finite sequences (qn,t' . . . 'qn,ln -t ), (sn,I, . .. Sn,kn _I) , in x tn' ykn' resp. , 
(v) Positive reals ft, €2, ... , 61 , 62, .. . , 
with the following properties: 
(a) If I starts with (k,p1 ), where k EAt, and II, using S , plays s~ E Y , then 
s~ for k E At, k-+ oo converges to St. Moreover, d(s~, St) :::; ft < p(sn, for any 
k EAt. 
(b) For each n :2:: 1, min(An) > 1+(kt +1)-r(et +1)+· · ·+(kn-t +1)+(en-1 +1), 
and for each k E An the sequence of moves indicated in the following diagram is a 
legal sequence of moves in which II follows S (arrows indicate applications of S): 
X : X Pt Pto Ptt Ptk,-t qf q1 q1,1 q1,1,-1 P2 
.tJ 1t 1t 1t 1t .tJ .tJ .tJ .tJ 
y: y sf S1 S1,1 
Pn-1 k Pn-1 ,0 
.tJ 1t 
k 
sn-1 Sn-1 
qn-1 qn-1,1 
.tJ •.!J 
r~-1 o r~-1,1 
11oreover, we have 
k Pn-1,1 
1t 
Sn-1,1 
rL,-1 s~ 
Pk qnk -1 n-1,kn-l-1 
1t 1t 
k k k k q1-+ q1,S2-+ S2, ... ,qn-1-+ qn-1,Sn-+ Sn 
fork-+ oo, k E An , and 
for k E An , i :::; n - 1. 
d(qf' qi) < bi < p(qf), 
d(s~.si) < Ei<p(s~), 
... 
. 
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Granting (a), (b) we now verify that q1. q2 , ... , s1 ,s2 , ... have the required 
properties. By (b) and for each k E An, clearly 
k k .< 1 x f--7 y, Pi f--7 si, qi f--7 ri, t _ n - , 
is an isometry, and for all i :::; n - 1. 
p(x) = p(y), p(pi) = p(s~ ), p(qf) = p(ri). 
Letting k-+ oo, k E An, we conclude that 
is an isometry and for all i :::; n- 1, 
so we are done. 
For the first stage of our construction, it is enough to show that when I starts 
with ( k , p1) and II plays, by following S , st, then ( st) has a convergence subse-
quence. But this is clear as d(st,y) = d(p1,x) < p(x) = p(y). So choose infinite 
A~ and s1 such that for k E A~, k -+ oo, st -+ s1. As p(st) -+ p(sl) > 0 and 
d(st, sl) -+ 0, it follows that we can also choose t 1 > 0 and infinite A1 <;;; A~ with 
d(st, sl) :::; t 1 < p(st) for all k E A1, and min(Al) > 3. Also let ko = fo = 1. 
Assume now n;::: 1 and A1 2 ··· 2 An , kl>--- , kn-l,el ,· ·-fn-l,sl,·· ·· 
Sn, Ql,- - . , Qn-l , (si ,l > ... , si,k,-d, (qi,l ,···, qi,l, -1), fori :S n-1, and l'::!,· ·· tn-1 1 
<h , . .. , bn-l have been constructed, satisfying (b) above. We will construct An+! <;;; 
An,kn,en,Sn+l,Qn,(Sn,l,· .. , sn,kn-d)(qn,l , ···Qn,en -l) ,tn ,8n, so that (b) is still 
satisfied at n + 1. 
First as s~ -+ sn , for k E An, we choose infinite A~ <;;; An and tn > 0 so that 
for k E A~ , d(s~ , sn) :::; tn < p(s~)- Since Y is pseudo-connected we pick kn and 
a sequence (sn,l,··· , Sn,l<n-1) such that d(sn,l,sn) < p(sn) and d(sn,i, sn,i+l) < 
p(sn,i), fori :S kn - 1, and d(sn,kn-1 , rn) < p(sn,kn-1 )· Then for any k E A~ , with 
k > 1 + (k1 + 1) + · · · + (fn-l + 1) + (kn + 1), continue the play given by (b) above, 
to the following moves, where II follows S (see the diagram below): 
:::; 81 
X P1 k P1,0 k P1,1 k P1,k1- 1 qt ~ Ql Ql,1 Ql,/1-1 P2 
.1). 1f 1f 1f 1f .1). .1). .1). .1). 
y st ~ S! s1.1 S!,k1-l r1 k rt 1 rk s~ r1 ,o 1,!1-1 
:::; (1 
:S bn- 1 
Pn-1 k Pn- 1,0 k Pn-1.1 k Pn-l ,kn-1 -1 q~-1 ~ 
.1). 1f 1f 1f 1f k 8n-l ~ Sn-1 Sn-1,1 Sn- l,kn- 1-1 Tn-1 
:S l'::n-1 
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~ bn-1 
~ qn-1 qn-1.1 qn-1,1n-l-1 Pn 
.u. Jj. Jj. Jj. 
k r~-11 rk sk ~ r n-1,0 
' 
n-1,ln-l-1 n 
~in 
~ bn 
P~.o k Pn,1 k Pn,k 0 -1 q~ ~ qn qn,1 qn,ln-1 Pn+1 
it 1t it 1t Jj. Jj. Jj. .J. 
~ Sn,1 Sn,kn-1 Tn k k rk k Sn r n,O r n,1 n,!n-1 8 n+1 
~in 
Now we want to argue that there is an infinite subset A~ ~ A~ on which 
the sequence (q~),k E A~, converges. oticing that d(pn,P~,o) ~in< p(s~) = 
p(pn), d(p~ ,i> P~,i+1) ~ d(sn,i , Sn,i+d < p(sn,i) = p(p~,i), and d(p~,kn-1> q!) = 
d(sn,k0 -1,rn) < p(sn,kn-d = p(p~,kn-d, while moreover p(p~,i) = p(sn,i), p(q~) = 
p(rn), we obtain this conclusion from 5.5. 
So fix an infinite subset A~~ An with min(A~) > 1 + (k1 + 1) + · · · -r (en_1 + 
1) + (kn + 1), such that (q!), k E A~ , k --+ oo, converges to some value which we 
call qn. Then choose bn > 0 and infinite A~'~ A~, so that fork E A~' ,d(q~,qn) < 
bn ~ p(q~). 
ext pick en and a sequence (qn,1, .. . qn,ln-1) such that 
d(qn, qn,I) < p(qn), d(qn ,i> qn,i+l) < p(qn,i), 
fori ~ en- 1. and d(qn ,tn-1,Pn+l) < p(qn,tn-1) · Then for any k E A~' ,k > 
1 + (k1 + 1) + · · · + (kn + 1) +(en+ 1), continue to play the following moves, where 
II follows S (see again the preceding diagram): 
I : qn , I I : r~,o, I : qn, 1, I I : r~,1 , ... , I : qn,t" -1, I I : r~.e" _1 , I : Pn+1, I I : s~+ 1. 
Then, again by Lemma 5.5, we can find an infinite subset An+l ~ A~' with 
min(An-1) > 1 + (k1 + 1) + (e1 + 1) + · · · + (kn + 1) +(en+ 1) such that (s~+l), k E 
An+l• k--+ oo converges to a value which we call Sn+l· This completes the inductive 
construction, and the proof of the theorem. -l 
CHAPTER 6 
Isometries of Locally Compact Spaces, I I: The 
General Case 
We will now use the analysis of isometries of pseudo-connected locally com-
pact separable metric spaces to characterize the isometry groups of general locally 
compact separable metric spaces. We first need to establish some notation. 
For any countable set I , we denote by S1 the Polish group of permutations of 
I with the pointwise convergence topology. Thus, up to isomorphism, S1 is either 
a finite group Sn, or S00 • Let now e be a Polish group and consider the power e1 , 
which is isomorphic either to a finite power en ) or e N) thus it is a Polish group. 
The group SI acts by homomorphisms on e1 as follows: 
g · x(i) = x(g-1 (i)). 
Consider then the semidirect product 
s1 !>( e1, 
with underlying set SI X e1 ) in which the group operation is given as usual by 
(g, x)(h, y) = (gh, (h- 1 · x)y). 
Equipped with the product topology this becomes a Polish group. 
We now have the following 
Theore m 6.1. Let X be a locally compact separable metric space. Then there 
is a finite or infinite sequence (In)nEN of non-empty countable sets and a sequence 
of locally compact Polish groups (en)nEN, where N = {0, ... , m} or N = N, such 
that Iso(X) is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of the product 
Proof. Let C0 , C1 , ... (a finite or infinite list) enumerate without repetition 
the pseudo-components of X . Let (Xn)nEN be a finite or infinite list of pseudo-
connected locally compact separable metric spaces with m =/= n => Xm '!=i Xn and 
\fm3n(Cm s:!i Xn)· \fm3n(Xm s:!i Cn)· For each n, let In = {k : Ck s:!i Xn} · Let 
e n = Iso(Xn), which is Polish locally compact by 5.6 i). We will show that Iso(X) 
is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Tin Sin t>< e~n. 
First note that if r.p E Iso(X) , then for each k, r.p(Ck) is also a pseudo-component 
of X, so r.p(Ck) = Ci for some (unique) j. Moreover as r.pjCk : Ck -+ C1 is an 
isometry, Ck s:!i Ci. Thus for each n,r.p induces a permutation 7rn(r.p) E Sin' given 
by r.p( Ck) = C,.n (<,o)(k) . Clearly 1Tn : Iso(X) -+ Sin is a homomorphism. 
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OW for each n and k E In , fix an isometry {}~ : Xn ~ ck. Then define 
Pn : lso(X) ~ G~n by 
Pn(cp)(k) = (B~ .. (<,o)(k))- 1 o (<piCk) o B~. 
Then we claim that the map 
1r : Iso(X) ~ II S1,. 1>< G~". 
n 
given by 
1r( <p )(n) = (7rn( cp ), Pn ( cp )), 
is an isomorphism, thus lso(X) is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Iln S 1,.. 1>< G~". 
To check that it is a homomorphism, it is enough to check that for each n, 
cp >---+ (7rn(cp), Pn(<,?)) 
is a homomorphism of lso(X) into S1 .. 1>< G~ ... , and this is a routine computation. 
It is also trivial to check that 1r, 1r-1 are continuous. Finally, 1r is injective, since 
cpiCk = (B~ ... (<,o)(k)) o Pn(cp)(k) o (B~)- 1 , if k E In , i.e. , cp is completely determined 
by 7r(cp). --1 
It should be pointed out that, in the notation of 6.1. L n card(In) = cardinal-
ity of the pseudo-components of X , and so if X has only finitely many pseudo-
components, the index set N and each In in 6.1 is finite, and thus the product 
IlnEN(SI,.. 1>< G~n) is locally compact. So we have: 
Corollary 6.2. The isometry group of a locally compact separable metric space 
with only finitely many pseudo-components is locally compact. 
Strantzalos [1989] and ~Ianoussos-Strantzalos [2000] proved the same conclu-
sion under the assumption that the space of connected components of the given 
metric space is compact. Now 6.2 also implies this fact, as it is easy to verify that 
under this assumption, there are only finitely many pseudo-components. 
Since it is clear that for any countable set I. and locally compact group G. 
SI I>< G1 is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Soc I>< eN, we can rewrite 6.1 by 
saying that every Iso(X), for X a locally compact separable metric space, is, up to 
isomorphism, a closed subgroup of a Polish group of the form 
II (Soc I>< G~), 
nEN 
for some sequence ( Gn) of locally compact Polish groups. We will next prove the 
converse of this theorem, thereby characterizing exactly the isometry groups of 
locally compact separable metric spaces. Moreover, our proof will also yield that 
the same characterization works as well for the locally compact Polish metric spaces, 
the a-compact Polish metric spaces and the almost locally compact Polish metric 
spaces. (Recall that a a-compact space is a union of countably many compact sets 
and we define an almost locally compact space to be a space in which the points 
that have a compact nbhd form a dense set.) 
Theorem 6.3. Up to (topological group) isomorphism the following five classes 
of groups are the same: 
i} The isometry groups of locally compact separable metric spaces. 
ii} The isometry groups of locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
iii} The isometry groups of a-compact Polish metric spaces. 
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iv} The isometry groups of almost locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
v) The closed subgroups of groups of the form 
II {Boo I>< G~) , 
nEN 
where (Gn) is a sequence of locally compact Polish groups. 
P roof. We will first note some simple facts about almost locally compact 
Polish metric spaces. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. We define its core by 
x E Core(X) {::} 3r > O(B~(x) is compact). 
Clearly, X is almost locally compact iff Core(X) is dense in X. Also Core(X) is 
open and (Core( X), d) is locally compact. 
ext we have 
Lemma 6.4. Every a-compact Polish metric space X is almost locally compact. 
Proof. To check that X is almost locally compact we have to verify that 
Core(X) is dense. Otherwise, let U ~X be nonempty open with UnCore(X) = 0. 
Let Kn be compact with X= Un Kn. Then, by the Baire Category Theorem, there 
is nonempty open V ~ U and n with V ~ Kn , so V ~Core( X) , a contradiction. -l 
Denote now by ~h -95 the classes of groups in i)-v) of 6.3 {up to isomorphism). 
It is clear that 92 ~ 93 ~ 94. 
We will next check that 94 ~ 92 (so that 92 = 93 = 94 ~ 91). 
Consider an almost locally compact Polish metric space (X, d). Let X 0 = 
Core( X) and put the metric don Xo. Then (Xo, d) is locally compact and separable 
but not necessarily complete. Consider next the equivalent metric 
O= - d-
1+d 
on Xo, denote by p its associated p-function and define the pseudo-metric 
o( )- 1 ~-Peb l 
p x,y - I I 
1 + -dx5 - p(~) 
on Xo. 
Define then the metric d' on X0 by 
, 1 diam{o) 
d (x, y) = 4o(x, y) + 8 op(x, y). 
Then d' is a compatible metric on Xo which is now complete: if (xn) is a d'-Cauchy 
sequence, then it is a-Cauchy and ( p(;n)) is a Cauchy sequence, so p(xn) -4 r > 0. 
Then if N is large enough, p(XN) > r / 2 and o(xN, Xn) < r / 2 if n > N, so (xn) has 
a converging subsequence and so converges. Moreover diam(Xo, d') ::; ~diam(o). 
Let p' be the p-function of the metric d'. Let 
0 ( )- 1~-~1 
p' x ,y - I I, 
1 + p'(x) - p'(y) 
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and let 
d"(x,y) = ~8(x,y) + ~8p'(x,y). 
Then, by a similar argument, d" is a compatible complete metric on X 0 and 
diam(Xo,d") 2: ~diam(8) > diam(Xo,d') (provided that X 0 is not a singleton). 
Define now a metric space (Y,a) as follows: Y = ({0} x Xo)U ({1} x X 0 ). The 
metric a is defined as follows: 
a((O, x), (0, y)) 
a((1, x), (1, y)) 
a((O, x), (1, y)) 
d'(x, y) 
d"(x,y) 
a((1 , y), (0, x)) 
1 
1 + 48(x, y). 
It is routine to check that this is a metric and that (Y, a) is a locally compact Polish 
metric space. 
We verify that Iso(X, d) is isomorphic to Iso(Y, a), which will show that g4 ~ 
{h. 
First notice that the map r.p H r.pjX0 is an isomorphism of Iso(X, d) with 
Iso(Xo, d) = Iso(Xo, 8), so it is enough to show that Iso(Xo, 8) is isomorphic to 
Iso(Y, a). Let r.p E Iso(X0 , 8) and define r.p* : Y -+ Y by r.p*((i, x)) = (i, r.p(x)). 
Clearly r.p* E Iso(Y, a) and r.p H r.p* is an isomorphism, so it is enough to show that 
it is onto. 
Let '1/J E Iso(Y,a). It is clear that '1/J maps {i} x X 0 onto {j} x X0 . Since the 
a-diameter of {0} x X 0 = d'-diameter of X0 < d"-diameter of X 0 =a-diameter of 
{1} x Xo, it follows that i = j, i.e. , '1/J maps {0} x Xo onto {0} x Xo and {1} x Xo 
onto {1} x X 1 • Thus it gives two isometries '1/Jo,'~Pt of (Xo,d'),(Xo,d"), resp., 
defined by ( i, '1/Ji ( x)) = "¢( ( i, x)). It is then enough to show that "¢0 = "¢1 ( = r.p) 
and r.p is a 8-isometry (since then r.p* = '1/J) . To see that "¢0 = "¢1 , notice that if 
y E Xo , (1, y) is the unique point in {1} x X 0 which has a-distance 1 from (0, y). So 
if '1/Jo(x) = y,"¢1 (x) = z, so that '1/J((O,x)) = (O,y) and "¢((1,x)) = (1,z). we must 
have a((O, y)), (1, z)) = a((O, x), (1, x)) = 1, so z = y. 
Finally, we check that r.p is a 8-isometry. 
Since r.p = "¢0 , clearly r.p is a d'-isometry, so, in particular, it preserves the 
p' -function. Since r.p = "¢, it is also a d"-isometry, so 
8 ( r.p( X), r.p(y)) 
and we are done. 
2d"(r.p(x), r.p(y))- ~8p'(r.p(x), r.p(y)) 
2d"(x,y)- ~8p'(x,y) 
8(x,y) 
We have already seen that g1 ~ g5 , so we complete the proof by showing that 
g5 ~ g3· 
First let us note the follo-wing standard fact. 
Lemma 6.5. Let G be a locally compact Polish group, and let d be a left-
invariant compatible metric. Then d is complete, and G is isomorphic to a closed 
subgroup of Iso( G. d). 
... , 
.. 
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Proof. Consider the space (G. d). By homogeneity, it is clear that the function 
p(x) is constant , from which it easily follows that any d-Cauchy sequence has a con-
vergent subsequence, hence converges. Every element g E G induces ad-isometry 
cp9 (x) = gx. and it is easy to check that the map g H cp9 is an isomorphism of G 
with a closed subgroup of Iso(G, d). -1 
So given a locally compact Polish group G, we can view Gas a closed subgroup 
of Iso(X), for some locally compact Polish metric space X, and thus GN as a closed 
subgroup of Iso(X )N . It follows that S00 ~ GN is a closed subgroup of S 00 ~ Iso(X)N. 
For each sequence of metric spaces X n = (Xn. dn), with dn < 1. define their 
direct sum (Un X n, d) by 
U X n = the disjoint union of the Xn 's, 
n 
d(x y) = {dn(X, y), if X, y E Xn; 
' 1, if X E Xn , y E Xm , n =f. m. 
If X n = X for all n, we write X 00 instead of Un X n. It is clear that if each X n 
is a Polish metric space, so is Un Xn and if each X n is also locally compact, so is 
UnXn. 
Now if (X, d) is a locally compact Polish metric space, and we assume that 
d < 1 (which we can without changing its isometry group, by replacing d by l~d) , 
then it is easy to see that S00 ~ Iso(X)N is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of 
Iso(X00 ) . Indeed, let Xn be the nth copy of X in X 00 = Un X n. Then if (g, (cpn)) E 
S00 ~ Iso(X)N, assign to it 1r(g, (cpn)) E Iso(X00 ), defined as follows: If x E Xn , 
then 1r(g, (cpn)) sends x to <pn(x) but located in the g(n) copy of X . i.e., in Xg(n)· 
It is easy to check that this is an isomorphism. 
It follows that for each sequence ( Gn) of locally compact Polish groups, there is 
a sequence (Xn) of locally compact Polish metric spaces such that ITnE!II S00 ~ G~ 
is a isomorphic to a closed subgroup of ITnEN Iso(Xn)· Finally, it is easy to check 
that ITnEN Iso(Xn) is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Iso(Un Xn): send (<pn) E 
ITnEN lso(Xn) to Un <pn E Iso(Un Xn)· 
We have thus concluded that any group in 95 is isomorphic to a closed subgroup 
of Iso(X). for some locally compact Polish metric space (X, d) (we emphasize here 
that dis complete). It thus remains to show that every closed subgroup of such an 
Iso(X) is isomorphic to Iso(Y), where Y is a a-compact Polish metric space. 
Our strategy for proving this is similar to that used in the proof of 3.1. First 
we claim that it is enough to show that, given a closed subgroup G of Iso(X), there 
is a a-compact Polish space Z such that G is isomorphic to Iso(Z, (En)), for some 
sequence (En) of closed subsets of Z: Indeed if such Z , (En) exist, going back to the 
proof of 2.5, let Z E be the Polish metric space defined there from Z and E = (En). 
Every isometry <p E Iso(Z, (En)) extends to a unique isometry <p' of Z E• by defining 
it to be the identity on the additional points, and conversely every isometry of Z E 
is equal to <p1 for some <p E Iso(Z, (En)). Thus the map <pH <p' is an isomorphism 
of Iso(Z, (En)) with Iso(Zg)· Since Y = ZE is clearly a a-compact Polish metric 
space, this completes the proof. 
So, to summarize, our proof is reduced to the following problem: Given a 
locally compact Polish metric space X, and a closed subgroup G <; Iso(X), find a 
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O"-compact Polish space Z and a sequence of closed subsets (En) of Z such that G 
is isomorphic to Iso(Z, (En)). 
First we will introduce some convenient terminology. Let us call a metric space 
(M, o) rich if it satisfies the following two properties: 
(i) (llich 1) For each n 2: 1, the set of all (x1 , .... xn) E Mn for which the Xi 
are distinct and the distances d(xi, Xj), 1 :::; i < j :::; n, are distinct is dense in Mn. 
(ii) (llich 2) For all n 2: 1, given 2n distinct points x 1 , ... , Xn, y1 , ... , Yn in M, 
there is a point u E M such that 
n n 
i=l i=l 
We now claim the following: 
Lemma 6.6. Let X be a locally compact Polish metric space. There is a O"-
compact Polish space (M, 8) which is rich, and is such that Iso(X) is isomorphic to 
a closed subgroup of Iso( M). 
We will assume this temporarily and proceed to the rest of the proof. 
It follows from 2.3, and the remarks at the beginning of 2H, that there is a 
sequence of closed sets Rn ~ M(J") such that G is isomorphic to 
Iso(M, (Rn)). 
Consider then the space Mn = M(3"), n 2: 0, with the metric 
3" 
dn(x,if) = 83 ... (x,if) = 3: L:o(xi,Yi)· i=l 
Mn embeds isometrically to Mn+l by ]n,n+l(x) = (x,x,x). Let for each m < 
n, Jm,n = Jn-l,n o · · · o Jm,m+l · Define finally the required space (Z, p) as follows: 
Z is the disjoint union of the Mn's, 
n 
Let pJMn = dn. Finally, if x, y E Z with x E Mm, y E Mn and m < n, let 
p(x, y) = 1 + dn(Jm,n(x), y). 
Clearly Z is a O"-compact Polish metric space. 
For each n 2: 0 and cp E Iso(M), let 'Pn = cp<3") be the induced isometry 
on Mn,'Pn(xl, ···,XJn) = (cp(x1), ... ,cp(x3")). Then the argument in the proof of 
Sublemma 2. 7, using now the richness of M, shows that there is a sequence of closed 
sets (Ki,n)iEN such that if Iso(M)n = {cpn: cp E Iso(M)}, then 
Iso(M)n = Iso(Mn, (Ki,n)). 
We can of course view each Rn as a closed subset of Mn and thus of Z. We finally 
check that if (En)-enumerates {Mn} U{Jon(M)}u{Ki,n} U{Rn}, then Iso(M, (Rn)) 
is isomorphic to Iso(Z, (En)). 
Indeed, consider the map 
n 
from Iso(M) into Iso(Z). It is clearly an isomorphism, so it only remains to show 
that it maps Iso(M, (Rn)) onto Iso(Z, (En)). Clearly, it maps Iso(M, (Rn)) into 
...... 
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Iso(Z , (En)) . Conversely, let <l> E Iso(Z , (En)) . Let cp = <l> I./\Jo = <l> IM E Iso(M). 
For each n 2: 1. as <l> IMn preserves (Ki,n), it follows that <l> IMn = (cp~)n, for some 
cp~ E Iso(.M). We check that cp~ = cp. Indeed, given x E M ,p(x. ]on(x)) = 1, 
so p(<l>(x) , <l>(]on(x))) = 1. But <l>(x) = cp(x) and <l>(jon(x)) = Jon(cp~(x)), so 
p(cp(x) , Jon(cp~(x))) = 1. But the only point in Mn that has distance exactly 1 
from cp(x) is ]on(IP(x)), so cp(x) = cp~(x). Thus we have that <l> IMn = cpn and since 
<l>(Rn) = Rn, it follows that cp(Rn) = Rn, so cp E Iso(.M. (Rn)) and <l> = cp'. 
So it only remains to prove Lemma 6.6. 
Proof of 6.6. We start with the locally compact Polish metric space (X , d). 
Recall the definition (in 2C) of E (W , n) , n 2: 1, for each Polish metric space 
(W, a). We embed isometrically W into E(W, n) via in(w) = fw· Define then 
the metric space E'(W , n) as follows: E '(W , n) is the disjoint union of W and 
E (W, n), E'(W, n) = W U E (W, n). The metric dE'(IV,n) is equal to a on W , 
to as(!, g) = sup{lf(w) - g(w)l : w E W} on E (W , n), and for w E W , f E 
E(W.n).dE'(IV,n)(w, f) = 1 +aE(in(w),f) . 
Now define inductively 
i'vlo = E (X , 1), 
Mn+l = E'(111n, n + 1). 
Up to the obvious identifications, each !lfn is, as a metric space, a subspace of 
Mn+l• 
and finally we define 
n 
with distance say 8. 
Every cp E Iso(X) has an obvious extension cp• E Iso(./\J), and cp f--1 cp* is an 
isomorphism, so it is enough to check that M is a a -compact Polish metric space, 
which is moreover rich. 
This will follow from the following two sublemmas: 
Sublemma 6.7. If (W , a) is a a-compact Polish space, then E (W. n) is a 
a-compact Polish metric space. 
Remark. It is not true that if W is locally compact, then E(W, n) is locally 
compact, if n 2: 2. A counterexample is. for instance, E(~, 2): The funct ion 
f (x) = lxl+ao, ao > 1, is in E (R. . 2) and has support {0}. For each 1 > E > 0, n 2: 1, 
the elements fn E E(IR, 2) with support {0, n}, and f n(O) = ao. f n(n) = ao + n- E, 
are in the E-nbhd of f but they have no uniformly convergent subsequence. So 
although we start with a locally compact space X , we only end up with a a-compact 
space !If. 
Sublemma 6.8. For any Polish metric space (W, a). E (W , 1) is Rich 1. If 
(W, a ) is Rich 1, so is E'(W,n), for any n 2: 1. 
Granting these two sublemmas, it is clear that Pvl is a a-compact Polish space, 
being a discrete sum of such spaces, and it is also Rich 1 being an increasing union 
of Rich 1 spaces. To check that it is also Rich 2, fix distinct points 
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Then for some m > 2n. x 1, ... , Xn, y1 , .... Yn E Mm. Then, by the argument in the 
proof of Sublemma 2.7, Claim 2, it is easy to see that there is u E E(Mm , m) ~ 
E'(Mm. m) = Mm-1 ~ M, so that l::Z:1 u(x;) =/= l:Z:1 u(y;). But then, as 
8(u,x;) = 1 -r u(xi), it follows that l:Z:1 8(u,xi) =/= l:Z:1 8(u.y;), and we are 
done. 
Proof of Sublemma 6. 7. We have seen in 3.4 that E (W , n) is a Polish metric 
space. ForK ~ W, K compact, let E(K, n) = {! E E(W, n) : f is supported by 
K}. It is clearly enough then to show that if forgE E(W, n) , € > 0. B~(g) denotes 
the closed ball of radius € with center g in E(W, n), then each B~l(g) n E(K, n) 
is compact. By the argument in the proof of 3.4, it is closed. Now fix a sequence 
(h) of elements of B~(g) n E(K, n) with supports (Yi), where card(Yi) ~ n and 
Y; ~ K, in order to find a convergent subsequence. Since the space of subsets of K 
of cardinality ~ n, with the Hausdorff metric, is also compact, we can assume that 
Yi ~ Y , Y ~ K , card(Y) ~ n, where convergence is in the Hausdorff metric. We 
claim also that we can assume, by going to a subsequence if necessary, that (fi(x)) 
converges for each x. To see this note that for each x E W, lfi(x) - g(x) l ~ €, so 
there is a subsequence of (h) which converges pointwise at x. Then, by the usual 
diagonalization argument, there is a subsequence, still called (J;), such that (h(x)) 
converges for all x in a countable dense set D ~ W. Then we claim that (fi(x)) 
converges for all x. Indeed, fix 8 > 0 andy E D , with a(x, y) < 8. Then lfi(x) -
fi(x) l ~ IJ;(x)- f;(y)i + lfi(Y)- fi(Y)I + lfi(y)- fi(x)l ~ 2a(x, y) + lh(y) -fi(y)l. 
So if n(8) is such that i,j > n(8) => lfi(y) -fi(y)l < 8, we have lfi(x) - fi(x)l < 38, 
for i,j > n(8). 
Let f(x) = lim h(x). Then lf(x) - f(y)l ~ a(x, y) ~ f(x) -r f(y) for all 
x, y E W. If we can show that f has support Y and h ~ f uniformly, then we will 
be done. 
To see that f has support Y , fix any x E W. Then find Yi(x) E Yi such that 
fi(x) = f;(y;(x)) + a(x, Yi(x)). By going to a subsequence, we can assume that 
y;(x) -t y E Y. Then 
J;(x) = fi(y;(x)) + a(x, Yi(x)) 
= f;(y;(x))- fi(y) + fi(y) + a(x , Yi(x)). 
But lf;(Yi(x))- j;(y)l ~ a(y;(x),y), so, letting i ~ oo, we get 
f(x) = f(y) + a(x, y). 
Finally, we check that j; ~ f uniformly: Fix 8 > 0 and let N(8) be such that 
i > N(8) => (1/i(Y)- f (y)i < 8 Vy E Y , and the Hausdorff distance of Yi , Y is < 8). 
Fix now any x E W, i > N(8). Then 
h(x)- f (x) = inf {f;(y) + a(x, y)}- inf {f(y) -r a(x, y)}. 
yE~ yEY 
If the second inf is realized by y E Y , choose Yi E Yi with a(yi, y) < 8. Then 
f;(x) - f(x) ~ (fi(y;) + a(x, Yi))- (f(y) + a(x, y)) 
= fi(Y;)- fi(y) + j;(y)- f(y) + a(x. y,)- a(x, y) 
< 2a(yi, y) + 8 < 38. 
Also switching the roles of h, fin the above argument we have f(x)- fi(x) < 38, 
and the proof is complete. -l 
.... 
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Proof of Sublemma 6.8. It is routine to verify that E(W, 1) is Rich 1, since 
E(W, 1) is isometric to W x R with the metric 
r((x, a) , (y. b))= Ia- bl + a(x, y ). 
Now assume (W,a) is Rich 1, and let (x1 , ... , x 111 ) E E'(W,n)111 • Then each X i 
is in the copy of W or in the copy of E(W, n). By renumbering (which does not 
affect the argument below), we can assume that for some 0 :::; i :::; m , x 1 , ... Xi E 
Wand xi+1 , ... ,x111 E E(W,n). Write fi = Xi+j,1:::; j:::; m-i. Since W is 
Rich 1 we can assume that the x 1 .... , Xi are distinct and have distinct distances 
a(xk, Xt), 1 :::; k < e :::; i. Then, given E > 0, by induction on j = 1, ... ) m - i 
we will construct fj , fj ::j:. j~ , 'ife < j, SO that its distance from fj is < E, and the 
distances ds'(W,n)(Xk,fj) , dE'(W,n)U[ , fj),1:::; k:::; i,e < j , are aU distinct and 
different from the distances a(xk , xe),1:::; k < i:::; i,as(J[ , f;), 1:::; i < p < j, and 
a(xk,f;),1:::; k:::; i , p < j. Let Y = {Yt , ... , yr},r:::; n, be a support of iJ. Put 
fj(Yt) =at, t:::; r. We will take as a support of fj the set Y. If we call fj(Yt) =a~, 
then the above conditions amount to choosing a~ , so that In~- ntl < E, 
In~- a~ I :::; a(yt, Ys) :::; a~+ a~ , 
and moreover a~, ... , a~ avoid some finite set of reals (we are using here that each 
f~, e < j, has finite support). This is easily achieved, for example by an argument 
similar to that used for Claim 1 in the proof of Sublemma 2.7. -1 
We will now use this characterization to determine the complexity of the orbit 
equivalence induced by a Borel action of Iso(X), where X is any locally compact 
Polish metric space. 
Theorem 6.9. Let H be the isometry group of a locally compact separable 
metric space. Let Y be a Borel H -space with orbit equivalence relation E};. Then 
E}; is Borel reducible to graph isomorphism. 
Proof. This proof requires detailed knowledge of Hjorth's theory of turbulence 
(see Hjorth [2000aj). We will find it more convenient here to use the exposition of 
Hjorth's theory in Kechris [2002] . We will assume familiarity with this paper and 
use its notation and terminology. Since we will make repeated references to it we 
will abbreviate it below as K2. 
Recall that a Polish group is called a GE group if any continuous and minimal 
action (i.e., one in which orbits are dense) of this group on a Polish space which 
has the property that it contains a G6 orbit, is transitive (i.e. , has only one orbit) . 
Hjorth [2000a] has shown that any countable product I1n Gn with each Gn a 
locally compact Polish group is aGE group. Moreover, he has shown that every 
GE group satisfies the statement of Theorem 13.18 of K2. 
Now consider any Polish group K acting continuously by homomorphisms, on 
a Polish group G via ( k, g) t--t k · g. Then we can define as usual the semi direct 
product K 1>< G by taking as the underlying set the product K x G and defining the 
group operation by 
(kt ,gt)(k2 , g2) = (ktk2, (k21 . gt)g2)· 
Equipped with the product topology this becomes a Polish group. 
Now the proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that H = Iso(X) is isomorphic to a 
closed subgroup of a semidirect product K 1>< G where K is (isomorphic to) a closed 
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subgroup of 800 and G is a countable product of locally compact Polish groups, so 
G satisfies Theorem 13.18 of K2. 
foreover, the action of K on G has a technical property that will be important 
later on: There is a countable dense subgroup Go ~ G such that for any k E 
K , k ·Go = Go. To see this notice that in the notation of 6.1, K = TinEN Sin and 
G = TinEN G~n and K is acting on Gas follows: (kn)nEN · (xn)nEN = (kn · Xn)nEN , 
where kn · Xn(i) = Xn(k~1 (i)). If we let then G~ be a countable dense subgroup of 
Gn we see that we can take 
Go= {(gn ) E TinEN G~n : gn = 1 for all but finitely many n , and 
gn = (gf)iEin, where gf = 1 for all but finitely 
many i, and gf E G~, for all i}. 
Since, by Becker-Kechris [1996, proof of 3.5.1], E}; is then Borel reducible to 
some E~~c' X a Borel K 1>< G-space, it is enough to show that if X is a Borel 
K 1>< G-space, then E~~c can be Borel reduced to graph isomorphism. By Becker-
Kechris [1996, 5.2], we can assume that X is a Polish space on which K 1>< G acts 
continuously. 
We will now apply the theory of Section 13 of K2. We will view K , G as usual 
as subgroups of K 1>< G (identified, resp. , with K x {1} , {1} x G) and we will denote 
by k · g the action of K on G and by (k, g) · x the action of K 1>< G on X. Since 
G is a subgroup of K 1>< G we can also view X as a G-space. Again we write 
g · x (= (1,g) · x) for this action and we apply to it the theory of Section 13 of K2. 
First note that K , being a closed subgroup of S00 , has a countable basis K 
closed under left multiplication by elements of K . We also fix a countable dense 
subgroup Go ~ G such that k ·Go= Go , for all k E K. Using these we can find a 
countable open basis 13 for X , containing X , which is closed under U H go · U for 
g0 E Go, and also under U H k · U = ( k , 1) · U for k E K. To see this fix a countable 
open basis 130 for X, containing X , and let 13 consist of all open sets of the form 
g0 N · Uo for Uo E /3o , go E Go , N E K. It is clear that 13 is closed under action by 
Go. To see that it is also closed under action by K , let k E K and goN · Uo E /3. 
Then 
k · (goN · Uo) = kgoN · Uo = (k · go)kN · Uo = gbN' · Uo E /3, 
where g0 = k ·go E Go and kN = N' E K. 
Similarly we can find a countable basis N of symmetric open nbhds of 1 E G, 
containing G, closed under V H g0Vg01 for g0 EGo and V H k · V, fork E K. 
To see this take again No a countable basis of symmetric open nbhds of 1 E G, 
containing G, and let N consist of all sets of the form go(N · Vo)g01 for Vo E 
No , go E Go,N E K. 
We fix 1-1 enumerations 13 = {Ut},l3o = {Uo,i}, Go = {go,j},K = {Nm}· (We 
can of course assume these are all infinite, without loss of generality.) Then K acts 
on Go x K by k · (go, N) = (k ·go, kN) = Pk((go, N)) and it is easy to see that the 
map k H Pk from K into the group of permutations of Go x K (with the pointwise 
convergence topology) is an isomorphism, so its range is a closed subgroup of this 
group. Thus (see Becker-Kechris [1996, 1.51) we can find a relational structure 72 = 
(Go x K , - ) (in a countable language) with universe Go x K such that Aut(72) = 
{Pk : k E K}. Let also Ti. be the structure Ti = (/3o , -<), where Uo,i -< Uo,i' ¢:> i < i'. 
Finally, let 7 be the structure with universe the disjoint union 13 U /3o U Go x K 
and the following relations: Three unary relations that define 13, 13o , Go x K resp. ; 
~'1 
~ · 
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-< on B0 ; the relations of 72 on Go x IC; and finally the following ternary relation 
R(U, Uo , (go , N)) ¢:? U E B, Uo E Bo,go EGo, 
N E IC, and U = goN · Uo 
(recall that B consists of all such goN · Uo). 
Clearly any k E K giyes an automorphism 'lj;k ofT, where 'lj;k(U ) = k · U for 
U E B, '!f;k(Uo) = Uo , if Uo E Bo, '1/Jk((go , N)) = (k ·go, kN) = Pk((go , N)). (Recall 
here that k · (goN · Uo) = (k · go)kN · Uo .) 
Conversely, if 'If; E Aut(T), then 1/JIGo x lC E Aut(72), so 'if; = Pk , for some k E 
K . Also '!f;IBo =identity. We claim now that '1/;(U) = k · U for all U E B, so 'if;= '1/Jk· 
Indeed, given such U, write it as U = goN · Uo for some go E Go, N E IC, Uo E Bo. 
Then we have that 
R(U, Uo, (go , N)) 
holds. Thus 
R( '1/;(U) , '1/;(Uo) , 'If; ((go , N))) 
holds, i.e., 
'1/;(U) = (k · go)kN · Uo = k · U. 
For each x E X consider now the following structure fO(x) which is a modi-
fication of the structure M 0 (x) in Section 13 of K2. The universe of fO(x) is the 
disjoint union of the universe of M 0 (x) (which consists of all elements of the form 
(U, V, O(y, U, V)) , where U E ,V E N , y E !x]( = G · x) and O(y, U, V) refers to the 
(U, V)-local orbit of y in the G-action) and the universe of T We write O(U, V) 
instead of O(y, U, V) if it is not important to exhibit y. The relations of fO(x) are 
as follows: We have two unary relations that determine the universes of M 0 (x), T , 
resp. We have the follow binary relation on the uniYerse of M 0 (x) 
(U, V,O(U, V)) s; (U' , V',O(U' , V')) ¢:? U' ~ U, V' ~ V,O(U, V) ~ O(U' , V'). 
Finally, we have the following binary relation (on the (universe of M 0 (x)) x B) 
S((U, V, O(U, V)), Ut) ¢:} Ue n O(U, V) =/= 0. 
(recall that =::={Ut} ). By comparison the structure M 0 (x) in Section 13 of K2 has 
the same binary relation s; but instead of S it has a sequence of unary relations Re 
given by the above formula for S , for each fixed e. 
Let us note now that if k E K, 
(*) k · O(y, U, V) = O(k · y, k · U, k · V) 
and so k gives rise to an isomorphism fh : fO(x) , fO(k · x), where fh is defined 
by lh((U, V, O(y, U, V)) = (k · U, k · V, k · O(y, U, V)), and (h = '1/Jk on the universe 
ofT 
Let now xE~r><.cY· Then x = k · (g · y) for some k E K , g E G. Since M 0 (y) = 
M 0 (g · y), it follows that fO(x) s=- fO(y). Conversely, assume now that fO(x) s=-
fO(y) , say via an isomorphism B. Then clearly BITE Aut(T), where T = universe 
ofT Thus there is k E K with BIT = '1/Jk· Consider z = k- 1 · y. Then Bk-• : 
fO(y) ~ fO(z) is an isomorphism and, as Bk-•IT = '1/Jk- 1, it follows that Bk-1 o B: 
fO(x) ~ fO(z) is an isomorphism with (Bk-1 o B) IT = '1/Jk-1 o '1/Jk = identity. It 
follows that Bk- 1 oB restricted to the universe of M 0 (x) is an isomorphism between 
M 0 (x), M 0 (z) , so, by Section 13 of K2 'Px = 'Pz and thus, by Theorem 13.18 of 
K2, xE§ z , i.e. , :Jg E G with g · z = x , so x = g · z = gk- 1 · y, thus xE~r><.cY· 
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So we have shown that 
xE~,_cY {::} TJ(x) ~ TJ(y). 
~ow in order to "encode·' M 0 (x) (up to isomorphism) by a structure with 
universe N, and do that in a Borel way, one goes through a series of technical 
manipulations (described in Section 13 of K2) , which eventually replace M 0 (x) 
by a structure M(x) (see 13.8 of K2). Using ideas as before, one can replace the 
structure M(x) by a structure T(x) by a procedure similar to the one that produced 
T(x) from M(x). It follows that x f-7 T(x) is Borel (T(x) is now a structure with 
universe N) and xE~,_cY {::} T(x) ~ T(y) , so this shows that E~><G can be Borel 
reduced to isomorphism of structures with universe N (in some countable language) 
and thus to graph isomorphism. -1 
We conclude this chapter with an application concerning a seemingly new proof 
of the existence and uniqueness of isometry invariant measures on locally compact 
separable metric spaces, which generalizes the concept of Haar measure. 
The following result is known and is in fact a special case of a result of Loomis 
[1949], Theorem 10. Our proof below, based simply on the existence and uniqueness 
of Haar measure, may be though of some interest. (We would like to thank Slawek 
Solecki for guiding us to the relevant literature here.) 
Theorem 6.10. (A special case of Loomis [1949]) Let X be a locally compact 
separable metric space. For every subgroup G <;;; Iso(X), the following are true: 
i} {Existence) There is a G-invariant Borel measure J.L on X such that J.L(K) < 
oo for each compact subset K <;;;X (so, in particular, J.l is CJ-jinite and regular). 
ii} If there is a point in X whose C-orbit is dense, then 
a} J.L(V) > 0 for each open nonempty V <;;; X. 
b) {Uniqueness} If v is any Borel measure on X which is G-invariant and 
satisfies J.L(K) < oo for each compact K <;;;X and J.L(V) > 0 for each open nonempty 
V <;;; X , then v = CJ.l for some positive real c. 
Proof. i) Fix a pseudo-component Co of X and a point x 0 E C0 . Recall then, 
from 5.6 i), that Iso(Co) is locally compact. Denote then by Go the closure in 
Iso(Co) of the group 
{g E Iso(Co): 3<p E G(<p(Co) =Co and <t?ICo =g)}, 
of all elements of Iso( Co) which extend to an isometry in G. Then Go is also locally 
compact, and we fix a left-invariant Haar measure J.lGo on Go. Let 1ro : Go -+ C0 
be defined by 7ro(g) = g(xo), so that 1r(Go) = Go(xo) =To, the Go-orbit of xo. Use 
this to define the Borel measure J.lo on C0 by 
J.Lo(A) = J.Lco(n0" 1 (A)). 
Clearly J.lo concentrates on To , which by 5.6 ii) is a closed subset of Co. Note that if 
K <;;;Co is compact, then n01(K) is compact, by 5.6 ii) , so J.Lo(K) = J.Lc0 (n01(K)) < 
oo. Also if V <;;; C0 is open and V n T0 # 0, then n01 (V) is an open nonempty 
subset of Go, so J.Lo(V) = J.Lc0 (7r0 1 (V)) > 0. 
We will now extend J.lo to a measure on X. First notice that if <pEG, then <p(T0 ) 
is contained in a single pseudo-component Con X and <p(C0 ) =C. We now claim 
that if <p, '1/J E G and cp(To), '1/J(To) are contained in the same pseudo-component of 
X, say C1, then actually <p(To) = '1/J(To). Indeed, if G1 = the closure in Iso(CI) 
of {g E lso(C1) : 3<p E G(<p(C1) = C1 and <piC1 = g)}, then it is not hard to 
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check that <p(To) =the G1-orbit of <p(xo) = Gl(cp(xo) ), '1/J(To) = Gl('f/l(xo)). Since 
'f/!(xo) = 'f/!<p- 1(<p(xo)), and '1/J<p- 1 E G1 , it follows that G1(<p(xo)) = G1('f/!(xo)), 
so <p(To) = '1/J(To). It follows that { <p(To) : <p E G} is countable, so let {<,on} ~ G 
(a finite or infinite set) be such that { IPn(To) : n E N} is a 1-1 enumeration of 
{<p(To): <pEG}, with cpo =identity. 
Now define for each Borel set A ~ X, 
n 
It is clear that f..L is a Borel measure. If K ~ X is compact, then K is contained 
in only finitely many pseudo-components of X, so the above sum defining IJ.o(K) 
is finite. Moreover in each summand IJ.o(cp;; 1(K n 1Pn(T0 )) is finite, as the set 
<p;;1(K n 'Pn(T0 )) = cp;; 1 (K) n T0 is compact. Thus 11-(K) is finite. 
Finally, to verify G-invariance, let A~ X be Borel and cp E G, in order to show 
that J.L(A) = J.L(cp(A)). We can clearly assume that A ~ 'Pn(To) for some n. Then 
cp(A) ~ r,o(cpn(To)) = r,om(To), for some m. Thus 
1-L( r,o(A)) = 1-Lo( cp-;;,1 ( cp(A) ). 
Now cp;;..1 o<pocpn E G sends To to To, so also Co to Co, therefore cp;;..1 ocpor,oniCo = 
BE Go. Thus 
J.L(cp(A)) = J.Lo(r,o;;.1(cp(A))) 
which completes the proof of i). 
= IJ.o(r,o-;;.1 o r,o o r,on(r,o~ 1 (A)) 
= J.Lo(B(cp~ 1 (A)) 
= IJ.o(cp~ 1 (A)) 
= J.L(A), 
ii) We now take, in the construction described in i), x 0 to be a point such that 
its C-orbit, G(xo) is dense in X . 
a) Let V ~ X be open-nonempty. Then for some r,o E G, cp(xo) E V. In 
particular, for some n, Vncpn(To) =f 0, and so <,o;; 1(Vnr,on(To)) = <p;; 1(V)nTo =f 0, 
thus J.L(V) ~ 1-Lo(cp;;1(V n r,on(To))) > 0. 
b) Fix such a measure v. Our hypothesis about x0 clearly implies that for 
any pseudo-component C, there is r,o E G with cp(Co) = C. From this, and the 
G-invariance of f..L, v, it follows that it is enough to show that there is a positive 
constant c such that (viCo) = c(J.LICo), i.e., for each Borel set A ~ Co, v(A) = 
CJ.L(A) = CJ.Lo(A). 
Now clearly To is dense in Co and, as it is also closed, we actually have that 
Co =To = Go(xo). Moreover, if Ko = {g E Go : g(xo) = xo}, by 5.6, Ko is compact 
and the map no(g) = g(xo) from Go onto Co is both continuous and open. Fix the 
normalized Haar measure f..LKo on Ko (so f..LK0 (Ko) = 1). We will use f..LK0 , viCo = vo 
to define a left-invariant measure on G0 . 
Fix B ~ G0 . For each x E Co consider n01 (x) = gK0 , for any g E G0 
with g(xo) = x. Then g- 1(B n n01(x)) = g- 1(B n gKo) = g- 1B n Ko ~ Ko , 
and it is easy to check, using the K0-invariance of f..LK0 , that if gK0 = hK0 , then 
1-LKo (g- 1 B n Ko) = /-LKo (h- 1 B n Ko) , so 
fn(x) = f..LK0 (g- 1(B n gKo)) 
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is well-defined. Clearly f B : C0 ~ [0, 1] is a Borel function. Finally, define 
Po(B) = { fB (x )dvo(x). 
leo 
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Clearly p0 is a Borel measure on G0 . Notice also that !B(x) -I 0 =* B n n01(x) -I 
0 '* x E 7ro(B), so actually 
Po(B) = { fB(x)dvo(x). 
ltto(B) 
If now K ~ Go is compact, then n0 (K ) is compact, so vo(no(K)) < oo. 
Thus po(K) < oo. If V ~ Go is open, then no(V) is open in Co, thus open, so 
v0 (n0(V)) > 0. Also for each x E n0 (V), V n n01(x) is open in n01(x), so if gK0 = 
n01 (x),g-1 (V n n01 (x)) is open in K 0 , so f 8 (x) = J.LK0 (g-1(V n 1r01(x))) > 0. 
Thus Po(V) = f1ro(V ) fv(x )dvo(x) > 0. 
We will finally show that Po is left-invariant. Granting this, we conclude that 
there is a constant c > 0 with Po= CJ.LGo· Now if A~ Co is Borel and B = n01 (A) , 
then CJ.Lc0 (B) = Po(B) = fA !B(x)dv(x) = fA ldv(x) = v(A). Also J.Lo(A) = 
J.Lc0 (B) , so v(A) = CJ.Lo(A) and the proof is complete. 
To verify left-invariance: Fix g E Go. By definition of Go there are cpn E G. 
with cpn(Co) = Co , such that if gn = cpn iCo, then gn ~ g in Go, i.e., gn ~ g 
pointwise. Assume that we could show that p0 is invariant under left-translation 
under any gn. Then we claim that Po is invariant under left-translation by g. 
By regularity of Po it is enough to verify that po(U) = po(gU) for each open 
U ~ Go and as Po(U) = sup{f fdpo : f is continuous with compact support 
contained in U}, it is enough to verify that f fdpo = f f 9 dpo, for every continuous 
function f on Go with compact support, where f9 (h) = f(g - 1h). Since Po is 
invariant under left-translation by any gn, it follows that f fdpo = f f 9" dpo for 
each n, i.e. , f f(h)dpo(h) = f f(g;;_ 1h)dp0 (h). Now as n ~ oo, g;;_ 1h ~ g-1h, so 
f(g;;_ 1h) ~ f(g- 1h) for each h. :Moreover, if fn(h) = f(g;;_ 1h), then the support of 
fn is gnK, and L = Un(gnK)UgK is compact, so I fni ~ lf iXL and f lf iXLdPo < oo, 
thus by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence, f f (g;;_ 1h)dpo(h) ~ f f(g- 1h)dpo(h) , 
so f fdpo = f f 9 dpo. 
Finally, we have to verify that if cp E G,cp(Co) =Co and we set go = cpiCo , 
then Po is invariant under left-translation under go. Fix a Borel set B ~ Go. Then 
we have that for each x = g(xo) E Co, 
So 
f g0 B(x ) = J.LK0 (g- 1(goB n gKo)) 
= J.LK0 (g- 1goB n Ko) 
= J.LK0 (g- 1go(B n gc)1gKo)) 
= !B(g01(x)). 
Po(goB ) = { j 90 B(x)dvo(x) = { fB(gc) 1(x))dvo(x) leo l eo 
= 1 !B(x)dvo(x ) = Po(B ), 
Co 
by the fact that v is G-invariant, and so vo is invariant nnder go. -1 
.. 
'· 
CHAPTER 7 
Isometric Classification of Locally Compact Spaces 
We will present here Hjorth 's proof of our conjecture that isometry on pseudo-
connected locally compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with the uni-
versal countable Borel equivalence relation (similarly for connected or Reine-Borel 
locally compact spaces.) 
Theorem 7.1. (Hjorth) The isometry equivalence relation of pseudo-connected 
locally compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with the universal countable 
Borel equivalence relation, E00 • The same also holds for isometry on connected, 
Heine-Borel, and connected Heine-Borellocally compact Polish metric spaces. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that Eoo can be Borel reduced to isometry of con-
nected Heine-Borellocally compact Polish spaces. It is a result of Jackson-Kechris-
Louveau, see, e.g., Hjorth-Kechris [1996, p. 241], that Eoo is Borel bireducible 
with isomorphism on countable locally finite trees with at least one pending vertex 
(i .e., countable connected acyclic graphs in which every vertex has finitely many 
neighbors and there is at least one vertex with only one neighbor). Now every such 
tree can be viewed as a locally compact Polish metric space in such a way that 
isomorphisms correspond to isometries: View each edge as replaced by a copy of 
the interval [0,1] and define the distance in the usual way. Clearly this space is 
both connected and Reine-Borel. 
It remains to show that isometry on pseudo-connected locally compact Polish 
metric spaces is Borel reducible to E00 . As usual we will identify the class of 
pseudo-connected locally compact Polish metric spaces with the set 
FP1c(V) ={FE F(ll.J): F is pseudo-connected locally compact}. 
Recall that for a metric space (X, d) , Core( X) is the set of all elements in X 
having a compact neighborhood. Also recall that X is almost locally compact if 
Core(X) is dense in X. We let 
FP1c(ll.J) = {FE F(ll.J): F is almost locally compact 
and Core(F) is pseudo-connected}. 
It is easy to see that FP1C(ll.J) is Borel. (It appears that FPlc(1U), which is clearly 
co-analytic, is not Borel, although we have not verified this. It is easy to see that 
{ F E F(1!.J) : F is locally compact} is co-analytic but not Borel.) Also clearly 
pplc(ll.J) ~ FP1c(IU) and for F1 , F2 E FP1c(ll.J). 
F1 S:!i F2 *> Core(FI) S:!i Core(F2). 
First we will verify that S:!i on FP1c(ll.J) is Borel. Let 
- I P(F1,F2,x1 ,x2) *> F1,F2 E FP c(ll.J),x1 E Core(F1),x2 E Core(F2), 
(Core(Fl), xi) S:!i (Core(F2), x2). 
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Then Pis Borel, since, in the notation of 5.7, if x1 E Core(Ft). x2 E Core(F2) 
(Core(F1 ), xt) ~; (Core(F2) , x2) ¢:} L(Core(FI), xt) = L(Core(F2). x2) 
and it is easy to see that L( Core( F), x) is Borel on { ( F, x) : F E f'p!c (U), x E 
Core(F)}. ~ow F1 ~i F2 ¢:} 3x1 .x2P(F1,F2.x1.x2). and the sections 
{(x1.x2) E 'lP: P (Fl.F2 ,x1.x2)} 
are a-compact by 5.9, so by the Arsenin-Kunugui Theorem (see Kechris [1995, 
35.46]), ~i on f'P!c(U) is Borel. 
Kext we will find a standard Borel space n and a Borel map J : _Fptc(ll.J) -+ n 
such that for any F1, F2 E f'P!c (U): 
(i) J[{H: H ~ FI}] is countable, 
(ii) F1 ~i F2 =} J[{H: H ~ FI}] n J[{H : H ~ F2}] = 0. 
Then by a result of Kechris (see, e.g., Hjorth [2000b, 5.2]) S:!; on f'p!c(ll.J) can 
be Borel reduced to a countable Borel equivalence relation. therefore to E00 , and 
thus so can S:!; on pplc (ll.J) . 
To construct these J, n we will use the functions Kn,m(X, x), L(X, x) intro-
duced in the proof of 5.7. vVe will need first a few lemmas establishing some 
properties of Kn,m· If there is no danger of confusion we will simply write Kn,m(x) 
instead of Kn,m(X, x). We will also give the arguments in case X is not Heine-Borel, 
the other case being similar. 
Lemma 7.2. Let (X, d) be a pseudo-connected locally compact separable metric 
space. Ifx, E X,i EN, and x;-+ X00 EX, then 
Kn,m(x00 ) ~ Tlim;Kn,m(x;), 
where T lim;F; = { x E X : every nbhd of x meets F; for infinitely many i} is the 
topological upper limit of (F;) . 
Proof. Let u E Tlim;Kn,m(x;). Then u = lim; u;, where U; E Kn,m(xn.), 
no < n1 < n2 < ... Say u; = (d(yt, YD)(p(yt)), where 0 :S k, f. :S m- 1. Yb = 
Xn,, y~ E Kn(Xn, ). Then each yt, 1 :S k :S m-1, is the end of a chain (yt)o .... , (yt)n, 
where (y~)o = Xn,. d((y~)j, (y~)i+I) :S n~1 p((yt)j)· Then all of the points (y~)j. i = 
0, 1, ... , are in K n+1(xoc) if i is large enough, so there is a subsequence io < i 1 < 
... such that (y~P)i -+ (iik)i, so also y~ -+ Yk· Then (iik)o = Xoo and thus 
Yk E Kn(Xoc)· Also Yo = Xoc, and U;P -+ (d(i)k, iJe)}(p(iJk)) E Kn,m(Xoo), so 
U E Kn,m(Xoo)· -j 
Lemma 7.3. In the notation of 7.2, x 1-7 Kn,m(x) is a Baire class 1 function 
on X and thu~ so is x 1-7 L(x). 
Proof. It is enough to show that if F ~ !R1112 xm is closed, 
{x EX: Kn,m(x) n F =/= 0} 
is closed. So let X; E X, X; -+ Xoo be such that Kn,m(x;) n F =I= 0. We have to 
show that Kn,m(x00 ) n F =/= 0. Fix u; E K n,m(x;) n F;, say u; = (d(yk, Ye)}(p(yk)), 
with 0 :S k, f. ~ m- 1, x; = Yo, Y1, ... , Ym-1 E Kn(x;). Then for large enough 
i, X;, Y1, ... , Ym-1 E Kn+l (xoo) and so { u;} belongs in some compact set, there-
fore has a converging subsequence Un, -+ u. Clearly u E Tlim;Kn,m(x;) n F ~ 
Kn,m(xoo) n F, by Lemma 7.2. -l 
'I 
.,.,,t 
:.. ... 
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Lemma 7 .4. Let (X , dx ), (Y, dy) be pseudo-connected locally compact separa-
ble metric spaces. If x, E X , i E N, and Xi ~ X00 and if L(X, xi) ~ L(Y , y) for 
some y E Y, then L(X,x00 ) = L(Y,y) . 
and 
so 
P roof. We have to show that Kn,m(Y) = Kn,m(x00 ) for all n, m. Now 
Kn,m(Xoo) 2 T lim,Kn,m(Xi) 
Kn,m(Y) = TlimiKn,m(Xi) <:;; Kn,m(Xoo)· 
So it is enough to show that 
Kn,m(Xoo) <:;; Kn,m(y). 
Let U E Kn,m(x00 ), so that 
u = (dx(vk,Vt)}{px(vk)), 
Vo = Xoo,VI,···,Vm E Kn(X00 ) . Let v! = X00 ,v~, ... ,v;+l = Vk be such that 
dx(v~,v~+1 ):::; n~ 1 px(vi). Then fori large enough, 
0 _ . 1 2 
1
n+l 
vk-x.,vk,vk, ... ,'Lk =vk 
witnesses that Vk E Kn+ 1(xi), so that the sequence 
(1) Xi, (vf)ostSn+l,l$kSm 
is in Kn+l (xi) and thus the "(d( ))(p( ))" of that sequence is in Kn-I ,m(n-r-I)+I (xi). 
Then we can find 
(2) y, ((v(il){)ostSn-r-I,l$k$m 
in Kn+I(Y) so that the "(d( )}(p( ))" of (2) is within 
::=; dH(Kn+l ,m(n+l)+l (x), Kn+l,m(n+l)+l (y)) 
from the "(d( ))(p( ))" of (1), where dH denotes the Hausdorff distance. 
As Kn+l (y) is compact, we can assume (by going to a subsequence) that 
(v(il){ ~ vL with vf E Kn+l(y). Since 
dH(Kn+l ,m(n+I)-r-1 (xi), Kn+l ,m(n+I)+I (y)) ~ 0 
it follows that 
ldy((v(i))~, (v(i))k)- dx(vZ, v!)l ~ 0, 
so since dx(t·Z,vl) = dx(x00 ,Xi) ~ 0, it follows that 
dy((v(i))~, (v(i))k) ~ dy(iiZ, v!) = 0, 
so vZ = v!. By a similar argument, dy(iif ,v!+1 ) = dx(vf,vt .. 1 ),py(iif) = Px(vf). 
This shows that the sequence (vZ =) v!, v~, ... 'v;+l witnesses that Vk = v;+l E 
Kn(y). But also the "((d( ))(p( ))"of the sequence y,v1 •.•. ,ii111 (being the limit 
of the "(d( ))(p( ))"of the sequence y,(v(il)~+ 1 , ... ,(v(i l )~+ 1 ) is equal to the 
"(d( ))(p( ))" of the sequence X 00 , v1, ... , Vm, i.e., is equal to u, thus u E Kn,>n(y) . 
--1 
Below we will denote by I the Polish space 
I= II K (JRm2-"-m) 
n,m 
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and we will fix a countable open basis U = {Un} for I. 
Lemma 7.5. Let X be as in 7.2. Fix x EX, 0 < € < p(x). i5 > 0. Then there 
is U E U containing L(x) such that for any x1 E BE(x) with L(xt) E U, there is 
x2 E B0 (x) with L(xi) = L(x2) (i.e., (X,x1) ~i (X x2)). 
Proof. If this fails, then fix a decreasing sequence Un E U with {L(x)} = nn Un 
and find Xn E BE(x) with L(xn) E Un. so that 
(*) VuE B0(x)(L(u) -I L(xn)). 
Since € < p(x) we can assume that Xn ~ X00 . Also clearly L(xn) ~ L(x), so by 
Lemma 7.4, L(x00 ) = L(x), so (X, x) ~i (X, x00 ), say via the isometry cp. Then 
for large enough n, d(xn,Xoo) < 15, so d(cp(xn),cp(x00 )) < 6, so cp(xn) E B0 (x) and 
L(cp(xn)) = L(xn), contradicting(*). -1 
For fixed U E U,€ E Q+, let Xu,E = {x EX: L(x) E U,p(x) > 2€}. Define 
then the following equivalence relation on Xu,<: 
xRu,<Y <=? :lxo = x. x1, ... , Xn = y with X; E Xu,E and d(x;, xi+ I) < €. 
Let Ox(x, U, €) be the Ru,E-equivalence class of x E Xu,E· Clearly each Ox is open 
in Xu,E, so there are only countably many Ox(x, U, €), as x \'aries over X, U over 
U, and € over Q+ . 
Put 
Tx(x,U,€) <=? U EU,€ E Q+,x E Xu,E,Vx1 E B2<(x){L(x1) E U 
=> :lx2 E B<(x)[L(xt) = L(x2)]}. 
Thus, by Lemma 7.5, 
Vx E X:JU, € Tx(x, U. €). 
f\ow notice that if Tx(x, U. €) and u E Ox(x, U, €), then there is v E BE(x) 
such that L( u) = L( v). Indeed, using the definition of Tx, we see that if x0 = 
x,x1, ... ,xn = u are in Xu,E and d(x;,xi+1) < €, then. by induction on k, we have 
that there is Xk such that Xk E B<(x) and L(xk) = L(xk)· Put v = Xn-
We use this to show 
Lemma 7.6. Let X, Y be pseudo-connected locally compact Polish metric 
spaces, U, V E U, €, i5 E Q+ and x E X, y E Y be such that they satisfy the con-
ditions Tx(x,U.€),Ty(y,V,i5). Then ifL(Ox(x.U,€)) = L(Oy(y,V.iS)), we have 
X ~i Y. (Here L(Ox(x, U, €)) = {L(X, u): u E Ox(x, U, €)}.}. 
Proof. We have L(y) E L(Ox(x, U,€)), so find Xn E Ox(x,U,€) with L(:i:n) ~ 
L(y). Then, by the preceding remarks, there is Xn E BE(x) so that L(xn) = L(:i:n)-
Since B<(x) has compact closure, we can assume that Xn ~ X00 , so by Lemma 7.4, 
L(x00 ) = L(y), thus (X, x00 ) ~i (Y y) and, in particular, X~. Y. -1 
Now put 
T((F, x), U, €) <=?FE _Fplc(1U), X E Core( F). Tcore(F)(x, U, €). 
Then Tis co-analytic (in _Fplc(U) x 1U xU x Q+), since isometry orbits in Core(F) 
are closed in Core(F), thus O"-compact in 1U. So, by Number Uniformization, we 
can find Borel functions U(F, x), €(F, x) such that for FE FPic(1lJ). x E Corc(F). 
T((F, x), U(F, x). €(F. x)). 
... , 
"' 
·-
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Finally, fix a Borel function G: f'p!c(liJ) -t liJ with G(F) E Core(F), let 0 = F (I) = 
the space of closed subsets of I , and define J : f'plc(liJ) -t n by 
J(F) = L(Ocore(F)(G(F) , U(F, G(F)), f(F, G(F))). 
First, it is clear that 
J [{H: H ~iF}] 
is countable, and, from Lemma 7.6, we see that if J [{H: H ~i FI}] n J [{H: H ~i 
F2}] -# 0, then F1 ~i F2. Since it is easy to calculate, using 7.3 and the remarks 
preceding 7.6, that J is Borel, our proof is complete. -l 
R emark. A similar argument also shows that isometry on locally compact 
Polish metric spaces with only finitely many pseudo-components is Borel bireducible 
with E00 . 
The preceding result combined with 6.9 has an implication concerning the clas-
sification of the isometry equivalence relation on general locally compact Polish 
metric spaces. We will omit the proof which heavily uses the theory of turbulence 
as developed in Hjorth [2000a], in combination with 6.9. 
Theorem 7. 7 . (Hjorth) The equivalence relation of isometry on locally com-
pact Polish metric spaces is reducible by a provably a~ junction to graph isomor-
phism (and thus it is bireducible by such junctions to graph isomorphism). 
Finally, we conclude with the observation that isometry on the class of almost 
locally compact Polish metric spaces is Borel bireducible with isometry on the class 
of locally compact Polish metric spaces. This follows easily using the argument 
establishing "94 ~ Y2" in the proof of 6.3. 
CHAPTER 8 
Locally Compact Ultrametric Spaces 
8A. Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable ultrametric space. Recall that, 
as an ultrametric, d satisfies 
d(x ,y)::; max {d(x,z),d(y,z)} , for all x,y,z EX. 
Following our analysis of general locally compact separable metric spaces, we let 
p( x) denote the radius of compactness of x E X , which is defined by 
p(x) = sup {r > 0: B~(x) is compact} , 
where B;:1(x) denotes the closed ball of radius r around x. Moreover, let C(x) 
denote the pseudcrcomponent of x in X. Then the following proposition is a first 
step towards unraveling the structure of X. 
Proposition 8.1. {i) For any y E C(x), p(y) = p(x) 2: diam(C(x))(= 
sup {d(z1 ,z2) : z1 ,z2 E C(x)}). Moreover, the sup in the last part of the equa-
tion is attained iff C(x) is compact. 
{ii) If C(x) =1- C(y), then for any x' E C(x), y' E C(y), 
d(x',y') = d(x,y) 2: max{p(x),p(y)}. 
Proof. (i) The ultrametric property of d implies that, if d(x , y) < a < p(x), 
then B~1 (x) = B~(y) is compact, so a ::; p(y). So p(x) ::; p(y). Then it follows 
easily from the definition of C(x) that for any y E C(x). p(x) ::; p(y). By symmetry, 
p(x) = p(y). 
To see that p(x) 2: diam(C(x)), it is enough to show that if y E C(x), then 
d(x,y) < p(x). Indeed, let x = xo,x1 , . .. ,Xn = y E C(x) be such that 0 < 
d(xi,Xi+l) < p(xi)(= p(x)). Let a< p(x) be such that d(xi,xi+l) <a. Then 
B~1 (x) = B~1 (x1 ) = B~(x2 ) = · · · = B~1 (y), soy E B~1 (x) , i.e. , d(x,y)::; a< p(x). 
If C(x) is compact, clearly 
diam(C(x)) = sup {d(z1 ,z2): z1,z2 E C(x)} 
is attained. Conversely, if it is attained, say diam(C(x)) = d(x , y) for some y E 
C(x), then C(x) ~ B~x,y)(x) is compact. 
(ii) If C(x) =f. C(y), then certainly d(x, y) 2: max{p(x) , p(y)} , by the definition 
of pseudcrcomponent. Now let x' E C(x), y' E C(y). Then 
d(x' , y')::; max{d(x',x),d(x,y),d(y,y')} 
::; max{d(x, y) ,p(x) ,p(y)} by (i) 
::; d(x,y) 
By symmetry, we have d(x', y') = d(x, y) . 
Proposition 8.1 suggests a division of task in the following sense: First we 
decompose X into its countably many pseudcrcomponents. Then we can form a 
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derived space D(X) by choosing a point from each pseudo-component of X. D (X) 
is a countable, in fact discrete, closed subspace of X, which, by Proposition 8.1 
(ii) contains the complete information about the metric relations among pseudo-
components of X. On the other hand. for an arbitrary pseudo-component C and 
x E C, Proposition 8.1 (i) shows that there are three cases: 
(a) Cis compact; this happens when its diameter is attained by a pair of points; 
(b) C is Reine-Borel; this is the case where p(x) = oo, and in this situation 
X = C is pseudo-connected. 
(c) Otherwise: it must happen then that p = p(x) = diam(C) < oo and it is 
not attained. In this case we define d' on C by 
1 d . '( ) d(zt,Z2) d = --d, I.e. d Zt, Z2 = d( ) p- p- Zt, Z2 
Then (C',d') is Reine-Borel, and Iso(C',d') = Iso(C,d) . 
Thus in the following we will focus on the analyses of two subclasses of locally 
compact separable ultrametric spaces: Reine-Borel and discrete. 
8B. Heine-Borel ultrametric spaces 
First note that Reine-Borel ultrametric spaces are necessarily locally compact 
Polish. Our investigation of such spaces focuses on two aspects. One is to determine 
the exact complexity of the isometry problem of such spaces. The other is to 
characterize their isometry groups. We first consider the isometry problem. 
By 7.1, isometry of Reine-Borel locally compact ultrametric spa{;es is Borel 
reducible by E 00• Now among the Borel equivalence relations E ~B Eoo there 
is a smallest one, in the sense of ~B. which is not concretely classifiable. It is of 
course unique up to ""B. One particular realization of it is the following equivalence 
relation Eo on 2N: 
xEoy ¢::> 3nVm ~ n(x(n) = y(n)). 
The countable Borel equivalence relations E ~B Eo turn out to be exactly the 
so-called hyperfinite ones, i.e., those that can be written as E = U~=t En, where 
E1 ~ E2 ~ ... and each En is a finite Borel equivalence relation, i.e. , one all of 
whose equivalence classes are finite (see Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [1994]). 
We now have 
Theorem 8.2. The isometry of Heine-Borel ultrametric spaces is Borel bire-
ducible to Eo. 
To show that isometry of Reine-Borel metric spaces is ~8 E0 , we will employ 
the following approach: Recall that a Borel equivalence relation E is called hyper-
smooth if E can be written as E = U~=l En , with E1 ~ E 2 ~ ... , where each 
E, is Borel smooth (= concretely classifiable). It follows from the main result in 
Kechris-Louveau [1997] that if E is hypersmooth and E ~B E 00 , then E ~B Eo. 
Thus, using 7.1 , in order to show that isometry of Reine-Borel metric spaces is 
~B Eo, it is enough to prove the following: 
Lemma 8 .3. Isometry of Heine-Borel ultrametric spaces is hypersmooth. 
To show that, conversely, Eo can be Borel reduced to isometry of Reine-Borel 
ultrametric spaces, it is enough, by the dichotomy theorem in Rarrington-Kechris-
Louveau [1990], to show that this isometry equivalence relation is not concretely 
classifiable. Since the space Qp of the p-adic numbers, with its usual metric, is 
Reine-Borel, it is thus sufficient to prove the following result. 
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Theorem 8.4. Isometry of closed subspaces of Qp (for any fixed prime p) is 
not concretely classifiable. 
We now give the proofs of these two results. 
Proof of Lemma 8.3. Recall the theorem of Gromov 4.1 that the isometry 
of compact metric spaces is concretely classifiable, i.e., there is a Borel function 
f: F(lU) --+X, X some Polish space, such that for compact K , L ~ lU, 
K s::!i L <* f(K) = f (L). 
To prove Lemma 8.3, we need a generalization of Gromov's result. 
For each n EN, let 
9n = {(K,K1, ... , Kn): K is a compact metric space and 
K i ~ K are closed, i = 1, ... , n}. 
For (K , K 1, . .. , K n), (L , £ 1, ... , Ln) E 9n, we write (K, Kt , ... , Kn) s::!i 
( L, £ 1 , ... , Ln) and say that the two structures are isometric, if there is an isometry 
f : K --+ L from K to L such that f(Ki) = Li for each i = 1, ... , n. We write 
~i l9 n for the isometry relation on 9n· Then S:::i !90 is exactly the isometry of 
compact metric spaces. We have 
Lemma 8.5. For each n EN, ~i l9 n is concretely classifiable. 
Proof. For notational simplicity we only consider ~i !91 . Following Gromov, 
we define, form~ 1, k ::; m, and (K, Kt) E 9t , 
Mm,k(K,Kt) = {(d(ai,aj)h$;i ,j$;m: a1, ... ,am E K,a1 , ... ,ak E Kt}. 
Each !11m,k is a compact subset of !Rm2 • We claim that the sequence (Mm,k) is a 
complete invariant for ~i 191 . To see this, it is enough to note that if (K, K 1) and 
(L, Lt) E 9t and Mm,k(K , Kt) = Mm,k(L , Lt) for any m ~ 1 and k ::; m, then 
there is an isometric embedding j : K--+ L from K into L such that j(Kt) ~ £ 1 . 
The rest of the proof is the same as in Gromov [1999, 3.27]. --1 
By Lemma 8.5, fix Borel functions fn : 9n--+ 2N such that 
(K, Kt, ... , Kn) ~i (L, £1 , ... , Ln) <* fn(K, K1 , ... , K n) = fn (L , Lt .... , Ln)· 
For an arbitrary Heine-Bore! ultrametric space (X, d) we define a complete 
invariant as follows: 
Pick an arbitrary point x E X ; form= 1, 2, ... , define K m = B~(x); then 
define I (X) to be the sequence (ak) E (2NxN)N where, for each kEN, 
ak = Un(Kn+l+k, K n+k, ... 'Kl+k))nEN· 
We verify that 
X ~i Y <* I (X)E1I(Y) 
where E 1 is the following equivalence relation on (2NxN)N: 
(ak) Et(bk ) <* 3n\fk ~ n(ak = bk)· 
Suppose X ~i Y. Assume t.p : X --+ Y is an isometry from X onto Y. Assume 
x EX andy E Yare chosen for the computation of I (X) and I (Y). Let N be the 
smallest integer such that dy(t.p(x), y) ::; N. Then we claim that I(X)k = I (Y)k, 
for all k ~ N. This is equivalent to saying that, for all k ~Nand n EN, 
(Kn+l+k, K n+k, ... , Kl+k) ~i (Ln+l+k, Ln+k, ... , Ll+k ), 
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where Km = B~(x) and Lm = B~(y) . But this isometry is witnessed by cp, since 
for all m 2: N + 1. 
cp(Km) = cp(B~(x)) = B~(cp(x)) = B~(y) = Lm. 
This shows that X ~i Y => I(X)Etl(Y). 
ConYersely, assume I (X) Etl(Y). Then there is some N such that 
(Kn·rl+k, Kn+k, ... , Kt+k) ~i (Ln-rt-k, Ln-rk, ... , Lk+t)· 
for all k 2: N and n E N, where Km = B~(x), Lm = B~(y). m 2: 1. Fix any 
k0 2: N and cp~0 that witnesses the above isometry. 
By a diagonalization argument, as in the proof of Theorem 5. 7, applied to 
{cp~0 }nEN, we see that X ~i Y. -1 
Proof of Theorem 8.4. Fix a prime number p. Let dp denote the usual 
metric on the space of p-adic numbers Qp. We are going to consider the space 
F(Qv) = {F ~ Qp: F is closed}, 
endowed with the Fell topology. The basic open sets of this topology are of the form 
{ F E F(Qp) : F n K = 0, F nUt =J 0, ... , F nUn =J 0}, 
where K is a compact subset of Qp, and Ut, ... , Un are open subsets of Qp. It 
is well known (see, e.g., Kechris [1995, 12.7]) that the space F(Qp) with the Fell 
topology is a compact Polish space. 
Our goal is to show that the isometry relation ~, on F(Qp) is not concretely 
classifiable. First we remark that this relation coincides with the orbit equivalence 
relation of the usual application action of Iso(Qp, dp) on F(Qp)- This is established 
through the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.6. Let K. L E F(Qp) and cp: (K. dviK)-+ (L, dpiL) be an isometry 
from K onto L. Then cp can be extended to an isometry cp* E Iso(Qp, dp)· 
Proof. Suppose first that K , L ~ Zp, where Zp is the set of p-adic integers. 
In this case it is enough to extend cp to cp1 E Iso(Zp. dp). since cp1 can be trivially 
extended to cp* E Iso(Qp, dp), by defining cp*(x) = x if x ¢ Zp (note here that 
dp(xo, y), for xo ¢ Zp, y E Zp depends only on xo). 
:"J"ow each K E F(Qp), K ~ Zp corresponds to a tree Tx on {0, 1, ... , p- 1} 
defined by 
(ao, ... , an) E Tx {:::} 3an+l · an+2, ... (L aipi E K). 
i20 
where ao, at,··· E {0.1, ... ,p- 1}. It is easy to verify that the isometry cp: K-+ L 
gives rise to an isomorphism cp: Tx -+ TL (i.e., a bijection with cp(0) = 0. s ~ t {:::} 
cp(s) ~ cp(t)) defined by 
cp(ao, ... , an) = (bo, ... , bn). 
if cp(ao, ... , an. an-r-1> ... ) = (bo, .... bn, bn+t· ... ). (Clearly this is well defined- see 
here the proof of Step 2 of 4.4.) Conversely any isomorphism lj; : Tx -+ TL gives 
rise to an isometry '1/J' : K -+ L defined by 
1/J'(ao. at, ... )= u v(ao . ... . an)· 
n 
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It is straightforward to extend '{; to an isomorphism x of the full tree Tzp = 
{0. 1. .... p- 1} <!14 onto itself. Let then r.p 1 = x be the isometry r.p1 : (Zp, dp) -+ 
(Zp. dp) corresponding to :>._. Clearly f.Pi E Iso(Zp. dp) extends r.p. 
~ow we consider general K, L E F(Qp)· Without loss of generality assume 
that K, L are nonempty. Let x E K. Consider K' = K- x, L' = L- <p(x) and 
r.p' : K' -+ L' defined by 
r.p'(z) = .:p(z + x)- r.p(x). 
It is easy to see that r.p' is an isometry from K' onto L' and that r.p'(O) = 0. 1\loreover, 
any extension ( l?') • of r.p' to all of Qp can be used to define an extension r.p* of <p by 
r.p•(z) = (r.p')*(z- x) + r.p(x). 
Thus without loss of generality we can assume that 0 E K n L and r.p(O) = 0. It 
follows that for any n E N, 
r.p(K n p-nzp) = L n p-nzP. 
\Ve now let Kn = K n p-nzp, Ln = L n p-nzP, and <pn : Kn -+ Ln be r.piKn. Then 
for each n EN, pnKn,PnLn are closed subsets of Zp and pn<pn is an isometry from 
pn Kn onto pn Ln. By the special case. we know that there is an extension 'l/Jn E 
lso(Zp, dp) of pn<pn. 
~ow we let 'if;;._ = p-n'l/Jn· Then 'if;;._ E lso(p-nzp, dp) and 'l/J;.IKn = <pn. 
Note that for each n , 'if;;._ (0) = 0. It follows that, for each n and each m ~ n, 
'l/J~ I (p-mZp) = p-mzP. 
By a diagonalization argument, we obtain an isometry r.p* E Iso(Qp, dp) extending 
<p. ~ 
Lemma 8.6 brings us back to the realm of Polish group actions. To be specific, 
we are now facing the action of Iso(Qp, dp) on F(Qp) and we are to show that the 
orbit equivalence relation is not concretely classifiable. 
Since the action of Iso(Qp, dp) on F(Qp) is separately continuous (thus con-
tinuous, see, e.g. , Kechris [1995, 9.14]), it is enough to check that there is a dense 
orbit. and that each orbit is meager. (This is because the existence of a dense 
orbit implies that every invariant under the action Borel set is either meager or 
comeager.) 
Lemma 8. 7. The action of Iso(Qp, dp) on F(Qp) has a dense orbit. 
Proof. Fix an enumeration (An)nEN of the finite subsets of Q, so that each 
finite subset of Q appears infinitely often. We inductively construct a sequence 
(Fn)nEN· Fn ~ Fn+l, each Fn a finite set of rational numbers, so that, taking 
F = UnEN Fn, F will be a discrete closed subset of Qp, whose orbit in the Iso(Qp, dp) 
action is dense. We also simultaneously construct an increasing sequence 0 ~ m0 < 
m1 < m2 < .... 
Let Fo = 0, mo = 0. Assume Fn has been defined. Then there is kn E N such 
that Fn ~ p-kn Zp. Now consider An and let mn > kn be large enough so that 
Vx E An , dp(X, 0) < pmn. Then let Fn+l = Fn U(p-mn ..!.. An)· 
We first check that F = UnEN Fn is discrete and closed. For this just note 
that we have Fn ~ p-knzP ~ p-mn+tzP and (p-mn +An) np- mn+tzP = 0. Since 
p- mn+lzP is closed, and F n p- mn+lzP = Fn. we have that F is discrete and closed, 
since Fn is finite. 
..... 
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We then verify that F is as required. For this consider a basic open set in the 
Fell topology of F(Qp) , given by compact K ~ Qp and open U1 , ... , Ut ~ QP. 
0 = { F' E F(Qp) : F' n K = 0, F' n U1 f. 0, ... , F nUt f. 0}. 
We argue that there is <p E Iso(Qp, dp) such that <p(F) E 0. 
Since 0 is nonempty, we must have that there are rational numbers Q1 , . .. , Qt 
such that q1, ... , Qt rf. K , q1 E U1, ... , Qt E Un and Ql, ... , Qt are distinct. By the 
compactness of K there is somes E N such that K ~ p-szP. Now we can find a 
large enough n such that An= {q1, ... ,qt} and s < mn. Let <p E Iso(Qp,dp) be 
defined by <p(x) = x-p-mn. Note that <p-1(An) = p-mn +An~ F, so An~ cp(F). 
We also claim that Kn<p(F) = 0, which will show that <p(F) E 0 and complete the 
proof. Indeed, <p-1(K) = p-mn + K ~ p-mn + p-szp ~ p-m,. zp ~ p-mn- 1 +17lp, 
so <p-1(K) n F ~ p-mn+~+ 1 7lp n F = Fn+l = Fn u (p-mn +An)· So <p- 1 (K) n F = 
(p-m" +K) n Fn+l = (p-m" + K) n Fn, since KnAn = 0. If (p-m" + K ) nFn f. 0, 
then, asK~ p-szP with s < mn , Fn has an element x with dp(O, x) = mn, so, as 
kn < mn, Fn ~ pkn7lp, a contradiction. --! 
Lemma 8 .8. For the action of Iso(Qp, dp) on F(Qp), every orbit is meager. 
Proof. First, by 5.6, Iso(Qp, dp) is locally compact, so each orbit is Fa. By the 
Baire Category Theorem, if some orbit is not meager, then there is basic non-empty 
open set 0 ~ F(Qp) such that for F, F' E 0 there is an isometry <p E Iso(Qp, dp) 
with t.p(F) = F'. Suppose 0 is of the form 
{FE F(Qp): F n K = 0, F n U1 f. 0, ... , F n Un f. 0} 
for some compact K and open U1, .. . , Un. As in the proof of 8. 7, we can find distinct 
rational numbers Qb qi , Q2, Q3, ... , Qn not in K, with Q1, q~ E U1 , Q2 E U2 , . .. , Qn E 
Un. Then the sets F = {q1 , . .. ,qn},F' = F U {qD are both in 0 . But certainly 
t here is no isometry cp with <p( F) = F' , simply because the two sets have different 
cardinalities. --! 
Next we investigate the isometry groups of Heine-Borel ultrametric spaces. 
From §4,5 we know that they are, up to isomorphism, locally compact closed sub-
groups of 800 • We next provide one more piece of information. 
Theorem 8.9 . Let (X, d) be a Heine-Borel ultrametric space. Then the group 
Iso(X, d) is the closure of an increasing union of compact subgroups {hence it is 
also amenable). 
P roof. Fix x E X . For each n ;::::: 1, let Fn = B~1 (x). For any element cp E 
Iso(Fn , diFn) , there is an extension <p* E Iso(X, d) of <p given by 
<p*(z) = {<p(z) , if z E F~, 
z, otherw1se. 
Let Gn = {<p* E Iso(X, d) : <p E Iso(Fn, d!Fn)}. Then Gn is a closed subgroup of 
Iso(X, d), and the map cp H <p* is an isomorphism from Iso(Fn, d!Fn) onto Gn, thus 
Gn is compact. 
We now claim that Iso(X, d) is the closure of UnEN Gn. To prove this claim, 
let <p E Iso(X. d) be arbitrary and 0 be an open set in Iso(X, d) with <p E 0 . We 
may assume that 0 is basic open, that is, for some x 1 , ... , Xn EX and U1 , ... , Un 
open in X such that <p(xi) E Ui , i = 1, ... , n , we have 
0 = {t.p' E lso(X, d) : <p'(xi ) E Ui, i = 1, ... , n}. 
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We may assume also that diam(Ui) ~ 1, for all i = 1, ... , n. 
'ow there is a large enough number N E N such that d(x, y) ~ N for all 
y E {X!, ... ' Xn} u ul u ... u Un. Thus <p(FN) = F.v. We let 'l;J E Iso(Fn, diFn) be 
defined by t/1 = <PIFN· Then tf;* E GN n 0. This finishes the proof that Un Gn is 
dense in Iso(X, d). -I 
8C, Countable discrete ultrametric spaces 
It is immediate that graph isomorphism is an upper bound (in the sense of 
~8) for the isometry of countable discrete ultrametric spaces. We derive some 
lower bounds by considering subspaces of the Baire space NN with the standard 
metric. 
Theorem 8.10. The following equivalence relations are Borel bireducible to 
each other: 
{1} Isomorphism of well founded trees on N. 
{2} Isometry of discrete closed subspaces of NN. 
{3} Isometry of locally compact closed subspaces of NN. 
Proof. We show Borel reductions in the directions (1)-t(2)-t(3)-t(1). 
(1)---+(2). 
For each well founded tree Ton N, we construct a pruned tree T' as follows: 
for each terminal node s of T add two branches 
and 
SAI'QAQA • .. 
into [T']. Let Kr = [T']. Then it is clear that Kr is discrete and closed. Now let 
T , S be two wellfounded trees. If T ~ S. then the isomorphism can be extended to 
one between T' and S' in an obvious way. So T' ~ S', and therefore K T ~i K s. 
On the other hand, suppose Kr ~i Ss . Then there is an isomorphism from T' onto 
S'. This isomorphism must witness T ~ S , since the terminal nodes s E T must 
be sent to the terminal nodes in S (because they are characterized by the fact that 
there are exactly two points in N8 n [T] with distance 2-length(s)) . 
(2)---+(3) is trivial. 
(3)---+(1). 
Let X be a locally compact closed subset of NN. For a pseudo-component C of 
X it is clear that the diameter of C is attained by a pair of points in C. Thus by 
Proposition 8.1 (i) every pseudo-component of X is compact. Then, by Gromov, 
there is a Borel function f such that for any pseudo-component C of X, f(C) is a 
real number coding the isometry type of C . We assume without loss of generality 
that f(C) is a well founded tree of depth exactly 2 (whose isomorphism type codes 
a subset of N). 
Now let D(X) be the space obtained by picking one element form each pseudo-
component of X. Then D(X) is discrete and closed. Consider the pruned tree yx 
on N with [TX] = D(X). Define Tf ~ yx by 
s E Tf {::} Ns (length(s)-1) n [Tx]is not a singleton. 
Then Tf is well-founded and each immediate extension in yx of a terminal node of 
To corresponds to a pseudo-component of X. LetT( = Tf U {sAn: sAnE yx & s 
is a terminal node of Tf} . 
·~ . 
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Finally let Tf be obtained by expanding Tf: for each terminal node s of Tf 
add the tree s"f(C) to Tf , where Cis the pseudo-component of X corresponding 
to s. It is straightforward that the assignment X f--7 Tf works. -1 
We now consider the following equivalence relation: isomorphism of pruned 
trees on N with countably many branches. For brevity, let us denote by WF the set 
of all well founded trees and by CTBLE the set of all pruned trees with countably 
many branches. Then 
VlF isomorphism ~B CTBLE isomorphism ~B graph isomorphism 
and in fact they are all absolutely .6.~ bireducible. Exactly how these equivalence 
relations relate to each other in terms of Borel reducibility is not very clear, but 
CTBLE isomorphism seems to be a genuinely more complex relation than WF 
isomorphism. 
It is immediate that CTBLE isomorphism is the same as the isometry of count-
able closed subspaces of NN. We next show that it also serves as a lower bound for 
the isometry problem of discrete Polish ultrametric spaces. 
Proposition 8.11. CTBLE isomorphism is Borel reducible to isometry of 
discrete Polish ultmmetric spaces. 
Proof. For T E CTBLE, let us define a discrete Polish ultrametric space by 
taking [T] as the universe and defining the metric d as 
dr(x, y) = 1 + d(x, y) , 
where d is the usual metric of NN. 
To conclude this chapter, we note that the preceding results still leave open 
the problem of the exact complexity of the isometry problem for discrete Polish 
ultrametric spaces and for arbitrary locally compact Polish ultrametric spaces. 
CHAPTER 9 
Some Analogies with the Model Theory of 
Countable Structures 
In Lemma 2.3, we characterized every closed subgroup of Iso(X ), where X is a 
Polish metric space, by an infinite sequence of closed subsets of xn(n 2: 2) . This is 
analogous to the result for closed subgroups of S00 , see, e.g., Becker-Kechris !1996], 
1.5. In fact, if we endow the space N with the trivial metric (i.e., d(x, y) = 1, if 
x =f. y), then S00 is exactly Iso(N), and Lemma 2.3 is indeed a generalization of the 
results about S00 . 
Similarly, our Lemma 2.4 can be viewed as an analogous result to Becker-
Kechris !1996], Theorem 2.7.3, with the Urysohn space 1l.J replacing N. 
!\.lore explicitly, one can view a structure of the form (X , Rn)nEN, where (Rn) 
is a sequence of closed relations on X of various arities, as an analog of a struc-
ture of the form (N, Sn)nEN, where (Sn) is a sequence of relations on N of various 
arities, and where the notion of an isomorphism between structures of the form 
(X, Rn)nEN, which are actually isometries, replaces the notion of isomorphism be-
tween structures of the form (N, Sn)nEN· 
These analogies suggest that actions by groups of isometries might in many 
ways resemble the logic actions. Nevertheless, there are also noticeable differences 
between actions of Iso(ll.J) and those of S00 . For example, our Corollary 2.8 estab-
lished that the action of Iso(ll.J) on F(ll.J) induces a universal equivalence relation for 
all other orbit equivalence relations (in particular, for those induced by Iso(ll.J) ac-
tions) . However, the action of S00 on F(N) can be easily seen to induce a concretely 
classifiable equivalence relation, therefore it is not universal for orbit equivalence 
relations induced by S00 actions. 
In the rest of this chapter we prove a generalization of our Lemma 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.7.3 of Becker-Kechris !1996]. As a corollary we give a universal action 
of U(H), the unitary group of an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space H. 
Let G be a Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X. The action 
of G on X induces a Borel action of G on the product space ITn F(Xn) . We are 
going to give a sufficient condition for the product space to be a universal Borel 
G-space, i.e. , to have the property that for any Borel G-space Y there is a Borel 
G-embedding f of Y into f1n F(Xn), that is, f is a Borel embedding such that, for 
any g E G and y E Y, 
f(g. y) =g. f(y). 
Note that the orbit equivalence relation for a universal Borel G-space is necessarily 
universal among all orbit equivalence relations induced by Borel G-actions. 
To give the sufficient condition we need some notation first. For n E N, x = 
(x1,x2, ... ,xn) E x n and 0 = (01,02,··· ,On) ann-tuple of open sets in X, we 
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let 
Va(x,O) = {g E G: g ·xi E O;,Vl::; i::; n}. 
Va(x, 0) is an open subset of G. Let D ~X be a countable dense subset of X and 
A a countable basis for the topology of X . 
Let 
Ba(D, A) = {Va(x.O): x E D n,o E A n, n EN}. 
Then the topology of G generated by Ba ( D , A) is smaller (coarser) than the original 
topology on G. 
Theorem 9 .1. Let G be a Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space 
X. If for some countable dense subset D of X and countable open basis A of X the 
set Ba(D, A) is an open basis for G, then ITn F(Xn) is a universal Borel G-space. 
Proof. For any X E xn' let lxl = n. Let 
Y = II F(x lxl). 
xED<N 
Since v<N is countable, y is Borel isomorphic to ITnEN(F(Xn)~'~) as a Borel G-
space, and y N is Borel isomorphic to Y as a Borel G-space. It is easy to see that Y 
is Borel isomorphic to a Borel subspace of ITnEN F (X n) as a Borel G-space. Hence 
by the proof of Becker-Kechris [1996], Theorem 2.6.1 , it suffices to show that there 
is a Borel G-embedding of F(G) into Y. 
We define such an embedding 'fJ as follows. Fix C E F(G). For each x E v <N, 
let 
Ux- = {Olx ... x0n:Va(x,O)nC=0}. c u --
Note that Uf is an open subset of x lxl . Then let 
'fJ(C) = (xlxl \ uf) E Y. 
xED<N 
We claim that 'fJ is as required. 
To see that 'fJ is an embedding, let C1, C2 E F(G) and assume C1 =I C2. Since 
Ba(D,A) is an open basis for G , we may assume that there are x E v<N and 
6 E A lxl such that 
Va(x, 0) n C1 = 0 but Va(x, 0) n C2 =I 0. 
Then, by the definition in the preceding paragraph, we have that 0 1 x ... x Olxl ~ 
u¥'. To see that <.p(C1) =I <.p(C2), it suffices to verify that 01 X ... X Olxl ~ u¥2 • 
Assume not. Let g E Va(x, 0). Then there is W with Va(x, l¥') n C2 = 0 and 
g. Xi E wi, Vi ::; lxl. Thus g E Va(x, W) and hence g ~ c2. The argument shows 
that Va(x, 0) n C2 = 0, contradicting our assumption. 
It is straightforward to verify that 'fJ is a G-map. The only point to check here 
is that for any g E G, x, and 0, 
g · Va(x, 0) = Va(x,g · 0). 
It remains to show that 'fJ is Borel. For this it suffices to show that for any 
x E D <N and V open in x lxl, the set {C E F(G) : <.p(C)x- n V =j; 0} is Borel in 
F(G). Furthermore, it is enough to check this for V = 0 1 x ... x Olxl> a basic open 
set, where 6 E Alxl. The following claim establishes this. 
Claim. <.p(C)x n (01 x ... x 0 1x-1) =10 {=} C n Va(x, 0) "f;0. 
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( =>) Suppose rp( C)xn ( 01 X . .. X o ,:r ) -I 0. We then have that 01 X ... X Oixl <1:. 
Uf Therefore, Vc(x, 0) n C -=f;0, by the definition of Uf 
(~)Suppose Vc(x,O) n C -=j;0. Then (Ot x ... x O,:r1) <1:. Uf by the same 
argument as for the injectivity of rp. Therefore, rp(C)xn(Ol X .. . X o ,:r,) -I 
0. 
This completes the proof of the claim, hence the theorem. -1 
Corollary 9 .2. Let X be a Polish metric space and G a closed subgroup 
of lso(X). Then the Borel G-space Tin F(Xn) , with the evaluation action, is a 
universal Borel G-space. 
Proof. It is enough to verify the condition of Theorem 9.1 for G. First of all, 
it is obvious that the evaluation action of G on X is continuous. ow let D be an 
arbitrary countable dense subset of X and A an arbitrary open basis for X. Let 8 
be the metric on X. Assume 8 ::=; 1. Enumerate D as d1 , d2 , . . . . Since the topology 
on G is the pointwise convergence topology, a compatible metric for G is 
00 1 
de(!, g) = L 2i 8(f(di), g(di)), i=l 
for any f ,g E G. 
To see that l3c(D, A) is an open basis for G, it suffices to show that for any 
f E G and € > 0, there are x E D<N and 6 E A lxl such that 
f E Vc(x,O) ~ {g E G: dc(J,g) < ~:}. 
For this let N E N be such that L i>N ~ < ~- Let x = (d1 , ... , dN) and 6 = 
(01, ... , ON) E AN be such that f(d;) E Oi, Vi:::; N, and diam(O,) < ~- It is then 
easy to check that this choice of x and 6 works. -1 
This corollary is obviously a generalization of our Lemma 2.4. It is also a 
generalization of the Becker-Kechris [1996] theorem about universal 800-actions 
since we can again take X= N. 
Another example in which Theorem 9.1 applies is to the action on the interval 
[0, 1] ~ IR by its group of homeomorphisms denoted by H([O, 1]). This is an example 
where the action is not by isometries on the underlying space. Furthermore, notice 
that for the action of H([O, 1]2) on [0, 1]2 the condition of Theorem 9.1 fails. Thus 
we do not know if the space Tin F([0.1j2n) is a universal Borel H ([O, 1]2)-space. 
Finally notice that Corollary 9.2 applies to the unitary group and the orthog-
onal group. 
Corollary 9.3. Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space 
and U(H) be the group of unitary operators on H. Then the space f1n F (Hn), with 
the evaluation action by U(H), is a universal Borel U(H )-space. Similarly, let 
R be a separable infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space and O(R) be the group of 
orthogonal operators on R. Then the space Tin F (Rn), with the evaluation action 
by O(R) , is a universal Borel O(R)-space. 
Proof. Simply note that the strong operator topology on U(H) or O(R) coin-
cides with the pointwise convergence topology. This makes U(H) (resp .. O(R)) a 
closed subgroup of Iso(H) (resp., Iso(R)), as required by Corollary 9.2. -1 
,...: 
• 
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CHAPTER 10 
Open Problems 
In this final chapter, we discuss some open problems and directions for further 
research. 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two open problems about locally 
compact Polish metric spaces and 0-dimensional Polish metric spaces. 
Problem 10.1. Determine the exact complexity (in the hierarchy of Borel 
reducibility) of the isometry of locally compact Polish metric spaces. 
As explained earlier. the conjecture here is that it is Borel bireducible to graph 
isomorphism. 
We do not know the complexity of isometry in another subclass, namely ho-
mogeneous locally compact Polish metric spaces. We do not even know if it is 
concretely classifiable. Also we do not know the complexity of isometry in the 
subclass of locally compact Polish ultrametric spaces . 
Problem 10.2. Determine the exact complexity of the isometry of the class 
of 0-dimensional Polish metric spaces. 
The conjecture here is that it is Borel bireducible with the universal equivalence 
relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group. 
An analogous problem to the classification of Polish metric spaces up to isom-
etry is the classification of compact metric spaces up to homeomorphism. Hjorth 
[2000a] has shown that this equivalence relation is strictly above graph isomor-
phism. Also it is known (Kechris-Solecki) that homeomorphism of compact metric 
spaces is Borel reducible to an equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a 
Polish group. In fact , the Banach-Stone Theorem (see, e.g., Semadeni [1971]. 7.8.4) 
implies that, for compact metric spaces X and Y , 
X and Y are homeomorphic 
¢:? C(X) and C(Y) are isometric Banach spaces 
¢:? C(X) and C(Y) are isometric as Polish spaces, 
where C(X) denotes the space of all continuous functions from X into R with 
the supnorm (metric). It is easy to see that the map X f--7 C(X) is Borel. Thus 
by 2D, we have an alternative proof of the fact that homeomorphism of compact 
metric spaces is Borel reducible to an orbit equivalence relation induced by a Borel 
action of a Polish group. We also see that linear isometry of Banach spacs is above 
homeomorphism of compact metric spaces. This leads to the follo\Ving problems. 
Problem 10.3 . Determine the exact complexity of homeomorphism of com-
pact metric spaces. 
Problem 10.4. Determine the exact complexity of isomorphism of separable 
Banach spaces. 
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Problem 1 0 .5. Determine the exact complexity of linear isometry of separable 
Banach spaces. 
On this last problem the study of the Guraril space might be relevant. 
It might be worth pointing out here that Problem 10.3 bears deeper analogies 
to the isometry of Polish metric spaces than we have mentioned above. Just as 
the Urysohn space is an isometrically universal Polish space, the Hilbert cube is 
a universal Polish space with respect to homeomorphic embeddings (see Kechris 
[1995]). Compared with the fact that Iso(1U) is a universal Polish group, the group 
of homeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube is a universal Polish group as well. Also, by 
results of Megrelishvili [1996] and Becker-Kechris [1996, 2.6.6], every orbit equiva-
lence relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish group is Borel reducible to the 
orbit equivalence relation of the evaluation action of some closed subgroup of the 
homeomorphism group of the Hilbert cube on the Hilbert cube. Analogously, the 
techniques in our section 2E yield the following result for actions by isometries. 
Proposition 10.6. Let X be a Polish metric space and G a closed subgroup of 
Iso(X). There is a closed subgroup H oflso(1U) such that E§ $.B E~ , where the 
actions are evaluations. 
Proof. In the notation of 2E, just take H = c·. 
It is then natural to ask the following question, which seems to be open. 
Problem 10.7. Is there a Polish metric space X and a closed subgroup G of 
Iso(X) such that E§ is a universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel action 
of a Polish group? 
One can also ask the (seemingly) weaker question of whether it is possible to 
have a Borel action of a Polish group G by isometries on a Polish metric space X , 
so that E§ is a universal equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a Polish 
group. 
On classifying isometries, we have the following question about the group 
Iso(1U). 
Problem 10.8. Determine the exact complexity of the equivalence relation 
induced by the conjugacy action of Iso(1U) on itself. Is it universal for equivalence 
relations induced by a Borel action of a Polish group? 
In connection with this problem. we will compute the complexity of conjugacy 
in Iso(N) , where N is the Baire space NN endowed with the usual ultrametric 
d(x , y ) = T n where n is the least number such that x (n) =I y(n). 
Then N is an ultrametric Polish space. An isometry of N is usually called a 
Lipschitz automorphism of the Baire space. Here, to be consistent with the other 
notation employed in this paper, we continue to use Iso(N) to denote the group of 
all Lipschitz automorphisms of N:+~ and address them as isometries of N . 
Each isometry of N is characterized by a coherent sequence of permutations. 
To be precise, let Nn denote the set of sequences of natural numbers of length n . 
Given permutations 1r , p of Nn, Nm, respectively with n $. m , we write 1r $. p if 
p(s) ln = 1r(sln ), 
for any s E Nm . If 1r1 $. 1r2 $. 1r3 $. ... , where 1r n is a permutation of Nn, then 
f : NN -t NN given by f(x) = Un 7rn(x ln) is an isometry of N. Conversely, for 
·~· •  
-· 
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any isometry f of N , there is a unique sequence 1r1 :S 1r2 :S 1r3 .. . , where 7rn is a 
permutation of Nn such that f(x) = Un 7rn(x in). In fact , for s E Nn, let 
7rn(s) = f(s"y)in , 
for an arbitrary y E NN. Then 7rn has the aforementioned property. We should 
of course make sure that 7rn is well defined: let y1 , Y2 E NN be arbitrary. Then 
d(s"y1,s"y2) :S 2-n, from which it follows that d(f(s"yr) , j(s"y2)) :S 2-n, and 
hence j(s"y1) in = j(s"y2) in. 
Two isometries f, g of N are conjugate to each other , denoted by f "'c g, if 
there is h E Iso(N) such that 
foh =h og 
Being conjugate is an equivalence relation. Moreover, "'c is the orbit equivalence 
relation of the action of Iso(N) on itself by conjugacy. It is well known (and also 
follows from the argument in Theorem 4.3 of this paper) that Iso(N) is isomorphic 
to a closed subgroup of 800 • Therefore "'c is in particular Borel reducible to graph 
isomorphism. We will show below that "'c is in fact Borel bireducible to graph 
isomorphism, thus completely characterizing the complexity of this equivalence re-
lation. 
Before proceeding to the proof of this result, we recall some relevant background 
material related to Lipschitz automorphisms. In Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [1994] 
Lipschitz automorphisms of 2N were considered. Since 2N is a compact space, the 
group of Lipschitz automorphisms is a compact Polish group. Thus the conju-
gacy classification problem is an orbit equivalence relation induced by an action 
of a compact Polish group and is therefore concretely classifiable. However, in 
Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [1994] the authors considered a different classification 
problem, that is, the classification of Lipschitz automorphisms of 2N up to conju-
gacy by Borel automorphisms. Their results essentially say that this latter equiva-
lence relation is also concretely classifiable. The classification of conjugacy of Borel 
automorphisms (of some standard Borel space) was also investigated. Clemens ( un-
published) showed that it is a I:~-complete equivalence relation and hence is very 
complicated and beyond the scope of orbit equivalence relations. 
Now we are ready to establish our result for Lipschitz automorphisms of NN. 
Theorem 10.9. The conjugacy equivalence relation on Iso(N) is Borel bire-
ducible with graph isomorphism. 
Proof. As we remarked earlier it is enough to show that graph isomorphism 
is :SB ("-'c)· 
In our proof we will use, instead of graphs, the following class of trees on 2N, 
whose isomorphism relation we showed in the proof of Theorem 4.4 to be bireducible 
to graph isomorphism. 
LetT be the class of all trees on 2N which are nonempty and splitting, i.e., for 
any T E T and sET, there are at least two t 1 , t2, t1 -I- t2 such that length(tr) = 
length(t2) = length(s) + 1 and s ~ t 1 , s ~ t2. 
Given T E T, we will define an isometry fr of N by constructing its finite 
approximations 1r} :S 1r:f :S 7rf :S .. . , where each 7rr is a permutation of Nn. 
For this we fix a bijection from N x { 0, 1} onto N and denote it by ( m, i) ~ 
(m , i) . For any s E Nn, let p(s) E Nn be the unique tuple (m1 , ... , mn) such that 
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s = ((m1 ,i1}, ... , (mn, in}). 
1\ow we are ready to define 1rJ}. We do this by induction on n. For notational 
simplicity we start from n = 0 and let 7r~(0) = 0. By induction, suppose 1rJ} is 
defined. ForsE Nn , kEN, let 
1r'T+1(s"k) = {1r!(s)~(m, 1- i}~ if k = (m, i} for p(s)"m E T, 
7rr(s) k, othefWlSe. 
It is clear that 1rJ} :'S 1r'T+1 for all n ;::: 1. Thus we can let fr(x) = Un 1rJ}(xln). 
Then fr is an isometry of N and the assignment T H fr is a Borel function. 
It is clear from the construction that p(s) = p(1rJ}(s)), for any s E Nn. It 
remains to check that if T1, T2 E 7 , then 
T1 ~ T2 ¢::? fr, "'c fr2 · 
First suppose that <p is an isomorphism from T1 onto T2 . We construct an 
isometry g of N by its finite approximations P1 :'S P2 :'S Pa :'S ... , where each Pn is 
a permutation of Nn, such that 
n n -1 7rT2 = Pn ° 7rr, · Pn ' 
for all n;::: 1. This guarantees that fr2 =go fr, o g-1. 
Let Po(0) = 0. By induction, suppose Pn is defined with the inductive as-
sumption that, for any s E Nn, if p( s) E T1 , then cp(p( s)) = p(pn ( s) ) E T2 , and if 
P(Pn(s)) E T2, then p(s) E T1, and cp(p(s)) = p(pn(s)). 
Lets E Nn and k E N. If p(s) ¢ T1 , then define Pn+t(s"k) = Pn(s)"k. Oth-
erwise, p(s) E T1 . If p(s"k) E T1 , then for some mE 2N,p(s"k) = p(s)"(m, i}, i E 
{0, 1}, and since cp(p(s"k)) E T2, we have some m' E 2N such that 
cp(p(s"k)) = cp(p(s)rm'. 
Let Pn+t(s"k) = Pn(st(m' ,i ). We verify the inductive assumption: 
cp(p(s"k)) = cp(p(s))"m' = p(pn(s))"m' = p(pn(st(m', i)) 
= P(Pn+t(s"k)). 
If p(s"k) ¢ T1, note that both sets 
{kEN: p(s"k) ¢ TI} and {kEN: cp(p(s))"k ¢ T2 } 
are infinite. There is then a bijection 1 between the two sets. We define Pn-I (s"k) = 
Pn(sfl(k). 
It is clear from the definitions that Pn :-::; Pn+I· We need to see that 7rr;1 = 
n+I -1 Pn+I 0 7rr, 0 Pn+1 · 
Lets E Nn and kEN. If p(s) ¢ T1, then 
7rr:1 o Pn+I(s"k) = 7rr:1(Pn(s)"k) = 7rr2 o Pn(srk. 
Since p o 1rJ}
2 
o Pn(s) = p o Pn o 1rJ}
1 
(s) E T2 implies p(1rJ}, (s)) = p(s) E T1 , and 
Pn+I ·7rr;1(s"k) = Pn+I(7rJ}, (s)"k) = Pno1rJ}, (srk, we have that 1r;;; 1 opn+t(s"k) = 
n+l ( "k) Pn+l o 7rr1 s • . 
If p(s) E T1 and p(s"k) E T1 then 
1r'T;1 · Pn-I(s"k) = 7rr;1 (Pn (st(m', i}) 
.. 
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(for cp(p(s"k) = cp(p(s)rm' and k = (m ,i)) 
(where k' = (m, 1- i))) 
= 7r]\ (Pn(s)t(m', 1 - i) 
= Pn o 7ry1 (s)"(m' , 1- i) 
= Pn+1(1r!}, (srk') 
= Pn+1 o 1r!].+1(s"k). 
Finally, if p(s) E T1, but p(s"k) ~ T1, t hen 
1r;;.;1 o Pn+t(s"k) = 7r!J.;1(Pn(sr,(k)) 
= 7ry2 (Pn(s)tl(k) 
= Pn o 7ry1 (stl(k) 
= Pn+1(7ry1 (stk) 
= Pn+1 o 7ry1 (s"k). 
Now we assume that g is an isometry of N such that fr2 = g o fr, o g-1 . 
Let p1 :-::;: P2 :-::;: P3 :-::;: ... be the finite approximations of g, where each Pn is a 
permutation of Nn. Then it follows that 7ry
2 
= Pn o 7ry
1 
o p;; 1 . We construct an 
isomorphism cp from T1 onto T2 by induction on the length of s E T1 . 
Let cp(0) = 0. Suppose <p is already defined from T1 n (2N)~n onto T2 n (2N)~n 
in such a way that for any s E T1n(2N)n and t E Nn with p(t) = s, cp(x) = p(pn(t)) . 
Let s"k E T1 n (2N)n+l and t E Nn with p(t) = s. Then 7r!J.~ 1 (r(k, O)) = 
7ry1 (tt(k, 1) and 1r!].~ 1 (r(k, 1)) = 7ry1 (t)"(k, 0). Since 1r!].:1 = Pn+l o1r!].~ 1 op;;:~ 1 , we 
have that, for some m and m', if we let Pn+1(r(k, 0)) = Pn(ttm and Pn+tCC(k, 1)) = 
Pn(ttm', then 7r!].: 1(Pn(ttm) = Pn(tt m' and 7r!J.;1 (Pn(tfm') = Pn(ttm and m =J 
m'. It follows from the definition of 1r!].;1 that p(pn(ttm) E T2 and that there is k' 
such that m = (k' , 0) and m' = (k' , 1) and 
P(Pn(ttm) = P(Pn(t)tk' = cp(stk' E T2 . 
We then just let cp(s"k) = cp(stk' E T2 . It is then clear that cp is an isomorphism 
from T1 onto T2. -1 
Finally, there are some interesting questions about isometry groups. 
Problem 10.10. Characterize the isometry groups of connected (or Reine-
Borel or pseudo-connected) locally compact Polish metric spaces. Similarly char-
acterize the isometry groups of Polish (or locally compact) ultrametric spaces. 
The last question is a special case of an old problem of Krasner (see Lemin-
Smirnov [1986]) from the 1950's. 
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